4. ADJECTWAL LEXEMES

The description of repetitive adjectival lexe6ssll0 differs in tno respects from that
of nominal items. Fi¡st, there will be no diviúon of the Sinitic adjectival corpus into
sub-chapærs on a semantic basis, but r€marks concerning rneaning are interspersed

in the æxt of sub+hapters with the na¡nes of major dialect groups as titles. Second,
there is a slight shift of focus in description from a repetitive lexeme/output dominance evident in ch. 2, over to a processual bias in the treatment of repetitive
adjectival data- In other words, when in the case of repetitive nominal items, mostly
conceptualized as established members of a particular lexicon, the exposition of tbe
meaning and of the relative proportion of repetitive forms within a particular lexi-

çe¡lll

was achieved through lists of lexemes subsumed under a specific semantic
categorisation, the conceptualisæion of rcpetitive adjectival lexemes as modifications

of the same lexeme ralher than independent lexemes, abolishes such lists as primary
descriptive tools.

Naturally, this change of emphasis does not inrply an absolute denial of the
possibility of occurrcnce in the analysis below of presumably lexicalised repetitive
adjectival forms, æ the conception of repetitive nominals as predominantly separate-

ly listed lexical items does not exclude the possibility of occurrence of duplicative
nominals generated by productive rulesl12. The reason for this shift of focus in the
treatment of adjectival material resides mainly in the difference between what is
generally achieved by nominal and adjectival repetition, respectively. The result of a
duplicate.d noun is very often another noun refening to a distinct entity in comparison to the base noun, while a duplicated adjective most often exprcsses a
modifrcation, motivated by the requircments of an on-going discourse, of the same
qualitative concept as referred to by the adjectival base. As it is not i¡rational to
assu¡ne that the creation of a na¡ne for a separate entity in the experiential world of
speakers of a particular speech community corresponds to primary communicative
I

l0

fsr

consistcncy's sakc thc tcrm 'lcxeme' is also uscd to rcf€f, to the adjcctival itcms in this
cbaptcr, dêsPitc thc fact tbat the empbasis is morc on thc processual aspect ofrcpctition than
in chapter 2, which mca¡s that oftcn a form excmplifying a particular rcpetitive patærn is

Fobably neither sto¡pd in thc memory of native spealren nor would it correspondingly be

Itl
I

listod as a sepûate €nty in a dictionary.
To convcy such an idea is naturally possiblc only with speech forrrs represcnted by larger
nominal suÞscts within thc wholc corpus, i.e. Sinitic speech forms and tfictnamesc.

12 5uç¡ subscts of nouns as thoæ witä

tcmporal rcferpnce and thosc rcfcning to place plus a
few othcr nouns soem to sand as good candidatcs for rcpetitive nouns producod by rules rathcr
than stored as entries in thc lcxicon duc t<¡ the modification of the meaning of what can be
regarded as a base form (scc 2.1.1.6, 2.1.1.8).
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ne€ds and thus tends to have lexical consequenoes in the form ofanew entry in tbe
respective leicon, it is equally reasonable to suftfrose that such inbcrently epbeme-

ral phenomena as repetitive modiñcations of a cognitively unitary qualitative conc€Pt
will not lend themselves as easily to lexicalisation, but a¡e ratherproducedby means
of general linguistic rules wben the need arises. The choice of metaliaguistic ærms

by other linguists, e.g. Chao (1970: 205-210) and Li & Thompson (1981: 32)'
when they defrne tbe purpose of adjectival repetition as giving more vivid meaning
to the original word or modifying its degree of intensity, supports the proposed
unitåry view with regard to adjectives.
The set of pronouns and measurc words,/classifiers æated in the previous
chapter, for example, resembles adjectives morc than nominals in that the purpose
of their repetition seer$ to be quite generally to modi$ the meaning of an
unrepeated base form- The suÞset of nouns labelled as 'nouns also used as measure words' a¡e similar in this f€spect to \ilhat have been called 'measul€ words
proper' (='sortals') in the study.
The principles of the notational sysæm inEoduced in ch. 2 a¡e also valid in tbis
chapter and tbe notational lexicon will be complemenrcd if necessary. The definitions used to deærmine the accepæd set of repetitive ¡eminal lexemes in ch. 2 a¡e
likewise applicable to the set of adjectival lexemes treated in this cbapter with less
weight on definition (lÐ (p. 5) in the Prcsent context than in the case of nomin¿ls,
due to the shift of emphasis mentioned above.

4.1. THF' SINITIC GROI'P
The set of adjectival repetitive lexemes in Sinitic speech forms will, in like manner
to the nominal datq be trcate¿ in ærms of tbe classification in Yuan (1989) with the
difference that this time tbe narnes of major dialect groups serve as titles of subchapters. The distribution of the iæms in the adjectival corPus between various
Sinitic speech forms deviarcs from that of the nominal coipus in including lexemes
from Hakka and Gan, and in offering a sizeable subcorpus from the Yue group,
whose rçpresentatives were alnost abaent from the nominal data The aPpea¡a¡rce or

notable increase in size of tbe sub-corpora of the dialect groups mentioned is,
however, counterbalanced by rcductions in the size of thc adjectival sub-corpus in
other Sinitic goups.
Items from Old Chinese will be treated together with those from Standard
Chinese. The practice of using the term 'MaDda¡in' (= lbÈ-#)tt3 as a head modified by the name of aca¡dinal pointwben refening to wbat migbt generally be called
non-ståndard Mandadn speech forms, will be retained.
I

l3

Scc

Noruu¡r (1988: 181), for cxample.
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Although Sinitic speech forms are deemed notorious for their r€sistance to
formal word classification due to the paucity of morphological affixes, the ærm
'adjective' is used in this chapter in the traditional sense to refer to members of a
lexical category that designates a property, primarily for tno reasons: first, the
Chinese sources do not seem to be much bothered by the problems of word class
adherence as they avail themselves quite frecly of the corresponding Chinese term
GWãñ) when discussing relevant lexical forms; secon{ as the term in question
is familiar it is immediately understood by everyone without the necessity of a
definition. Since analysts whose native language is Chinese feel quite comfortable
in classifying lexical forms as adjectives, the application of this term cannot be
totally misleading.

(193) of repetitionlt4 in Manda¡in Cìhinese, by which
l), has provided a
grcat amount of upto-date material for the following exposition of adjectival
Gan's recent account

he means 'the modem Standard Chinese language' (Gan 1993: l

repetition in Sinitic speech forms.

4.1.1. Standard and Old Chinese
Gan (1993: 7g-W2)- distinguishes nine süucturally different repetitive adjectival patterns in Standard Chinese, i.e. AA, AABB, ABB, ABCC, AABC, AAB, A-ri-AB,

A-år-BBll5

ABAB, which is five moæ than in Li & Thompson (1981: 32-36>,
for example, who have recognized AA, AABB, AAB and ARB l16. Chao's (1970:
199) list of repetitive patterns has nothing to offer by way of an addition to Gan's
list.
Gan (1993: 72) makes a point of reducing adjectives and adverbs to a single
category, which is what other analysts are also prone to do, if not so straightforwardly, by stating that many duplicated monosyllabic adjectives can also function as modifiers of verbs, i.e. adverbs (see also Li & Thompson 1981: 32; Chao
I97O:207-208). The meaning of a repetitive disyllabic AA item derived from a
monosyllabic base morpheme is regularly inænsi$ing, that is, increase in form corrcsponds to increase in meaning, which in the case of a quality can be paraphrased
as 'more/very much of X'. E.g.:

I

14

I

l5

I

16

and

Gan uses the taditional tcrm 'reduplication'.
Rather A-åz-BBC, see p. 91.

Ç¿¡¡ (1993: 72) argues that Li & Thompson should have rccognized only two structural
patterns of adjectival duplicativcs, i.e. AA and AABB, but a morc carcû¡l inspection of thcir
tcxt rcveals two examples of which one can be maæhed with tbc AAB panern (bëngfung cuÌ
'crackling crisp') and one complies with the ABB patærn (lëng bîngb:ng.cold as ice') (Li &
Thompson l98l: 36).
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hóng

'rtd'

cháng

'long'

(Gan 1993:7E-79)

>

-¡'

hóng hong (de¡ttz
cháng chang (de)

'rafùetr ¡€d'

'rafber long'

Gan (1993: 82-83) maintains that there are quite a number of disyllabic adjec-

tives in the AA pattern for which an independentbase morpheme cannotbe found,
or if there is one, then a semantic conncction between the rneaning of tbe duplicative
item and the monosyllabic morpheme cannot be plausibly established. E.g.:
táng táng

'dignifi ed, impressive'

xióng xióng

'flaming, ablaze'

The exisænce of such baseless disyllabic AA items can be easily verified by
browsing tbrough a dictionary. Tbe following set is a selection of adjectival lexemes
of this type:

zi
sãn sãn
xi xi
jiãn jian
drën zùên
qî qi
qin qin
tiáo tiáo
xìng xìrig
jiõng jiõng
xri xù
yàng yàng
bin bin
chõng chõng
kú kú
mãng mãng
zi

'diligent, indr¡süious'
'(of hair, twiç, etc.) thin and long'
'(formal) vexe4 troubled'
'(formal) small, tinY'
'(formal) luxuriant, overgrown with brunbles'
'QiL) luxruianf lush'
'(fom¡al) like a galloping horse'
'far away, t€mote'
'angry, resenû¡l'
'(formal) (of eyes) btigttt, shining'

'vivid,lively'
'disgnmtled, sullen'
'(formal) ¡efined'
'laden with anxiety, ca¡Êwont'

'(formal) dilig"nq industrious, assiduot¡s'

'(it)

vast and boundless'

(Wei et al. 1995: 13ó1, E59, tt17,4ó¡8,1306, 769, 8Í2,999,1140' 52G521'
1147, 1180, 63, 137, 565, 662)

t

l7

Very oftcn Chincsc analysts are prone to provide isolatcd cxamples of duplicative adþtival/
adverù forms with a particle auachcd after thcm, which in the casc of Sta¡da¡d Cbincsc is
.de'. Gan's explication (193: 80) of this element makcs it clcar üat fur some rcason thc particle has been ca¡ried over ûrom a purely syntactic fra¡rework to a oontcxt whcre it docs not
necessarily belong. This is wby it is placcd in pårcnthcscs contrary to Gan's exemplifications
but in acco¡dance with thc practice establishcd in ct¡. 2.
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An obvious explanation for these items is that they a¡e lexicalised outputs of a
repetitive process active some time in the past in the workings of the Sinitic speech
form(s) on which the codifred modern standard language has been founded.
Standad Chinese disyllabic adjectives arc repeated by duplicating the constituent syllables of the base contiguously one after the other (AB
AABB). As with
repeated monosyllables, Gan

(I93:84)

->

argues that the repetition of disyllables has

regular intensi$ing semantic results. E.g.:

gfu¡ng 'clean'
->
zhèng qí 'orderly'

gãn

gani¡ng¡ng

'very clean'

->

Although most monosyllabic adjectives can be subjected to duplication, as
lwi 'slippery' ¡¡s an example of an exception
to the dominant tendency, Li & Thompson (1981: 33) staæ ttrat the number of disyllabic adjectives barred from repetition is fa¡ greater than is the case with monosyllabic adjectives. Unfortr¡nately, no hard and fast rules can be set to determine
which adjectives a¡e and which adjectives are not eligible to serve as inputs to the
repetitive prooess. Here a¡e some of the disyllabic items listed by Li & Thompson
argued by Gan (1993: 78), who cites

(1981: 33-34) as incapable of undergoing repetition in Srandard Chinese:
róngyì

'easy'

kùnnár¡
yánzhòng

'difficult'

yúbèn
pínqióng

'stupid'
'im¡nverished'

It may come

'serious, grave'

of a surprise that even such presumably frequent
Standard Chinese adjectives as róngyì and lùrnán cannot be repeat€d.
According to Gan (1993: 86-87), therc is a ser of adjectival AABB repetitive
lexemes which a¡e derived from verbsllS. The verbal bases a¡e of two kinds:
(i) rwo juxtaposed verbs or (ü) disyllabic verbs. E.g.:
II

ð

as something

Pert¡aPs due to the adjective-verb and adjective-advcrb ovcrlapping in Sandard Chincsc (Gan
1993: 81, 72), fomrs seem to bc variably constn¡ed either as vcrbs, adjectivcs or adverbs in

the source materials. Becausc of this overþ Ga¡ (1993: 72), for cxample, collapscs adjcctives and adverbs into one category, having as a ñ¡rther motivation for this procedure the fact
that the two classcs of iæms according to him go through quite similar processcs of
repetition. This feature of multiple membership of c¡rtain lcxical iæms is cxcmplified by the
way the examples under (i) and (ii) are treated. Pito pifo tiàa tiào, for example, is
translated into English with a verb ('skip along') in wei et al. (1995: ?39) but seems to
function as an adve¡b in the sentence givcn there as an cxample of its usagc. Kê kc bàn Mtt
is provided with an adjectival renderings by lVei et al. (1995: 553) whilc Gan has addcd tbe
sufñx -ly to one of the English counterparts bottr herc and undcr (ü) in his translation of tbc
duplicauve of lbdao. Thc prcsent wort is consisænt in using adjcctival English countcrparæ
in the uanslations of the duplicative foru¡s in qucstion, a procedure which can bardþ be
regarded as a distortion of linguistic facts as it only aspires o comply with the theme of the
chapær in emphasizing one aspect in the multiple membership of rl¡e iæms in question.
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(Ð

pão tiào

run

jump

->

kê bàn

pão pfu tiào

kê ke bàn

tiào

bàn

'vivacious (especially of a child)'

'br¡Írpy,limping'

bump jump

(ü)

láodao 'châfter'

->

láo lao dão

dão

'gamrlous'

Gan (1993: 85-86) notes fi¡¡ther that there are adjectival lexemes patæmed as
AABB for which no AB bases can be found. These forms give the impression of
being derived from the juxtaposition of nro repeated morphemes. E.g-:
mànman dã¡tg dãng

'fi¡ll to tbe bdm'

áànáàn jingfng

'Eernbling with fear a¡rd trepidation'

yúrgyùrychuò chuò
wéi wèi nuò nuò

'vague and dim'

'submissive and obedient'

A closer inspection of the Standa¡d Chinese lexicon reveals that such
quadrisyllabic adjectival repetitive lexemes with no listed base forms are by no
means a rare phenomenon. E.g.:

suù
sõng song kùã kuã
qä qû wãn wän
tÈng bèng tiào t'rào
leng Fng huõ huõ
jiji ctrã ctrã
gur-gufsuì

(wei

'sneaking,

firtive, sæalthy'

'not solid or firm, unsæady; slaclq sluggish'
'winding, meandering'
'bourcing and vivacious'
'hustling and bustling; stirring'
'very crowded, Packed tight, jammed together'

et al. 1995: 365,957,816, ¡ló,

290,45Ðl19

lexemes just cited a¡e derived from independent refteated juxtaposed
AA + BB): guf'ghost, spiriÇ apparition; stealthy, surreptimorphemes (A + B
tious, etc.' + s¡¡l 'evil spirit, ghost; to haunt and plague' (Vfei et al. 1995: 365'
965); sõ¡g'loose, slack' + &uã'to collapse, fall, break down' (Wei et al. 1995:

All the

->

957, 567); gû 'bent, curved; bend' + ryãn 'curved, tortuous, crooked' (Wei et al.
1995: 816, 1036); bèng'to leap, jump, spring' + tiào'to jumP, leap, bounce' (S/ei
et al. 1995:46, 1000);Fng 'wind; air-dry, winnow; swift as the win4 úc.' + huõ
'fire; fiery, flaming; urgent, prassing; angef, temp€r' (Wei et al. 1995: 289,437);it'
'to squeeze, press' + cltô'to stick in, insert' (Wei et al. 1995: 455' 101).

l19

adþtive is duplicard the second syllable of the resulting rcpctitive form is
tonally ncutral (Li & Thompson lgEl: 33). Among this sct of iæms only sõttg song kttif
lañarÅ jfji chõ chã arc r€gular in this sense while all the othcr membcrs of thc sct
have ñ¡ll tones on the second syllablc. But all of thcm sbsc tbc courmon feanrc of having
ll¡bena

no raccable disyllabic base.
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The Standard Chinese lexicon contains pairs of lexemes, one quadrisyllabic
and the other disyllabic, of which the latter could be regarded as the base of the
former, but the meaning of the assumed derivative form does not seem to imply any
obvious intensification in the quality referred to by the supposed base, ifjudged on
the basis of the English translations. E.g.:
hào hào dàng

dàng

'vast and mighty'

(<lëng léng qing

qing

hào dàrng'vast and mighty')

'cold and cheerless, desolate'
lëng qing 'cold and cheerless, desolate')
'cateless, casua[ not very good, etc.'
(<- mã hä 'cal€less, casual')

(<mã mã hú

hä

(v/ei et al. 1995: 388, 595,653)

Of course, it takes a native speaker to deærmine whether there is a difference of
meaning between these disyllabic and quadrisyllabic lexemes. The quadrisyllabic
forms a¡e similar to the majority of items in the previous set in that they do not
neutralize the second syllable and thus do not comply with the regular pattern of
repetitive forms derived ftom disyllabic adjectival bæes.
There are also forms listed as members of the standa¡d chinese vocabulary
which are outwardly compatible with the AABB pattern with no corresponding
disyllabic entry, but which seem to be composed of a duplicaæd independent monosyllabic lexeme followed by a presumably indivisible disyllabic repetitive constituent. The latter is writæn with an otherwise homophonous character but for the tone.
Note how the items in the set below comply with the regular repetitive patlern in
hauing a tonally neutral second syllable:

(ffiHÈF) '(diat.) fierce, ferocious'
shi
snr- (RRHF) '(of a person) da¡k and sturdy'
máo mao têng Gng (€€ffiffi) 'flunied and excite{ flusrered,
màn man têng Gng (Þ@ffiffi) 'loiteringly slow'
è e snr-

hêi hei slu-

mímidrèngáeng GtËtItT)'daznd,confr.¡sed'
(Wei et al. 195: ?52,395,6Át2,ffi,674)

The tones of both H and Ë in their function as representing independent
monosyllabic entries in the lexicon is rising (35) not level (55) and the respecrive
6sanings are 'solid; true, r€al, actual; feality, fact, etc.' for the former and .to gallop, jump, prance; rise, soar; make room, clea¡ out, vacate' for the latter (Vrrei et al.
1995: 909, 987). One of the functions of ffi in the relevant entry is formulaæd as
'\¡sed after certain verbs to show repeated actions" but the example of such a usage
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Ë in the level tone but a single ffi in the rising tonel2O
(ffiffifântêng'to s€Êthe, rise, churn; to turn sth. over and over' [Wei et al. 1995:
2650. In the entry for È no such sufExal fi¡nction bas been recorded (see Wei

does not contain duplicared

et at. 1995: 909). These quadrisyllabic lexemes resemble trisyllabic repetitive ABB
forms in having the BB part in the level tone. The E in the last iæm differs from

È

and ffi in having a level tone reading entered in Wei et al. (1995: 1309) with the
meaning 'seized with tenor, tÊrrified, panic-stricken', but'Wei et al. (1995: 1314)
also featu¡es a falling tone reading, marked as dialectal, and ranslatcd into English
as 'to sta¡e blankly, be in a daze', which meaning seems to be also conveyed by an
AA form
and is obviously close to tlre mearrin g of ml mi zhëng zhên|

(ü*

(tÏff)

tEttr), too.
The following two AABB adjectival lexemes presumably exemplify quadrisyllabic morpbemes since none of the possible constitueng reprËsent independent
enties in the Standard Chinese lexicon. Note how the formal rcgulafity corresponding to the quadrisyllabic result of aduplicæed disyllabic base is flawless all the way
down to tte toneless second syllable:

rüÞE
E

'(inf.) scaüere4 çporadic'
'(inf.) verùose and unclear in speech,

liluõluõ

rambling arid indistirict'
(lVei et d. 1995: 596)

A nominal disyllabic lexeme, such

as

gëda'a swelling on the skia, pirnple,

lump, etc.' (Wei et al. 1995: 3?A) cat senle as
adjectival quadrisyllabic re,petitive form:
gë då

->

gë ge dã

dã

a base

for the derivation of a regUlar

'(inf.) rough, knotg, bumpy'

The structure of ABB adjectival lexemes usually consists of an adjectival base
morpbeme to which a repetitive modifying BB constin¡ent is suffixedt2l ¡6 fqrm ¿

rcpetitive lexeæ of the headwo,rd q¡pel22, a descriptive term use.d by Yip &.Zltang
(1995: 39). All lexemes of the ABB type in Standard Chinese afe Dot, howeveç
always traceable, when not too opaque, back to tbc A + BB formative Pattern. The
form ldàrg tãng tting (ñËË') 'brightly lit, brilliant" for example, is derived from

(ñË) 'light, bright' (Yip & hang 1995: 39; IVei et al. 1995: 61a). Yip
&hang(1995: 39) bring out two repetitive adjectivals, nñnmiôn nÍAt (*ffiffi)

Iiùtgtang

'soft, weak' a¡¡d xiãng pën pën

(ãH[fr)

'sweet-smelling, savoury, a¡4rctizing',

120 q¡ ¿¡¡croativcly wiür a ¡reutral tone (Wei et al. 1995: 265).
l2l ¡u (1964: I l ) uscs a tclm usually translatcd as 'complement' in linguistic cottcxts
to ttte BB pæt in

122 lnothcr

ripartitc rqrtitive lexemcs of thc ABB type.

wo¡ds, tbese ABB forms arc compositional in mcaning.

to rcfer
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which according to them are derived rather unexpectedly ftom mí,án tuãn (ffi*)
'soft, weak' and pên xi,ãng (ÉÉ)123, ¡çspectively (S/ei et al. 1995: 852, 1105,
677).
Gan (1993: 88-89) argues that there are two kinds of disyllabic sufflxal BB
elements in this category of repetitive adjectivals: some are onomatopoeicl24 in
nature, e.g.:
rè hä hü

'verywam'

màn tÊng têng

'rather slow'

jrhbãbii
suãn liä liú

'rather tighÇ hard up'

'rather sour'

(Gan 1993: E9-90)

while others can be analysed as being repetitions of a monosyllabic morpheme associated with a conventional srgâning. E.g.:

lü

yõu yõu

'glossy gree Qeaves, plants, etc.)'

gean oil
guãng tä tä

ba¡p

è

'rather ba¡e'

bald

hën hén

'rather fierce, ferocious'

fiecæ cn¡el
(Gan 1993:89)

Gan (1993: 90) argues that as the modi$ing sufñxal repetitive constituent has
inænsiÛing consequences forthe meaning of the bead adjectival lexeme, the adjectival repetitive lexemes of the ABB type are semantically similar to the duplicative
items exemplrfying the AA and AABB types. But it seems thæ the semantic scogr

of the trisyllabic gpc is ample¡ ranging from intensifying (e.g. rè hú hû ,very
warm') by way of less inænsifying (e.9. å hën hën 'rather fierce') to the point of
de-intensi$ing the reluive amounr of quality expressed by thc base (e.g. lãzg si si
'a bit chilly').
With the kind of signs used as Chinese cha¡acters, composiæ both in ssmanfisg
and phonetics, there is always the temptation of interpreting or employing them as
carriers of a conventional meaning in the cases where symbolisation of the phonetic
content of a linguistic element only is meant. Gan (1993: 90-91) suggests that this
may also be the case with the sort of ABB lexemes represented by tú yõu yõu,
I

23

Curiously enougb" IVei et aI. (1995) does not recognize p ën xiãttg lrsan cnty.
onomatopoeic itcms from our analysis G. 3) rcfers to €lemcn6 of a
purely onomato¡neic naine.

124 n¡s decision to excludc
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guãng tú

fr and è hën hën above. Yip & Trl,ang (1995:

47), echoing Gan (1993: 90)

but using sligütly different ærminology, maintain that in most câses the BB dup
licative part has no precise meaning and is used mof€ as a phonacsthetic means to
modiff the meaning of the head"
Some ABB lexemes with an onomatopoeic BB part are according to Gan
(1993: 9l) in free variæion with a corresponding regular AABB structure. E.g.:

trê

lè hé bõ/lè le bê
bìng yãn yãnlbìng bing yãn

xiû dã dã/îiü xiu dã

'rather happy and cheerñ¡l'

yãn

dã

'¡ather sick and weary'
'rather shy, bashfr¡l'

(Gan 1993:91-92)

Gan (1993: 92-93') distinguishes furtber deverbal (i) and denominal (ii)
trisyllabic duplicative lexemes moulded after the ABB Pattern. E.g.:

(Ð

xiào

'smile'

nào '6¡þs

(ü)

xiào xi

¡sis¿'-¡

xuè 'blood'
tsweat'
hàn

->
->

xi

'smiling broadly'
nào hõng hõng 'clamororu, noisy'

lin
jinfrn

xuè lin
hàn

'bloody, d¡ipping with blood'
'$ileaty, moist with sweat'

Some disyllabic nominal lexemes may also suffix an BB element after them
with the sams semantic effects as with monosyllabic heads, creating ABCC adjec-

tival repetitive lexical iærns. E.g.:

qìshù 'manrìef,'
yãn$'ù'smoke,

-> yãnwùGngtEng'ñ¡ll of smoke'125
mist'->

mùqì 'lethargy,

->

mùqì chén chén126 'lettrargic, apathetic'

lifeless'

(Gan 1993: 93; Wei ct al. 1995: 698)

It is not only disyllabic nouns that may bave a repetitive constituent suffrxed to
thenl sinæ the following example has a disyllabic adjective in the AB sloü
125 ps¡ some reason, Gan (193: 93) gives a syllable by syllable translation of this lcxeme
.fog'), evør though it ñgrncs as a singlc enry þø-,lltzl 'smokp, mist or
n"poun a mixtu¡e of smoke and vapouc smog') in Wei ct a¡. (195: 1166). The translation
(yãa .smoke' +

ul

adoptcd hcrc complies with IVei et al. (195).
the tone of thc BB part is not high levcl, which according to YiP & Zhang (1995:
45) is the rulc in rcpctitivc lcxemes of thc ABB pattcrn, so perbaps tbc cboicc of thc cbaracær

126 ¡e¡ç how

ifi 'to sink; (f¡g.) to kccp down,

lower, sink; profound, hcavy; to feel hcavy' (Wci et al'

1995 l?.O) to write thc rcpetitive constiü¡ent of this trisyllabic lcxcme does oonectly rcflcct

its for¡rative hisory.
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kðli¡ín 'pitiful, pathetic, poor'
(Wei et al. 1995: 554)

-¡
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këtiári bãbä'pitiable, pattretiç'lz/

The Standard Ctinese lexicon contains repetitive adjectival listed entries of the
ABCC type where the disyllabic non-repetitive constituent is followed by a nepeti-

tive element which is also a lisæd entity pertraps traceable to a monosyllabic lexeme.

E.g.:
zhõng xin 'loyalty, devotion' + gëng Sënglæ '(iter.) devoted, dedicated, e!c.'
zhõng xin gëng gëng 'loyal and devoted most faithful and true'

->

xuè lèi 'tea¡s of blood' + bãn bã¡r129 'fr¡ll of stains or spots'
xuè lèi bãn bãri 'full of blood and tears'

->

(V/ei etal. 195: 1334, tr56)

The type of relationship conEacted by the constituents above gives the impression of being one ofjuxtaposition of semantically simila¡' ilsms rattrer than modification and somehow resembles in this respect the AABB nominal lexemes inroduced

in 2.1.1.7.In other words, ¡þs msening of the whole lexeme is derived from the
combination of the meaning of the constih:ents.
The non-repetitive constituent can be an entity divisible into elements acting as
independent lexemes.

E.

g.:

dà 'big, large, great' + fù 'belly, abdomen, stomach'
+ pián pián 'bulging, swetling'
dà ft pián pián 'pot-bellied, big-bellied'
(wei et al. 1995: 183)

->

The same repetitive element can be used with different AB constituents. E.g.:

xióng xin 'great ambitions,lofty aspirations' + bó bó130 'thriving, vigorous'
xióng xin bó bó 'very ambitious'
xìng zhù 'inûerest" mood to enjoy' + bó bó 'thriving, vigorous, etc.'
xìng zhì bo M 'fi¡ll of zest, in high spirits'

->
->

(Wei et al. 1995: 1141,

127

ll39)

h

addition to thc adjectival meanings, a verbal mcaning is also atributcd ¡o kitíán(lVei et
worrd class mcmbership is not rare among iæms in
Standard Chinesc; especially tbc ambiguity of adjectives and verbs is not uncommon (sce
Gan 1993:9&99).
ç¿¡g gëngistraceable to gëng '(liter.) bright, honest and just, uprighr'(wei ctaI. 1995:
332).

al. 1995: 554). This ki¡d of multiplc

l2E
129

l3o

ådz is based on älûr .spor, spccþ speckle, stripe; spotte4 stripcd, (Wei ct al. 1995:
Bó àó is dcrived from åó .(formal) vigorous, thriving' (lVei et al. lg5: 70).
6¿¡1
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The rcverse order of constituents is also possible, i.e. ABCC becomes AABC. E.g.:
çþ¡i

çþfl3l 'tidy, neat delicaæ, dainty' + kë lián 'pitifrrl, pitiable, poor'
chù chù kë lián '(of a young woman) delicate and charming'

->
(Wei ct al. t995: 151)

Though perhaps not as evident as in the case of previous ABcc examples, one
would still feel that the aptest way to characterize the relationship confacted by the
immediaæ constituents of the AABC item above is to regard it as an instance of

juxtaposition, i.e. it is compositio¡¿l l¡ 6çening. The inclusion of listed units subsumable under the patterns ABCC and AABC is justified by the fact that they are
amoûg the kind of repetitive lexical forms allowed by the definitions concerning tbe

natufs of acceptable nominal repetitive corpus (see ch. 2, P. 5), considered valid
also with regard to the adjectival data-

A monosyllabic base morpheme canbe combinedwithmor€ than onerqletitive
sufñx. Among the most prolific ones in this respect in Statrdard Chinese are hêi

'black' md liàng'bright, ligbt'. E.g.:
hêi cbën chên

hêi dõng dõng
héi hi¡ hü

'(of the sky) $oomy, forecast'
'piæh{ark'
'rather datk, duslry, indistinctly observable in
the distanæ'

hêi you you

Tet-black, shiny black'

her lru lru

'black aDd bright'

hêi xû xû
hëi yã yã

'dafk'

hêi qü qü

'piæhda*'

'dense orda¡kmass

of

(Wci et al. 1995: 395-396)

liàng guãng guãng
liàrngfing jîng

'shining'
'glittering, spar*ling, glisæning'

liàngâãtgzìêng

'shining, gleaming'

liàng huãttg huàng

'

liàng shãn shãn

liàîg Érig tãrig

dîqzlinç brilliant, glrtering' t:z
' sparlcling, gliuering'
'Urightly lit well lit, brillia¡t'

(Vfei et al. 195: 614)
13

I

Chú chú is ræcable bock to cåti 'clear, neat' (lVei ct al. 1995: 15 r).
as the following one. diverge from thc gcneral rulc of baving the
in
the level tone. Instcad, in thcse two forms the charactcrs used to
constituent
repetitive
writc the duplicative elements stand for monosyllabic independcnt lcxc¡ncs in ttn fallingrising tone o'itn tcast one of their mcanings being associated with brightncss in gencral
"t
(httãng 'to daate'i shãn 'lightning; to flash, sparkle, strine' [Wei et al. 1995: 426' 869]).

132 1¡¡e lexemc, as well
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Conversely, tbe same repetitive element can associate its€lf $rith a number of
heads; liu Iiû, for example, forms the following trisyllabic lexemes with different
monosyllabic head constituents :

liú
liû
féi Iüi liti

'dull grrty; gloomy, dejecte{ cresÉallen'
'sour, pungen[ sad, moumful; envious; pedantic'

hui liä

suãn liú

'(of animals) stout and sleek; (of frt¡its, nuts etc.)
fleshy and shiny; (dial.) well-off, prosperous'
'blackandbright'

hêili¡ilüi
yuán liü liü
xi liü liù
wi¡ lii¡ liû

'good and round, rounded'
'(of ponidge, soup, etc.) very tbin'

'(of eyes) da¡k and liquid'

(lVei et al. 1995: 426,963,2E0, 395, 126l,l0|l8'106.2l

Sí

si

heads as

with a de-intensifying semantic effect, does not combine with so many
liù liû, but is not rest¡icted to one single monosyllabic lexeme either. E.g.:
là si

si

'alittlehot'

tián sl sï
lëng si sî
liáng si sî
(Vfci et al. 1995:

'pleasantly sweeg quite pleased; gratiñe.d, happy'
'a bit chilly'
'coolish, rather cool, a bit cool'

578,97,595,6ll)

Points presumably quite close to the contary poles in the intensity continuum
quality referred to by the head adjective can be expressed through the use of
the
of

different disyllabic repetitive sufflxes. E.g.:
liáng sî si
liáng sên sên

'a bit cold'

'piercingly oold'

(weietal.1995:6ll)
Values other than the contrary ones concerning the level of inænsity of an
adjectival quatity can also be conveyed in this manner. E.g.:

si
hán sën sên

há¡¡ si

'alittlechilly'
'chilly'

(Wei et al. 1995: 380)

Note how the semantic impact of the repetitive consti$ent in the f¡rst members

of the ¡n¡o sets of exanrples above is consisæntly thc sanre, i.e. decrease of the level
of intensity of the quality expressed by the adjective to which they are suflxed, but
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in the second members the same duplicative suffixal constituent s€cnts to be intenlí&tg sën sën
sifying in its sema¡tic impact in the ñ¡st caæ (líáttg 'cool, cold'
->
'piercingly cold'), while it appean to be de-intensi$ing in effect in the second case
(hán 'cotd'
han sên sën 'chilly'). ConsequentlY, the meaning of an ABB
->
lexeme cânnot always be conclusively predicæd on the basis of th rcpetitive suffixal elements, as there may þ mun¡ally contradictory semantic ¡esuls cons€quent
to the application of the same BB sufEx. If the pair in the second set is se€n as an
incipient beginning for a list of adjectives, the order of tþe members of which were
directly proportional to the incr€ase in inænsiñcation of the quality expressed by
each member, the following member in the second set could plausibly be provided
by the monosyllabic head itself, i.e. hátt'cold' (T9Vei et al. 1995: 380).
Repetitive lexemes of the AAB qpe where the repetitive constiû¡ent is prefixed
to a non-r€peæed constituent, barely exist in Standard Chinese. Gan (1993: 94) has
found only two lexicalised items, namely:

méngmêngliàng
mãmahëi

'(slry) just tuming

hight'

'(sþ) justnrming dark'

where the repetitive AA part is described as having more of an onomatopoeic or
iconic effectthan an inænsi$ing effect There is an opaque lexeme lisæd inV/ei et
al. (1995: 351) which is stnrcnually analysable as añrlly-fledgedAAB form, naûtely Suã guã jíào '(inf.) tip+op, top-notch', in which the duplicative constin¡ent can
be phonetically and orthographically associaled with an independent onomatopoeic
lexeme (Sú guã'the quacking of a duck, tbe croaking of a frog, the cawing of a
crow'), while the form in the slot resenred for the non-duplicæive constin¡ent is
w¡itæn with the cha¡acter [Il, which usually rpcords verbal 6sanings (Wei et al.

1995:489490).
Though not listed by any source among tbe pattenrs embodying the structu¡e of
repetitive adjectival lexemes in Standafd Chinese, be tbey ouÞuts of a productive
prooess or lexicalised repetitive items, the following three iæms can be subsumed
underthe ABApatæm:

zhldãùtí
dãmÍng
shí dã shí

mÍng

'(inf.) straighúonra¡d, blunt, point-blank'
'(dial.) clear, obvious, plain'
'realo Eue, honest, genuine'

(Wci ct al. 1995: 1320,686,909)

Perhaps these lexemes fepresent a mof€ extensively applied prccess active in
less formal varieties within Standa¡d Chinese or in dialec-ts, as implied by the parenthesized portions of the English counterparts, whereby an adjectival base is duplicaæd with the insertion of dã n the falling-rising tone, represented by the cbaracter

9l
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normally associated with the verbal meaning 'to strike, hit, beat' (wei et al.
1995: r77) in Standard Chinese, but presumably with a formative function within

the hypothesized repetitive process. Another possibility is that these forms are a
portion of remnants of a historical, today non-active process, with a stray lexical
representative in the most codified version of Standa¡d Chinese, but perhaps more
numerously present in the lexica of other registers of putonghua. or maybe the
ABA adjectival items above are instances of an incipient regular repetitive panern
originating in a non-standard Sinitic speech form and slowly beginning to make its
way into Ståndard Chinese, fi¡st under the guise of lexical lqangl33.
The AJËAB type stands for a repetitive p¡ocess whereby the first syllable of a
disyllabic lexeme with a derogatory meaning is duplicated with the insertion of a
syllable-sized element (/r) between ttre repeaæd syllables; only negatively connotated
disyllabic adjectives can undergo this kind ofrepetition which enhances the degree
of the negative quality expressed by the disyllabic base (Gan 1993: 95-96). E.g.:
hú

tu

'muddleheade{ ç¿¡plsss'

'queer,eccentric'->,>
jião qi 'squeamish, finicþ'
>
qì
liú
'rascally, rakish'
>
guguài

hú

li

hú tû

guliguæài
jião lijião qi
liúli liú qì

(Ganl993:9ûfl)
The restricted ser of repetitive lexemes analysed by Gan

(193: 97) as exempli-

fying an A-år¿-BB panero is further noted by him as being obligatorily suffixed by
de, which he identifies with a structural particle. But if this de is obligatory, i.e. it
appears at the end of every single item partaking of this limiæd set, it is logicat to
change the A-å¿¡-BB formula into an A-åa-BBC fonrula. The A in the forrrula
represents an adjectival lexeme to which -å¿-BBC is suffixed with derogatory
semantic consequences. E.g.:

huábuf jî

de

suã¡ bu liü liü de
ruãn bu

ji jide

'slimy and slippery'
'sourish'

'soft (of things that should not be soft)'rr+

The -åu-BBC suffix is in free va¡iation with anon-repetitive suffix (Gan lÐ3:
98) and in the case of suâr¡, this is the va¡iant that exists as a lexeme in a codifred
133

A diglossic situation such as the one prevalent in China does not neccssarily p¡ssuptxrse a
uni-directional flow of lexical elements from the high variety to the low varietyl"arieUes.

The opposite is also possiblc as, for examplg a numbcr of iæms originally from
wu, which
have entcred rhe sandard language, show:
sãn gà (E¡it ¡.awlcu¡ad" clba¡rlse¿', bíë sãn
(*_E) 'vagranr, tramp' and lifo b¿n (*&)'uouy (c."urcr ct al. 1991: i-ii; wcl
et al.
1995: 314, 61, 587).

134 l'|e¡¿ of thesc cxamples figurc

as enrries

in Wei ct al.

lÐ5.
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Standard Chinese lexicon, though with -¡-r- insæad of -líû- as the third syllable, an

alternative also noted by Gan (1993: 97): suãn bu iît3s 'slightly sour or tart,
sourish; tired and feeling weak, exhausted, wora-out' (Wei et al 195: 962). Huá
bu fi liü 'slippery', a non-duplicative entity listed in Wei et al. (1995: 415) and
ma¡ked as being dialectal, presumably represents ¿¡ ¡malgamation of the alærnant
repetitive syllables arributed by Gan to A-åu-BBC forms. According to Gan (1993:
98), -bu- in tbe suffixal part, though usually written with õ, has aothing to.do with
the morpheme of negation imptied by the cha¡acær, but represents a phonetic
Erplication of the same. V/ei et al. (1995: 962) lists an entry with s¡¡¿-n sufñxed by bu liú díú,in which the nno final syllables stând in an alliærative relationship to eacb
other, thus rcminding one of those langUages in the corpus where this type of partial
duplication is a prolific process. The whole lexeme - ñgUring without the obligatory
de in the dictionary - is marked as dialectal and the meaning conveyed has a nega-

tive connotation ('unpleasantly sour').
Gan (1993) shows much concern for pointing out the recalcitance of Standard
Qhinssg, and analogically of all languages of the same type of course, to formal
word class classification owing to its lack of explicit morphological markers (see

Gan 1993: !I,71-72,98). Gan (1993: 98-99) maintains that the ambiguity of
adjectives and verbs, for example, can often only be solved by tbe context where
the relevant items a¡e used. Therc a¡e lexemes which undergo a different type of
duplication depending whether they are used as verbs or as adjectives: when
gãoxìng is repeaæd according to tbe AABB pattem, it functions as an adjective with
an inænsifying semantic effect ('very happy'), but when it assumes a verbal function it is duplicarcd as ABAB with a ¡e.sulting æntative meaning. E-g.:

wõ yë gão xìng gão xìng
let I also tuppY

rà'ng

'I-et me have

a

little joy, too.'

(Gan 1993:99)

Old Chinese, by which is meant the language of the classical texts of the Zhou
dynasty (Packard 1998: 35), differs from the standafd language and probably fr,om
the majority of other Sinitic speech forms in being characærized by partial repetitive
pfocesses typical of the set of Mon-Khmer languages in the corpus of the study.
Partial repetition is even thought to have been much more productive than complete
repetition in Old Chinese (Packard 1998: 8). Since it is such a raæ phenomenon in
Sinitic speech forms, exemplification of its sub-carcgories, alliterative and rhyming
duplicates, is preferred to prcsenting instances of lexemes whe¡e the constituent syllables a¡e perfect copies of one another. The following two items rePresent alliterative (A A/x) and rhyming (A x/A) adjectival repetitive lexercs, respectively:
135 de,despiæ is obligatoriness,

does not form a part of this lcxemc in IVei ct al. 1995: 962.
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irregular'13ó

'elegant, bear¡tiñ¡l'

@axter & Saga¡t 198: 65)

An important sub-categoqy within alliterative duplicatives of Old Chinese is the
set of forns in which only the vowels of the constituent syllables a¡e different from
each other. Just as in the Katuic languages (2.5), the vowels in the syllables of
these disyllabic repetitive lexemes are not totally random. one dominant pair
consists of -¿- in the fi¡st and -o- in the second syllable. E.g.:

*khet-khot
*tshjek-sljok
*gne?<r,o?

's€parated'137

'busy'
'ca¡efree and happy'

@axtcr & Sagan 1998: 65-66)

Though partial duplication is not productive in the modern standard language,
there are lexernes in its lexicon which meet the general criæria for alliterative and

rhyming repetitive forms and which were recognized as such by s¡rccific terms in
traditional Chinese philolory. The following set of examples intr,oduces this kind of
rhyming duplicatives from the Standard Chinese lexical stock:
líng dîng
xião yáo

'lonely'
'free and unfettered'
'shy, bashfrrl'

miãn tiãri
yão tião
(Gan 193:

'(of

a woman) gentle and graceñrl'

lll)

One characteristic of these alliterative and rhyming repetitive lexemes is their
opacity, i.e. they arc inseparable disyllabic morphemes. Another t¡rpical featrue is
thæ the majority of them a¡e written

withpain of characæn having the same radical
component, as if an indication of the mutual similarity of the constituent syllables in
each pair (Gan 1993: I l2).

136 ¡¡s
137

source whence this item has becn bken, an article co-authorpd by Mlliaur Ba¡tcr and
I-au¡cnt Sagart in Packard (199E: 35-75), offers an alternative ¡econstn¡ctcd fomr claimcd to
be prcferred by Sagarg namely *s-hlrjbæt-hlrj4j @axtcr & Sagaa lgg: 65).
B¿¡¡¡ç¡ ¿¡¡¿ Sagart offer 'bound togethcr', a totally oppositc meaning as an ahernative
for this
lcxemg provided, however, with a question mark @axtcr & sagart iæg, cs).
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4.1.2. The Mandarin dialects
The following disyllabic repetitive lexemes (AA) from the Mouping dialect of Sha¡-

dong province (Northem Mandarin dialects) a¡e similar to their Standard Cbinese
counterparts in indicating augmentation in the level of the intensity of a guality.

E.g.:

lr(r)st þ(r)st

'very wet'
'very salty'

xou(r)sl xou(r)sl
(Luo 1995: 13)

Luo (1995: 13) notes that there are disyllabic repetitive adjectives in the Mouping lexicon, which when repeæed yield quadrisyllabic results (AA
fuqÂA).
->
Unfornrnaæly, the semantic effect brought about by re,petition in the example below
is not explicitly given by L,no:
man2l3

man slow'

->

Sometimes a duplicative adjective cannot undergo repetition,

cio{r)zls Çiou(r)2|t

'disorderly' is one oftbem (t¡¡o 1995: l3).
The ABB type repetitive forms in Mouping a¡e simila¡ to those in Standard
Chinese in being constructed of a monosyllabic adjective followed by a disyllabic
repetitive element which seems to modify the rneaning of the former apparently to a
sligbtly lesser degree of inænsification than in the standard language, even to the

point of de-inænsification in one

case. E.g.:

6'u5l |3¡ b¡51

'ratber coa¡se, crude'

pioost hu hu5l
koo5t lioq liqqst

'somewhat surpid'

U9213

Se¡ 99¡51

'relatively higb'
'ratbf coarse, crude'

(Luo 1995: 14)

Mouping offers an interesting repetitive pattem whereby the disyllabic base
form is composed of a prefixed modifying morpbeme which corresponds inmeaning to the Standa¡d Chinese hën(îF)'very', followed by the modified adjectival
lexeme (Luo 1995: 14). Luo neither calls these mo¡phemes adve¡bs nor does he
explicitly refer to them witb the term pefrx, but he simply ståf€s that'X in the base
I

38 ¡¡6

(

1995: 13) marks the ouput in Chinase charactcrs only.
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formula XA represents a syllable with a modi$ing function". one may hypothesize
that Luo's usage of the term 'syllable' instead of 'word' is an indication of a
morphological rather than a syntactic context and consequently the treatment of this
pattern he¡e falls quite witlrln the scope of the study. Furthermore, despite Luo's
reticence as to the exact nature of the morphemes in question, the fact that the
resulting ABAB duplicatives are analysedby him underthe same heading together

with ABB forms supports the decision to treat them as partaking of morphology.
semantically, the ABAB forms irnply inænsification of the quality expressed by the
disyllabic base.

ft , il{ r ff ,
g
and
which
afær
combining with certain adjecffi ' ' ffi
R,

The following intensiSing prefixes appear in Luo's sample t39i

ft, ffi., E,

tives can be repeated to give the subsequent quadrisyllabic disjunctively repetitive
lexemes (A + B

zw
igffi

-> ABAB):
'very dirty'
'very ñrll'

z#zw
Ëtffiigffi

'extremely dirty'

'extemely full'
'extremely fat'

ñm

'very fat'
'very peppery'

E¡tsEEts

ÆÆ

EW

'very red'
'very astringent'

EmiÉm
EiEEW

ffiw
gÍË

'very ligbt'
'very sweet'

ffi#ffi#

'exüemely light'

sÍHsÍH

ffifft
RM

'veryblighæd'
'very sour'

#r&ffifrt

'extremely sweet'
'extemely bliglrted'
'extremely sour'

fr#

ft#frfr

RÉH&

'exüemely peppeqf'
'extremely red'

'extemely astringent'

Repetitive patterns in the Huojia dialect of Henan province (the Northern Mandarin sub-group) often contain as a constituent in thei¡ stn¡cture one of the following eight affixes, generally only differing in the articulation of the initial consonant:

F?s3, p'e?93, ke?33, k'aF3, xe?33, hfl53, k'u?i3, xu?93 (He l9g0: 53). The repeti_
tive patterns with such formative constituents include ABB, ABAB, AABB and
ABCC (He 1980: 61-63; He 1984a: 4I,4Z4S).The practice of placing unrepeated
afExes in parentheses suggested in ch. 2 (p. 5) and consistently applied thereafter,
is not followed in the case of Huojia afüxes since they a¡e instrumental in the
fom¡ation of the type of repetitive iæms mentioned.
Analogically to standa¡d chinese and the Mouping dialecÇ the disyltabic duplicates (BB) in Huojia trisyllabic ABB adjectival repetitive lexemes do not p,ossess
a
definiæ independent meaning by themselvas, while the constituent ma¡ked A is not
an adjective, as one would expect on the basis of the ¡ro variang a[uded to,
but
one of the eight affixes. E.g.:
I

39

¡1 this context Luo, for some rea5on, uses Chincse characters.
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fr3t33 ¡'¿¡33 t'e(r)33

Aonczrut
g¡¡

'exha¡¡sted'

Eysp3 Þyp?33 (li)
k'a?33 b'ia3¡ B'ia33 (l¡)
xu?33 lyfl331y033 (h)

'(of clothes) t¡rned upwards'

ku?33

'tight'
'(ofeyes) bright and piercing'
'(of quantity) much'
'tif€d'

(li)
t'a?33 t'a?33 (li)

peF3 ta?33 ta?33
p'a?3¡

LEIrEMES

(He 198û 62)

The quadrisyllabic ABAB (A = afñx) repetitive forms in Huojia a¡e of two
kinds,s either they a¡e based on (i) disyllabic verbs, i.e. a¡e deverbal, or then (ü)
there is no disyllabic inde,pendentbase form to whicb they can be faced back (He
1980: 62). E.g.:

(i)

l¡f33 liaus3 (l¡)
kep3 iau3l ft3f33 i¿u3l (li)
!3t33 ¡'i¿ul3l3f33 ¡'iil¡13 (li)
kâ?33 li¿¡53

(ü) ku?r: yn33 ku?33 ynr: (li)
lsl33 eþ31 kâ733 cie3l (li)
ft3f33 ¡¿¡¡s3 let3r ¡¿q53 (li)

'(of flames) not vigorous'
'swaying, tottering'
'bouncing and vivaciots'

'diuy, gddy'
'(of eyes) obliçe'
'

(of stomach) proûnrsive'

(Hc 1980:62{3)

The quadrisyllabic ABAB repeared items can be expanded into repetitive forrns
consisting of six syllables by the inse¡tion of Ø3 'one': &r,133 iau3l ke?83 iaû31 (lt)
í|st b?s3 iau3l iF3 ke?s3 iautt (li). He (1980: 62) explains rhat the fr¡nction of
the expansion is to emphasize rhythmic Pfogfession of an action, which concept as

->

sucb" without further clarification, is hardly of much help in an attempt to understand mof€ thoroughly tbe general meaning of these expanded Huojia forms.

The adjectival lexemes of four syllables with consecutive repetition (AABB,
A = affix) a¡e derived either from a disyllabic (i) noun or a disyllabic (ü) verb in
Huojia (He 1980: 63). E.g.:

(i) k'uFr k'u?33 lur¡rt hr¡rt (li)
ftpt33 [3t33 ¡¿13 u¿13

þ?33 ke?63

(li)

lirf:nt ¡4sl (li)

'fi¡ll of holes, worn out'
'(of a road, surface of things) uoeven,
bumpy'
'(of a fielQ difñcult to plough due to
ridges'

(ü)

tpueitr (li) '(of carried things) numerous'
kuai53ßl kuail3 (li) 'very winrling, meandering'

ku?33 þuf33 ¡pueil3
ka?33 ke?33

lcaP3 ka?33 Bre?33 çie?s3
(He 1980:63)

(h)

'(because of stammering) unclea¡'
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The meaning of the quadrisyllabic adjectival lexemes patterned as ABCC
(A = adjective, B = afFxl40) seems to be dominafed by affective associations, since
He (1984a: 44,45) describes their meaning exclusively in connotative terms. He
suggests that the complimentary or derogatory sense of the repetitive item may
depend on the adjective to which the repetitive suffrxal element is utached, as in:

¡¡i133 ftsf33 tsa?13 tsa?13 (ti?)r¿r

mi¡rt çi7:l lie33lþt3 (li?)

'(of stitches) close'
'shiny'

where the adjectives miFJ and m4ll s¡out{ be regarded as the source for the complimentary sense of these complex lexemes. on the other hand, ka?93 as a constitu-

tive afftx causes an ABCC lexeme to assume a derogæory sreaning. E.g.:
luanl3 ku?33

yan3l

rwJ33

tq33 (li?)

'mixed and disorderly'
'short, small and fu'

ku?33 ¡u33 lu33 (li?)

¡'u33 kuf33 pua33 pua33 (li?)

'bald; bleak and desolate'

kan33 ku?33 suy33 sw33 (li?)
(tte 1984a:44)

'not moist'

Lexemes in which one or both of the duplicative syllables haslÏave the
-suffix are usually commendatory in meaning. E.g.:
b'irJ33 16133 6¿¡¡33 tse(r)rr (li?)
mei53 ppf33 tsi(r)r: tsi(r)33 (li?)

rs'ueir3 þ163 p6¡13 p6(r)æ

(lil)

-r

'clear and tranqlarent'
'pleased, comfonable'

'(of food) crisp; (of speech)
tEsonant'

(He

198¿la: ¡14)

According to He (1984a: 45), there are pairs of ABCC duplicatives in the Huojia dialect, of which tbe form with an -r -suffrx (i) is complimentary, while the form
with a changed or an unchanged rhyme (ü) hâs a derogatory connotation. E.g.:

(Ð

4oul3 p'a?33 nar¡3: ¡¿(¡)33 ç1fl¡

(ü) 4out3 p'â?33 633 ¡¡33 (li?)

l4o

l4l

'with a¡ afrertaste'
'dropsical'

l{s'5 list (He 1984a: 4l) of affixal syllables fcatured in the formation of ABCC duplicatives
differs ft,om the list given abovc in that 6[J3,6'2pi, tp,üpt and EFi s€ ncwcomc$ u/hite

t'uFi

is missing altogcrher.

For some reasþn' the phonological form of this fi¡¿l syllable wrinen with
Ê! in Chincsc
cha¡acærs is provided with a glotal stop in Hc 198/tc 4l where¡s in Hc l9g0 it ends
in a

vowel. As He docs not give any cxplanations as to why oræ or the othe¡ is nrrong, the
itcms
*actly in thp sasre form as they appear in He l9g4a a¡d 19g0.

arc given
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(i)

tSâ?33 peF3 nia¡33 nie(r)33

(ü)

t$a?ss pe?33 nia33 nia3s

0i?)'perfectly smieht, tall and straight'

(li?)

(i)

p'¿¡¡t: peP3 tansl te(r)33
(ü) p'a¡¡tr pe?33 ten33 tân33

LE|GMEí

(li?)

'arroganr, haughty'

'suirably

plury'

(li?) 'fat corpulent'

Finally, He (1984a: 45) ciæs repetitive elements which, when used as formatives in a repetitive lexeme of the ABCC t]æe, always bring with them a derogatory
connotation to the whole entity. E g.:
b'i033 tp'uF3 þsr

þ:r (i?)

¡¿¡13 ¡s'3t33 l¿33 l¿33 (li?)

'(of complexion) ashen, livid'
'unentbusiastic, indiff€rent'

Huojia affixless üisyllabic (ABB) lexemes, in which A refers to a monosyltb BB prt to a duplicæive constituent, a¡e in many respects like

labic adjective and

quadrisyllabic (ABCC) lexemes as regards distribution of complinentary and
derogatory meaning. He (1984e 4243) argues that the commendatory or positive
meani"g in these ABB lexemes, just as in ABCC items, is associated with the -r
-suffi,x, which may either be attached to both syllables in the duplicative sufñxal
string, or to the latær of tbe two similar suffixal syllables. E.g.:
eian53 liÐ13 lie(r)33 0i?)
suan33 liou33 lio(f)33 0i?)

'cleaf'

tÞ'ou3l xue(r)I3 xue(r)rl (li?)

'suitably thick'

'palatably acid'

Similarly to ABCC lexemes, there a¡e pairs of affixless conpositional ABB
duplicatives in the Huojia dialect, of which the form with an -r -suffix (i) is
complimentary, and its pair with an unchanged orchanged rhyme (ü) is derogatory
(He 19844 43):

(Ð

xuaÐ3r

(ü)

xua{31 ¡¿t3l¿33 (li?)

l¿¡tr þ(¡pr Qfl)

(Ð çitJl3 ç'iaulr ç'i¡(¡):l Qi?)
(ü)

(Ð
(ü)

Bi4l3

ç'6rl n'¡":r

(ü?)

çi¡s3 p6¡r3 pe(r)r: (li?)
çi¡s3 perql3 peÐ33 (li?)

'yellow @leasing to the eye)'
'

(unpleasantly) yellow'

'very quiet'
'spacious and lonqsome, op€tr and quiet'

'suitably tight'
'too tight'

-r Jess repetitive elements sufñxed to an adjective in Huojia
ever, a cornmendatory meaning (IIe 1984a:43), such as:
Some

have, hou¡-
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'precious andlovely'

b'i¡3 r3tr 6¡3 (i?)
¡¿f33 ¡¡il3 tu?33 (llÐ

'pleasantly green (e.g. scene)'
'luxuriant (crops)'

Some ABB adjectival iterns in the Huojia dialect can be changed into come-

sponding ABCC lexemes (He 1984a: 44) with a slight difference ¡¡ 6saning: tlre
former pattem emphasizes the level of intensity of the quality rcferred to, whereas
the latær describes the outer appearaoce.

The A in ABB or ABCC does not necessarily have to be an adjective (He
1984a:46). E.g.:

t'u53

'eafth'

lueil3 'tear'
Bin33 'ætal'
He (1984a: 46) also mentions a few Huojia ABB/ABCC adjectival lexemes
which have been lexicalised to the point of inseparability of the head adjective and
the repetitive suffrxal constituent. E.g.:

lyantr xuâ(r)13 xua(r):r [i?)

'sticþ, glutinou'

syl3 þ3f33 ¡¡33 ¡333 (li?)

'talkâtive'
'moist, suitably liquid'
'stark naked'

ynl3

tsa?33 tsalB3

(li?)

tp'a?33 t'ic33 t'ic33 (li?)

According to Yuan (1989:49), the disyllabic adjectives in the dialect of Luoyang, a northern Manda¡in dialect from Henan province, can undergo three different
repetitive patteros: ABB, AAB and ABAB. Each adjective is subjected to at least
one of the paserns, as in:

+F

øffi

+Ër

øffiffi

or to two, as in:

ñû
=Ê
Êã

ñãû,tãñû,
gÊÊ /=É=É
rÊÉÉ t qãq{æ

but very rarely to tbrce. All types of repetitive pattern have a common intensiffing
semantic effect.
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South-western Ma¡darin dialects are represented by the Chengdu (Sichuan),
Yingshan (HubeÐ and Suining (Sichuan) local dialec-ts. The adjectival repetitive
lexicon of each of these speech forms is not treaæd in ia entirety but as with the
northern Mandarin sub-corpus, some typical features by which they deviate from
Standard Chinese are emphasized-

In Sichuan, repetitive, semantically compositional adjectivals of the ABB 5'pe
(A = usually an adjec.tive, BB = repetitive suffixal elemenQ are mote numecous and
more fr,equent in use than in the speech of Beijing on which Standa¡d Chinese has
been modelled (Yang L995:47). One deviant featu¡e is that wbile in Beliing ths A is
most often an adjective and very seldom a noun or a veib, the probability that a
reprcsentative of the last two categories would appear in the slot for A is much
greater in Chengdu than it is in Beijing. Here is a selection of lexemes with Æt
'wind', ffi 'monkey', p 'dr€am' and fF 'sqreat' frrnctioning as A:

Ã*4

'windy and cold'

'quich mischievous'

æftttt\
FìËIE

'dfeamy, not clear-beaded'
'(of clothes) sweaty'

fFTËYÈ'
(Yang 1995:4Ð

In the Chengdu dialect, the same noun can bave various disyllabic repetitive
suffixes attached to it to make tisyllabic repetitive adjectival lexemes witb differing
meanings. E.g.:

þËffi

'(of things) powdery; (of

Ðffiffi

'(of a surface) firll of powder'

äÊÊ

'(of

(Yang

a

child's face) delicarc and glowing'

195:4Ð

In the following set the A slot is fitled by such verbs
hang, suspend' and

ffi

as

ft

'to fly', Fí 'to

'to dodge', respectively:

tftxx
F¡Am,
Þqt#f#
(Yang

a face) delicate'

'quick and nea¡, hustling and bustling'
'swaying (while hangrng down)'
'swaying up and down'

195:4Ð

Conversely to the set of lexemes with a noun as A above, the subseguent
adjectival items of the ABB t]?e show how the same duplicative consdn¡ent can be
suffrxed to various verbal A's. E.g.:
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'fond of arguing'
'(of a child) shy with süangers'
'with no sense of propriety'

ffiÈÈ
(Yang 1995:47)

one differentiating feature between the ABB type repetitive adjectival pattems
in Chengdu and Beijing resides in the fact that sometimss when the etymologically
courmon A is restricæd to a single morpheme in tbe latter, the former allows this A
to be sufñxed by various repetitive elements (Yang 1995: 47). E.g.:

Beijing

Chengdu

TEIE

+ElEl,

#ltìÉ

+

tc2l3

132t3,fftft, Tmm,

:p&¿{,>

#ülÊ, ffiäg, #TT, frËË, ffiEE

ffiffiffi

The speech form of Yingshan, of Hubei province, as recorded in chen (1994
6+67) has repetitive patrerns in common with standa¡d chinese (e.g. AEB, AABB
and ABAC in which B = .E), but it is the compositional paneras which serve as a
distinguishing factorbetrreen the two Sinitic va¡iants.
In the Yingshan AAB type com¡nsitionat repetitive pattern B represents a
lexeme which is modifred by a prefixed duplicative constituent with no independent
lexical meaning (chen 1994: 64). The second syllable of the AA part can undergo -r
-suffixation. Chen (1994: 64) maintains that the -r -suffrxed form has a connotative
nuance, implying fondness, which the non -r -suffrxed lexeme lacks. The general
meaning of the AAB pattern in Yingshan is to enhance the level of inrcnsity of the
quality expressed by the head adjective (B). In other words, despiæ different AA

parts, such lexemes as ËlEl)E(É!) and ffiffiffi(É!) sha¡e the common semantic
feature of expressing intensification of the quality in question, translatable into
stardard chinese as {þ 'very', as noted by chen (1994:64). ,q,s yingshan dialectal
forms may not be quite Fansparentty reluable to the corresponding standard chinese entities, the character used to write the monosyllabic adjective in the source is

given in square brackets in the set of examples below in order to facilitate the
understanding of the kind of qualitative caægories expressed:
n¿rJ3l naÐ

k'uz [Ë]

(ri)
(ti)
(ti)

Ë]
*"ztr
ç'i213 þ'i
ffil
pâ033

pe[

xuar¡55

(Gtcn 1994:64)

min¡s mia(r) r'ian55 EËl (ti)
ci3r çie(r) ¡"¡r
(ti)
niu3r nie(r) ryúul
(ti)

ffil

fftt

The common semantic function of the repetitive constituent in yingshan Eisyllabic repetitive adjectival lexemes does not mean that they can be interchangeably
prefrxed to any adjective, but each AA streæh is prefixable only to a limited set
of

toz
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adjectives:

(EE),

(i) ci¡r cia(fl- (ffiffitt¿l), (ä)ç'ieztt Þ'ie- (fl1fl1¡ and (üi) ka24 ka-

for example, a¡e characterized by tbe zubsequent combinatory distributions,

respectively (Chen 1994: &-65):

til

ffiñr.ñ)ffiG9)

ffiffiúr)ffiffi)
ffiffi(a)ìaG!)

täl

ttJÐJfr(ffi)
ÐJÐJ#.(ffi')

ffijffit.ñ)*(É!)
ffiffiG,)üKÉ!)
ññ(tð)Ë(É!)

tüû EEÊG!)
EEË(Ê!)

The Yingshan dialect also possesscs a more complex repetitive adjectival patt€m, an extended venion of the AAB tyPe, r€Presented by the formula AABC, in

t'"ical context for this
implication of
the
negative
pattern is a sentence with a derogatory connotation,
which can be paraphrased as 'too C' (Chen 1994: 65). E.g.:
which the B slot is always filled by tbe infix luo21(æ). A

tÊ35 t'iau55 k'u35tsi pe{35 pe0luo24 einÙ+ ti
üouscrs too tight
these Cl
Part.
'These trousers are too

tigbt'

tai3stsi Bi35 ¡e ci3l Ci l¡eu e¡31
bclt o tie part. too looac

[
Part.

'The belt is too loose.'

A connotative opposition be¡reen acomplimentary and aderogatory meaning
is achieved when an adjective without a negative semantic nuance appeafs iD both
pattefns, with the AAB form standing for the complimentary member and with the

AABC form representing the derogatory member of the op,position (Chen 1994:
66). E.g.:
t835 r¡a¡t24 ts'ai3s min35 min t'ian55

E

¡633 pþ33 ¡¿u24 C,'i213

pan cqccia¡ly
tbis CL food vcry wect
very
tasty
indeed''
is
very
sweet,
'This food
¡s35 uanZts'ai3s min35 min

tasty

luoZ t'ians5 U, iZtg tie(r)2apu2l3 ¡¿u24 ç'i213

this CL food too sw€et
'This food is too sweet, not abit tasty.'

part. a

bit

not

tasty

The AABC partern can for its part be extended into an AABCD (D = adj.)

patternbytheinsertionofxuo2a(=B)'whichChen(1994:66)analysesasbeinga
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modal affix with an implicæion of casualness. when xuo2a isadded to an AABC
form, lud4l= c) undergoes -r-suffixation and the meaning of the AABC iæm is
de-intensified from 'roo (much of a quality)' ro 'a little (of a quality)' (chen 1994:
66). E.g.:

lç'ai3l pi2a pin3l pin xuoz+ le(r) lenz ti
boiled warcr a little cold
pa¡L
'The boiled wa¡er is a linle cold.'
ts'ai35 pieza pie xuoza le(r) tan33 ti

food

a

liüle

tastcless

parL

'The food is a little tasteless.'

According to Zhen (1984:

n

4o), the dialect sf guining, of sichuan province,

like that of Yingshan, shares a set of adjectival repetitive pattems with Standard
Chinese (e.9. AA, AABB, ABAC in which B = E, and ABB), but again, as with
Yingshan, it is mainly the patærns analysed by Zhen as compositional which make
the difference.

Z.ten(1984:27) distinguishes five compositional pafierns of which tb¡ee a¡e of
interest here, since they are repetitive, i.e. BBA, ABB and ABAB. ?lren (19g4: 27,
38) seems to argue that the five patterns in question are actually variations of a
single pattem, namely that of combining a certain monosyllabic constituent with a
clea¡ ledcal ¡¡eaning - mostly adjectival, less often nominal or verbal _ with
another monosyllabic constituent whose meaning va¡ies from clear to dependency
on combination with the other constituent for it to emerge. The furthest that Zren
proceeds in the way of semantic specification of these compositional patterus, be
they repetitive or not, is to characterize them collectively as 'vivid forms of adjectives'
). As Zhen's a¡ticle is the only source on the suining

(#ãffiffifrfrM

dialect available at the moment for the purposes of the study, the presentation here is
necessarily more a formal survey 6f $uining compositional repetitive adjectival

lexemes without detailed descriptions of semantic differences, if there are ¿ìny,
be¡reen the tb¡ee duplicative paüerns.
There ar€, however, two kinds of adjectival ABB structu¡es in suining (äen
1984: 38): one is compositional (A + BB) and the other derivational (AB
->
ABB), the latter having the apparently pan-Sinitic quadrisyllabic adjectival derivative pat¡ern as an altemative (AB
AABB). E.g.:

->

fri&
{FE

F#r

ftrfrffi.tfrfr&t&
{FFE/IF{+EE

#ftft/F#fitfir

r04
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Sornetimes only thc Eisyllabic and quadrisyllabic duplicative derivatives exist
without thc disyllabic base (Zhen 1984: 3E). E.g.:

&frEE

æEE

ffigg

ññffi#

ÊFFFT

É ÊFrFf

Some affi¡res (= B) ¡¡

¡þ

$,¡ining dialect are very versatile iD tbeir combinatory
capability as duplicativc affixes in that they can be (Ð Prcfrxed (BBA), (ü) suffixed
(ABB) and (üi) i¡f¡xed (ABAB) (Zben 1984: 38), as indicaredbelou,:

(Ð R

brar¡55

Biauss 6iil¡55 fu21
biauS5 biau55 si21

(ü)

xuaq2l Eiau5s ÞrausS

þ¡¡55 gi3¡5s biau55

(üi)

si2l Bi¿u55 si2l çi¿u55

fu21gi¿¡55 fu21 çi¿¡5s
while others arÊ more rqstricted either in terms of thc position in rclation to A or in
ærms of which A's they can be combined with; the sot of A's cannot combinc with
any B's either (Zren 1984: 38).
Of tbe Suining repetitive pattcrns under considcr¿tion, it seems tbat ABB is the

most frequent, with ABAB com¡ng next, while BBA has tbc fewest expotrents
(Zl,lat 1984:28-38).

4.1.3. The \f,Iu dl¡lects
The set of repetitive adjectival lexemes trcated in this chapær consists primarily of
morc complcx iæms takcn principally from thc Shanghai, St¡zhou and Chongming
dialects, in Jiangsu province, as well as the dialect of Wenzhou, in Zhejiang

pmvince.

rtu

dialects ¿¡s similar to Standard Chinese in partaking of tbe disyllabic
(AA) and quadrisyllabic (AABB) djectival repetitive Pattems (see e.g.Bourgeois
l94l 21-22, as well as Min et al. 1986, SFYCD 1993, ChoFYCD 1993)' but
insrcad of them the focus will be on such Pattßrns as AAB and ABB, as well as
ABA and, only to some exte¡t, ABAB. In Standa¡d Chinese, the last pattern is
usually an index of a repetitive verb rather tban a repetitive adjective (Gan 1993:
The

44-50,9E-100).
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Some lexemes, which on the basis of their structure as listed iterns a¡e clearly
categorizable as being of the AAB type, are a slight problem due to their containing

in thei¡ listed form an element in the B slot written either as E{ or ì in Chinese
characters and pronounced as 6idl (Shanghai) or eic3 (Chongming) and çiæf,s
(suzhou), respectively. The problem concems particularly the chongming data
which has quite a few such forms enûered as adjectives (ChoFycD 1993) while the
source e¡ $hanghai (Min et al. 1986) contains none and that on suzhou (sFycD
1993) only one. The analysis of lexemes with Þjci in the final position as adjectives in choFYCD is in blatant conflict with the description given of Eic3J as an
independent entry where this morpheme is quite unanrbiguously defined as a sufFx
attached either to duplicated monosyllabic adjectives or to onomatopoeic words,

with the result that the whole construction fr¡nctions as an adverb (choFycD 1993:
107). The corresponding element (Þiæss) in the Suzhou dialect is not problematic
since the lexemes where it functions as a constituent can also be used as adjectives,
though more rarely (SFYCD 1993:70).
Perhaps the explanation to the evidently contradictory assignment of lexemes
with an adverb-building suffix to the category of adjectiyssl42lies in the fact thar,

like Standa¡d chinese (see Gan 1993:71-72), orber Sinitic speech forms are presumably also characterized by a rather extensive overlapping of adjectives and adverbs
so that the actual class afFrliation of a lexeme (adjective or adverb) depends on the
senæntial context in which it occurs. If this is accepted as a solution, not forgetting
as an additional piece of evidence that in sFYcD the etymologically corresponding
element (Eiæ55)t43 figures in lexemes explicitly defined as occurring both as
adjectives and as adverbs, then the listing of the lexemes in Chongming ending in
Þic33 as adjectives can be regarded as a reflection of the same type of multiple class
membership. consequently, the listings of choFycD are considered valid. As a
sign of the double membership of the lexemes with ejci and Þiæ)rJ, the adverbial
suffix -/y will be provided in parentheses in tbe English translation.
unlike standard chinese (Gan 1993: 93-94), in which repetitive adjectival
lexemes of the AAB type are exceedingly rare, the shanghai dialect within the wu

group possesses a productive process, with an intensifying fi¡nction, whereby a
disyllabic base is transformed into an AAB duplicative. E.g.:
me?2ha?s

'dafk'

t'ir?5 bi¡134

'very tight'

->
->

ms?2 me?2

he?s

'very dark'

t'irÞ t'iús biÐ34 'extemely tight'

142 ¡¡6¡ all lexcmes with FicrJ a¡c classified as adjectives in
choFycD, however (sce
ChoFYCD

lÐ3:26t).

143 fbe rh)¡me -jc in the Ctrongming dialect is quiæ rcgularly correspondcd
by -jæ in thc dialect
of suzhou (cboFYCD 1993r l0; sFycD lg3: l0). The rcason for choosing a diffcrcnt

character to write this morpbme in Suzhou is perùapc tbat the lone of the chosen cbaractcr
fits bener with thc tone of thc sufüx.
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l¡t3 '(of food) tough'-> y¿f2 22i12lat3
s¿fs 2il3 'tidy'
sa?s sa?s zil3
->
mil3 6il3
6il3 9þ34 'sm¿ll'
-> t'a?5 ¡'¿15 çifa
p'u53
¡'¿f5 p'u53 'fr¡ll'
->
piÐs3 iq53 'ioe-cold'
pif¡53 p¡rJs3 l$3
->
et al. 1986: 356,U3,47,335-336, 106, 321, 107)
za?z

'very
'very
'very
'very

tough'

tidy'
small'

ft¡ll'

'extremely cold'144

sllin

A similarprocess is possible in the Chongming dialect, too. E.g.
pia75 dza?zt5'di.rect'
pia?s lo?zs 'dalk green'

->
->
->
->
->

çi355 þ655'much'
¡¡¿15 ygþt55'very round'
tie?s uæT2l5 'very glossy'
(ChoFYCD 1993: 198, l0Ð
Some disyllabics seem

dzaTtts

piâ?s t'in424r"33 'dfu€ct'

dzaïz 'very direct'

pia?s pie?s

lo?2

'very dark green'

Þic5s Bi¡55 kuæSs'very much'145
tia?s na?s
'exüemely rouûd'
tis?s tta?s uæT2ts 'extnemely glossy'

yØ

to be alternatively

quadrisyllabic repetitive forms (AB
pia?s

pie?s pia'ls

>

->
pia?5 lo?zs
->
(CboFYCD 1993: l9?-198)laó

->

expandable into disjunctive
ABAB). E.g.:

pie?s pia?s dæTzlpia?s dzn.Tzpie?s dzeTz
pia?5 pia?s
lpie'Is t'iÍtzt piâ?5 t'in4?A

t'nø

pie?s pie?s

lo?/pia?sloP

pia?s lo?z

Both the Shangbai dialect and the dialect of Chongmiag have AÁ and tu{B
lexemes which are apparently not traceable to a non-repeated base form. The frrst
lexical set below is from $þ¡nghai followed by a set ûom Chongming:

¡¿fs ¡¿fs ¡i3ø
hc34 hr34 lil3

'boiling hot'
'dripping; poor'
'very good'

nffz ziflzboTz

'extremely thin'

do?2 doP çis3

t4+ Strangely enougb, Min ct al. (19E6: 10Ð bavc o,ptcd fo,r two differcnt cbaractcrs o write the
B element in this dcrivation dcspite tbc obvious dcrivativc relationship bctwecn thc two
lcxcmes. In tbe unduplicatcd form, üc cha¡actcr is Ê while it in thc rcpctitive form is Ê.

145 4s

thc dialects of Sha¡gùai" C'hongming and Su¡lrou, bcsidcs bclonging in thc samc dialecøl
sub-group arç not gcographic¿tty so wide apart from cæh other, it is undcrsandable tbat they
bavc dialec.tal vocabulary in common. One cxample of such vocabuluy is ttris iærn, which in
Shanghåi in is underived foru¡ is fiC¡ .&uel, and Eiæts htét'2\n Sudrou (Min ct al. 1986:

r04; SFïCD 1993:70).

146

T1É two phonologically identical pieF constituents are presumably not the samc: tbe one in
ttre f¡st two lexcmes is ÉF and tbe onc in the tbi¡d is É when wrircn i¡ G¡incse cbaracrcrs.
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ilextremely
yellow'
tso¡53 ¡s9q53 çþø
'moderaûe'
y2fl2 y2¡12 ga3a
'very much'
la.Iz laïz ñuaq

t

(Min et al. 1986: 216, 315, 342, 343,30, 37)

(eictlrl¡
CYo?5 cYo?s oqutss
ts'a?S ts'a?S ha?
¡'¡55 ¡'e55 (Bic(33))
ñlæT2læ?2 (eicrs¡))
so?5 so?s bo?2/5

?ue424 hte4.2u33

.lighr(ly),
'blood fed'

'pitchda¡k'
.slow(ly)'
'ruthless(ly)'
'sparklingly white'

(ChoFYCD 1993: 50, 215, 193, 94, 176,l8/.')

If

the trisyllabic AAB lexemes above a¡e observed from a semantic point of
view, it is obvious that the meaning achieved tbrough the repetitive process in the

of traceable lexemes consists uniformly of an inænsification of the quality in
question. This meaning seerns to be still explicitly perceivable witb some non-

case

traceable items, too.

For some ¡ìeason, the source on the Suzhou dialect has only the following nontraceable, or non-retrievable (for tåis !enn, see Yip &.ZJtang 1995: 39), adjectival

AÁB andÁÂlexernes:
þs5l/55 hÊ51/55 fi¡s3l/21
la?r la?: (Eiæ)

'very very much'
'ruthlessQy)'

(SFYCD 1993292,248)

The Wenzhou dialect" representing southem Vlu dialects, also possesses adjectival lexemes of the AAB type. unforn¡nately,hengzhang (1929: 222-224) dæs
not ahilays provide translations into standard chinese of the meaning of the
examples written exclusively in Chinese cha¡acters so that in the exemplifications
below translations appear only with the cases where a Staûdad Chinese version is
available in the original. Zhengzhang divides the data into va¡ious sub-groups.
First, the sub-group where the repetitive constituent is seen as being attached to a

presumably adjectival monosyllabic base. E.g.:

Ë->
Ë
F5
(zhe¡gzhane

'just right, alpropriate'

lll9:222)
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The rpxt suÞgroup consists of denominal tisyllabic adjec*ivals wbere a re,petitive modifying constin¡ent is prefixed ûo a bead nou¡ (AA + Blsutr l) and finally the

whole constn¡ction is converted into an adjective. E.g.:

ffiffim(,t)
&üffi,(r¿,)

'scafief€d, piece by piece'

íffifrÐ(ñ,)
(Zhcngzbang 1979:.2?"3\

The third AA + B[suff.] sub-group comprises lexemes analysable as verb +
object -constructions, which while still ¡stâining their verbal fi¡nction, a¡e also
classifiable as adjectives, thus implementing a double word class membership,
presumably a not too uncourmon phenomenon in Sinitic speech forms. (See Gan
1993: 81.) E.g.:

Ë#$1¡¿¡
ffiffiâ(E)

'irresponsible'

ffiffi@(Ê,)

'submissive'

'playful'

(Zbcngzbang 1979:223)

Fourttrly, fungzhmgwants to distinguish a stn¡ctu¡al class which he regards
as infixal, i.e. a formative is inserted between the constituents of an otherwise
AAB[suff.]). Regrcttably, none of
establishedrepetitive ls¡eæ147 (AA[suff.]
the exponents of the sub+ategory below have a Standard Chinese equivalent i¡ the

->

original:

t7t

t

g# ->
E',Ë ->
->

#BIEÚð)

ææ

1E(ñ,)

w#ffiGr)
GÛEHCñ,)

(Z¡er¡gzhâng 1979: 223)

As an indication of the Jl,-sufEx being a non+ompulsory formative in repetitive adjectival lexemes, Zhengztrang defines the addition of this suffix to an AAB
AAB + [suff.]) as a characteristic of the fifth structural category.
item (AAB
Deplorably, the author seems to be mainly interested in forrr, as he gives no

->

14? As thc title of the sourcc article on the ìil/cnr.hou dialect is 'Ër+lãÈÉ9.ñE Gl,-sutrrx in
ænuins a PtÊn'(suff.)'. Unfortunatcly, tbis a¡ticlc happcns o bc tbe only sourcc of
rcpetitive fomrs available in this ll¡u dialcct so that possibly thc proportion of -r-s¡ffixcd
tbe Wenzhou dialect)', tbe formulac dcscribing cach sub-caægry invariably

thesized abbrcviation

lexical forms in \fcnzhou is not quiæ as conspicuous as on tbc basis of Zlrcngzhang (1979)
it appears to bc.
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explanation as to the possible semantic function of this o¡rration, unless the suffixed form and the forrr without the 9t-suffix are in free va¡iation:

ìsì+4,

ËËg ->

->

ÞÞ€,ã
ËË9,ñ,

'unenthusiastic'
'crowded, packed'

(Zhengzhang 1979:223)

As far as the repetitive ABA pattem is concerne{ the sources on'lVu dialects
used here testify to its existence in other varieties of Sinitic also. The Suzhou dialect, for ins[ance, parallels Standard Chinese in having an element (fü ) written with
the characûer
inserted be¡n¡een the constituents of what looks like a duplicated
adjective (rs'mss Ë). E.g.:

ff

ts'in55

¡Ã51ß3 ts'in55/2l

'cold and cheerless, desolate'

(SFYCD 1993:225)

The dialect of Shanghai bas a different infixed formative in its lisæd lexemes

of

the ABA type, namÊly either bal2 or bafl3/p'2¡¡tt.g.g.,

zeTzbaP

zaTz

'straigbdorwand, blunt'

çia?s ball¡/p'a¡34 Þia?s 'about the saÍF, sinilar'
4ar¡t3 þ¿¡¡t3þ'arpa ¡ar¡13'demanding (skill)'l4E
(Min et al. 1986: 158, 282, 3Ol)

The Chongming dialect agrces with neither of the preceding Wu variants, but
inserts /a in the neuüal tone, or JeZ instead. E.g.:

ñyo44z la fryoqz.2
ñha|zle|lts frhe|as

'(of waves) rippling, undulatirg'
'(of disposition) unreasonable, awkward,
difiñcult'

(ChoFYCD 1993: 172, 199-200)

The \l/enzhou data offer an explicitation of a productive prccess ¡$ulting in
ABA tlpe repetitive lexemes. fuogzhang(lfil9:223) says tbat duplicared measure
words infixed with fu and suffixed with Jt often fi¡nction as adjectives (A-> AA
Af[A
AfuAff,,). E.e.:

->

->
ffi]nffifl
qfiçr¿,

148 Ïhis iæm is also listed

'(mass of) longish (things)'

'(of cooked rice) distinctly pellet-like'
as

pan of the Standa¡d Chinæe lexicon (sce Srei et al. 1995: 1229).
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'lump.like'
'slice-like'

frTßÈN

Yuan (1989: 95) argues that iD the \[¡u dialects, the suffixation of a duplicuive
constituent to a monosyllabic adjective, thus creating a repetitive adjectival lexeme
of the ABB Eæe, causes a subtle change of meaning (.....,
T ffi ffi É!Ë

Ë*j.frË

'fbï

The scope of this concept of semantic subtlety seens to range from an intensifying to a de-intensifying effectl4g. The following two sets of lexemes from the
shanghai dialect and the dialect of chongming, respectively, exempli$ the former
end of the inænsity continuum:

tsis3
mo? lcl3 lcl3
zrl3 9yâ?s çya?s
fryøts p'u34 p'u34
tirJ34 kua?s kua?s
kt'r ¡n?s po?s
po3a ¡sis3

(Min craI. 1986: l?7,26,
ñuan%2 to?s
ñ¡ã53 ç'yo?s

'very frrll (of food)'
'very much'

.verysnrpid-looking'
'very soft'
'extrernely good'

'very dry'

lts,

168, 169, l0)

to?5
Þ'yo?5

'verytouad'

ñ¡ie?z bo84uß3 boqtuttt
(ChoFYCD 193: 143, 150,203)

'very hard'
'very ura''6'

Semantic inænsification car¡sed by the sufExation of a duplicative elemeat to a
monosyllabic adjectival lexeme (rccurs in the dialect of Suzhor¡, too. E.g.:

Jrin3l/tl çiy5sß3

Biy55Æt

fiua?3 1'â?55 1'â?55

'(of polisbed glutinous rice) very

sticþ'

'very slippery'

(SFfCD tÐ3:23O,?54)
De-inænsification of a quality is expressed in the dialects of Shanghai and Suzhou by the subsequent ses of ABB iæms, respectively:

þ¿fs ei3a si3a

'a little sca¡€d'

ta?s ka?s ka?s

'a little sticþ'
'a liüle itchy'

fiiar¡t3 lil3 lil3
(Min ct al. 1986: 89,279,286)

149 lbis conclusion is

based on the usc

Qrinese tanslations.

of cither

E

or

fi$ñ,

in thc ooncsponding Standard

lll
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ldls At3t33 2¡ßnr
k'eu5l i¡5t/33 in5l/21
ñuanl3 dpt3t33 dæßnt

'a little hot'
'a little bitter'

."¡¡6s di"zy'

(SFYCD 1993: 248, 166, 233)

In litce manner with Standard Chinese, lexemes refening to colours constitute a
sub-caægory of repetitive adjectivals of the ABB type in the wu dialects, a¡¡ shown
by the tuio items below fromthe Suzhou dialect:
ba?3 liæ31/33 hæ3tat

þ3fs iy55ß3 iy55t2t

'pale, pallid, wan'
'(refers to the colour ofthe face)'

(SFYCD 1993:257,?il7)

The view that the duplicative constitr¡ents in repetitive lexemes of the ABB type
should be regarded as suf;ñxes, and thus the whole lexeme as compositional, is

corroborated by the authors of the Chongming dialect dictionary, who have

lisæd the following elements under the heading .appended elements' (ffi,tjfiËÈft)
(choFYCD lÐ3: 263) and have accorded an entry to each of them where thei¡
function as sufflures is explicitly specified:

(Ð

-do?z

do?2

(ü) -to?s to?5
(üi)
(iv)

(v)

+e5s

tess
t3¡55

-tanss

(vÐ

-þsa2a/33 þ6(33)

(vü)

-?ie55 ?ioss

(vüi) -siss si55
(ix) -ñloTzloïus

-ft633 |e33
(CtoFYCD 1993: 2@, 208, 79, 127, 85, 86, 89, 4, 2 l0)

Zhengzhang (1979), who is more interested in stn¡cture than in meaning,
brinæ up tbree different kinds of ABB repetitive adjectivals in the V/enzhou dialect.
one caægory consists of lexical ouÞuts of a productive process (AB[suff.]

->

ABB[suff.]). E.g.:

*BGT,)
HEG¿,)
*lffiG¿,)

*äft€)

H#4(Ê)rs0

*#&Ht
*ffiffi(,ñ,)
*&¿ftcn)

150 ry¡¿¡ this category, translations into Søndcrd Chinesc arc abscnL
Zrengztrang prcscnts the
m9mlen of this particular derivation as both f-suffixcd as well as witbout this suf6x,
which can bc takcn as an index of its optional character. Notc how all items in
the set

(*),

fint elcmcnt
the precisc meaning
cannot be ascertained undcr the prcscnt circumstanaæ.
consisæntly have thc samc

of which unforûrnaæly

t12
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The second category appears to comprise items from tbe opaque end of the
continuum of lexicalised ABB t)1le adjectival repetitive lexemes, as they are
cha¡acærized merely by the presumably optional addition of the F,-suffx (ABB +

[suff.]). E.g.:

Ëffitrcñ,)

EÉË(ñ,)
ffiffi#(n,
rÉ'Ë#(-ñ,)
(ZbÊngzhang

lTl9:223)

Finally, the tbird category, characterized by suffixation of the repeaæd part
(A + BBlsuff.l), is represented by the following items:

m{E{E(ñ)
ÊE,lE,lHcñ,)

É,lE1Ecñ,)
(Zrengz.bang 1979:. ?23)l5t

The Danyang dialect of Jiangsu province has adjectival lexemes pattemed as
ABB with a de-inænsifying semantic effect. In these forms A refers to the numcral
'one' and BB stands for a repeated monosyllabic adjective. E.g.:

iF po?l po?+
if3 s55 q55

'alittle tbin'
'a little sbort (of stan¡rc)'

(C¡i 1991: 116)
Tbe Suzhou dialect has aproductive duplicative process whereby the repeaûed
affix ñuøt? or alærnuively ú'y5t3 together with a duplicarcd monosyllabic adjective
cf€a¡es a repetitive lexeme of tbe ABAB type, irylying a high level of intensity as to
the quality concerned. E.g.:

ds3l fiugl3 dg3l fiu6l3 'extemelybig'
Þ'inss t'y513 Þ'in55 t'y513 'extemely light'
(SFYCD 1993:t27)

The two affixes are interchangeable without any difference in meaning, and
with ñuøtr an abridged ABA version instead of the full ABAB pattern is possible

(SFYCD 19932127).

l5l

Regrettably, Znngztrang (1979:2?3) ciæs only onc repctitive suffix from tbe ÏVcnzhou
dialecr It is impossible þ know if the¡e ¿f,e mdÊ, as tbc daa on Wcnzhou is ¡estrictcd to a
single article.
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The lexical data on the tb¡ee Jiangsu

113

lfu dialects -

Shanghai, Suzhou and
Chongming - contain quadrisyllabic iæms comparable to the ones in Staodad Chinese, constn¡cted of a supposed disyllabic head constituent (AB) to which a dup-

licative modi$ing suffix GCC) has been attached, yielding an ABCC panernl52.
The subsequent three sets of lexemes introduce items exempli$ing this complex
pattern:

yul3 da¡13 d3gl3
çþ34 6i¡ls li{13 li0l3
si53

çis3

ze¡13 çi453 çis3
(Shanghai; Min et al. l9E6:43,20,225,

fags5 li[13/33 d6l3ß3

I'y5l

'bookr¡rormish (?)'

'small and exquisite'
'abnormal'

flp3rt2r

'very nice and cool'
ç'i¡55ß3 p'iæ55ß3 p'iæsst2t .indiscriminale (in speech)'

(Suzhou; SFYCD 1993: 235, 152)

p'en
ñlo?z pie?s i62aßS isutíS
dcu

oí24tss p'en

.(of complexion)
thoroughly red'
'fresh green'

A!ã3r3 k¡ef5

ls¡24l55lsnzatSí'(offood)tough(fornotbeing
cooked till tender)'

k'og5s sâ¡55

do(242)

ds(24Ð

.not

(Chongming; ChoFYCD 1993: 91,210, 150,

carrying anything'

l7l)

4.1.4. The Xiang and Gan dialects
The set of Xiang and Gan dialects consists of two speech forms for the former and
three for the latter. The Changsha dialect from Hunan province represents the New
Xiang dialects where noÍhern dialectal influence has gone further than in Old Xiang
dialects, represented in the corpus by the dialect of Loudi (Hunan).The th¡ee Gan
dialects -Nanchang, Lichuan and Pingxiang- all hail fromJiangxi province.
The nature of the daø from these two dialect grcups is characærized by the

fact that but for one @ingxiang) they all originate in lexica (ChaFYCD 1993,
LFYCDI53 1994, NFYCDIs4 1994, LiIryCDtss 1995), thus representing rather
the ouþut end of the repetitive process.
Some of therepetitive adþtivals of theChangshadialect are slightly problematic due to thei¡ containing an element the individual definition of which is in
152

I

53

Ttre cautious formulation as to thc nan¡re of thc otbcr immcdiaa constiurcnt (AB) is duc to
the fact that the clements assumcd to be disyllabic entitics do not figure as indepcndent
entries in tbc sources uscd-

4¡6¡sv¡ation for Loudi fan¡¡ran cidian.

154 NFYCD = Nanchang fangya¡r cidiu¡.
155 tiFY@ = Lichuan fangyan cidian.

ll4
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conflict with tbe categorisation of the repetitive lexemes of which it is aconsituent
One case is parallel to tbe caægorisation of lexer¡es $,ith Iq /
in the Wu dialects
with
ea¡lier on,
the obvious distinction of the¡e being a formally diffcrc¡t clcmsDt,
namely ft (g), in the corresponding slot. Ld is, as one would alresdy expect,
deñned as a particle corresponding o tbe particle ñuctioning as an adve¡bial ma¡ter

î

(tü) in

Standa¡d Chinese (ChaFYCD 1993: 20[Introd.l), but still the lexemcs
ending in li are consistently classified as adjectives in CbaFYCD (1993: 253).
Concerning Loudi, one of the ft¡nctions of a phonologically idcntical element (Id),
with an alternative nasal initial (nÐ after nasal endings and wrincn with a sligbtly
different character (E), is to act as an advcrbial markcr comparablc, again, to the
Standa¡d Chinese fr (LFYCD 1994: 17 Fntrod.D, but just as in Changsha m¡ny
items with E as the final syllablc a¡e lisæd as adjectives in LFYCD (194:27ù
275). But as with \[¡u dialects, tbc listings in the souraos, ChåFYCD and LFYCD,
arÊ, however, considered valid. For the use of pareotheses in this con¡ection, scc

tu.

117.

f

Thc othcr case ooncerns clcrpnts written in Gangsha with ¡vo charactcrs,
tg ¡il) and Ê! r¡, of which the fi¡st prcsumably stands for a nominal suffrx, whilc
the sccond is a particle most oftcn connectcd with thc function of an attributive
marlccr or of forming a nominal expression. Some listcd adjcctival entitics of thc
Lor¡di dialect have rsi (W) as their final constioent" which conesponds to rsi lrr) ia
Changsha (scc LFYCD 1994: 17 Fntrod.l). But again, thc catcgorisations in the
sources uscd a¡e rcgarded as valid. In r€spcct to thc nominal suffixcs, the policy of
placing non-instrumcntal afüxcs in parentheses will nan¡rally be followcd. As for
the parcnthesization of Ê! (d), sce ñr. I l7 and ChaFYCD (1993: 8-9).
Dcspite the bias towa¡d fixed lexical iæms in the Xiang dat4 both tbe Chutgsha a¡¡d Loudi subcorpora presumably contain productive rcpctitive patt€rns wbich
dcviate from the morc general set of common Sinitic repetitive pattcrns.
The formula ABCB collapses r¡/o differ€nt quadrisyllabic disjunctive patten$
in tbe Charigsba dialect, in onc A = lE and C = Â (Ð and in the other A is appareotly eitbcr a free morpheme or a bound morphemel56, while C is always fs¡ (:fr) (ü).
The constituent marked B does not neoessarily represent an independent enûy, as
far as ChaFYCD is concerned. Semantically, the former is characterized as being
emphatic, the latter is simply conside¡ed derogatory in meaning. The exanples
below are cited in the form in which they appear in tbe sor¡rce, that is, Chi¡ese
cha¡acters for (i) and pbonetic transcription for (ü). Since Staodad Chinese parallels to the repetitive forurs in (i) cannot be found in the original, only the ueaning of
the base (= A) is provided. Of the two patterns, (i) is more productive tban (ü):

156

On th,e basis of ChaFYCD.
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lE B

BrsT

^

(ü) AB rg B

lFÈ^Ë
-> IFåAF
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'high'
'late'

->

(CtaFYCD 1993: 17 ünuod.l, 136)

In the dialect of Loudi, the slots in the same general formulaABCB are filled
prefix (= A), a monosyllabic adjective (= B) and pa (= C).The application of
pattem
this
in l-oudi results in an erùanced semantic effecL i.e. inænsification of the
¡nsaning of the base. E.g.:

by

a

to44'many' >
dall'big'
->
(LFYCD 1994: 14

Unüod.l,

U,52)

In an apparently productive repetitive de¡ivation with a four syllable result in
Loudi, the first syllable of a disyllabic adjective is repeated with the insertion of l¡35
(= C) in between (AB
ACAB = A Ii35 A B). E.g.:

->

þ,'yn42l¡'¡¡42ç'i35'shrpid'
ynt2lt'u¡42

-> E'
(LF'YCD 1994: 165)

li35/55 Þ'yn42/t'un42 B'

i35/55 .stupid looking'

I¡

the following trno derivations the base is, however, a monosyllabic adjective, from which a quadrisyllabic form is produced by afñxation of the disjunctive
pair Ii35...F'r35 (A
ABAC = A lí35 A E'í3\:

->

çiq42 'self-centred'-) çio¿z li35/55 çis42 E'i3s/ss .conceited looking'
mo,t4 'awkwa¡d'
mo44 li35/55 mo44[33 E,|3S/SS.awkwa¡d looking'
(LFYCD 1994:98,83)

->

Tbe disjunctive pair ÞT ... Þ'i is mired with both repearcd adjectives and verbs
in the Loudi dialect (A
A F'i BFT ). The former case results in a more emphatic
expression (i), while the latter process seerns to change a verb into an adjective (ü).

->

Fo'

(Ð dall 'big'
dallÞIdallF'i
->
(ü) mr44 'to cover' >

'high above'
'drawn tigbt'

(LFYCD 1994: 17 tlûEod.l, 209)

t57 Ïhis

@ is an instanoe of phonctic application of Chi¡ese cha¡actcrs, since 'vcry' in tàe
dialect of Cbangsha is mar¡rt (CbaFYCD 1993: 20), tú. xaûll q¡¡n (çolloquial reading of
tsgg: 2&l). The other characær (/\) in tbc formula is also uscd phonetæ)

(ËffiãÈ?E

ically.
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Disyllabic repetitive lisæ,mes in tbe Loudi material (i) a¡e eitber 'parentbesized',
i.e. with an affix not considcred instn¡æntal in the formation of the form in question, or 'unpalentbesizcd'. When of the forrer type, the parentbesizcd constit¡¡ent
is esi. In Changsha (ü), it can be either fsf or li. E.g.:
(Ð

E'y42ç't
sin(44l33)
gflaz ¡ãr: (ßi)
mi44 mi55 (tsi)
sil¡t4

'pestle-like'lss

'(of food" etc.) fr,esh'
'a little'
'exæmely little'

G^F"ÍCD 1991:38, 157, 197, E)

(tsi)
(tsi)
lin33 lin33
k'an33 k'an33 (h)
poss poss (li)
lâu4l lâu4l

'passable'

'quiet(þ)'tse
'frighæned; oold'

'(of water, soup) boiling'
(ChaFfCD 1993: 108, 129,l9l, l7l,60)

The 'unparenthesized' items with three syllables naturally count as AAB
forms. In the subse4uent Loudi pair (i), followed by a Cbangsha item (ü), the first
is derogatory in meaning while the second is not:
(Ð

(ü)

lb42liâkr{¡
üca2 üc Tint3ß3
(LFYCD t99,4:lL2)

'aslant'

6¿ul3/33 6il¡13/33 ye2a
(CbaFYCD 1993: 108)

'alittlewa¡m'

'aslant'

The lexicon of both xiang va¡iants displays quite a few forms of the ABB
type, rife in other Sinitic speech forms, too. E.g.:
Changshæ

gyei¿t

¡¿¡ll

kuall kuall (ti)
p¿33 palr (d)

ll¿¡13 i3¡33 iâu33 (ti)
l¿2a ¡g33 xo33

158

(ti)

'moist, do-P'
'moist with sç'eæ'
'cool aodrefteshing'

'pe¡4rry, hot'

Oh thc basis of the entry in LFYCD (194: 38),
deverbal

c

F'f

Þ'y

canbe intergeæd as being cither

dc,nominal.

159 1¡ç Englisb rranslation rçflects the Stand¡rd Chincsc vcrsion ('1ËlËÊ') of this Changsha
iæm. Cr¡riously cnough, thc Cbangsha -tdrrr, thougb c/dtten with tbe charact€r usually
interpretcd as rcpresenting a nominal mârtcr, soems to conespond O the clcment functioning
as a¡ advcrbial må¡ücr (fr) in the St¡nd¡rd Chinesc cxprression.
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fs¡41 tel3 tol3

(ti)

,very

starchy'

(ChaFYCD 1993: 104, 173,174,46, 183)

I¡udi:
¡¡644 yu(ll/¿2) yull
tsua./tsa'|4 lru(35/'33)

¡¡yl3

(li)

.dusky,

¡¡¡rs (li)'(of

¡y935/55 xyrJ35/55

(ni)

overcast'

cooked dishes, usu. meat) no

,haify,

oil'

downy'

.(of
ier3 çiv(aaß3) çiyac @)
weather) scorching'
GF rCD t994: 78, @, t22, 73)

May the frst lexeme in the changsha set above serve as a reminder of the
necessity of caution when dealing with characters used to u¡rite dialectal material.
Outwardly, it looks ts rf çyeial written with the characær zJ<' in the sou¡ce is utilized
as a head to which is added a suff¡xal repetitive constituent -taÆ|| p¿att
[til with a

modifying fi¡nction. However, the constituen¡ ¿gring as the putative head of the
lexeme under consideration happens to be represented as an independent entry in
chaFYcD (1993: 104) ìvith none of the meanings attribuæd to it being .water'. As
a matter of fact, they are not even nominal, but adjectival ('[of a person] slick,
smooth, oily') or verbal (to play with people by dishonest means'). on the basis of
the semantics of the repetitive lexeme, though, one would be æmpted to argue that it
is precisely the meaning 'water' which has served as a point of departure for the
meaning of the whole item. Finally, one may wonder that if the meaning .water'
cannot be locared underthe cha¡acærd< inchaFycD, how then can it be found in a
dictionary based on chinese characters? what then is 'water' in the changsha
dialect?

Even though entries of listed lexical iæms seldom contain information as to the
structure of a listeme and they do not often comment on the se¡nantic difference
between a particular lexeme and another lexeme, the entry of fantr ¡sr3 ¡sr3 (tì) is
very revelatory in this sense as it explicitly establishes a derivative relationship between fa¿a¡ 'starchy' and faút ¡st3 ¡st3 (tí) by saying that the latter expresses an
increase in the level of intensity of the quality referred to by the former

(chaFyCD

1993: 183).
The data on changsha (i) and Loudi (ü) dialects contain one example of a
denominal complex compositional repetitive adjectival lexeme from each, patterned
as ABCC. They resemble quadrisyllabic adjectives in the Standard Chinese and
lfu
sub-coqpus in consisting of a disyllabic head, ente¡cd as a nominal entry by itself,
followedby a sufñxed repetitive modifying element:

118
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(Ð

ku2{

Aonctwn

teu 'bone'l6o

LÐ.øItíEs

>

(CharYCD 1993:23)

(ü) ln¡ll

mi4zll'polished glutinousrice'

(LFYCD 1994:146)

In the Lichuan dialect of the Gan sub-group, the meaning 'a little' is imple-i (LiFYCD 1995: 48) to a duplicated adjective

mented by adrring tbe nominal suffix

(A

->

tuAn)t6l.l.g.¡

Blam22

'sharp'

f¡au44ß5 'crooked'
(LiFYCD lÐ5: 19

tlnd.l, ll8,85)

This AAB pattern can be expauded into an AABC stn¡cûre by inserting er? in
the B slot without any substantial change

haps haps

isl3 ie

i

i

'alittle
'a little

¡

nanow'
stupid'

6saning. E.g.:
>

->

hat'

haps ei?

iet3 ie çi?

i

i

(LiFYCD 195: 19 UDt¡od.J, 199,3l)

The dialect of Lichuan is similu'to that of l,oudi (see above) in forming four
syllable repetitive adjectives disjunctively (A-> ABAC = A f¡ A lc'ir3). E.g.:

teu35 'stuþþrD'
kuais3 'stfange'
(LiFY@

->
->

teu35 U ¡gu35 fr'j53

'(of speech and actions) crude and rash'
kuai53 ti kuai53 &'i53
'peculiar, queer, singular'

1995: 100,73)

Another Gan dialecÇ that of Nanchang, possesses, not surprisingly, the same
type of ABAC disjunctive repetitive adjectival pattern as Loudi and Lichuan, as the
following non-retrievable ex¡nnent in the present corpus indicates: lia3s li liv3s
160

l6l

Possibly due to a printer's crror or some otber oversight, the catry for this iæm lacks the
meaning, with only a blank space aftcr thc charactcrs a¡d tbe transcription. Dcspiæ the
hazards conncctcd witb writing dialocts in Chinese script, tbe combination of cbaracters
utilized o ta¡¡scribc tbelcxcmc in question us assumcd to represcntthe same meaning in tbc
Changsha dialect as thcy havc in Standard (hinese (see $rci ct al . 1995:347).
As thc mcaning of the æquircd form is cnrcially dcpcndenton the suffix, it is accordingly not
parenthesized. Noæ thc assimilation of the srffx to the proccding syllablc-ñnal nasal.
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ç'í213'(of speech and actions) dishonest, indecent'162 (NFycD 1994: 138). The
data on the dialect of Nanchang attests, however, to there being productive disjunc-

tive ABAC paterns or rather ACAB, based on disyllabic adjectives (AB
ACAB
= A lillu AB). Noæ the intensification, quite in accordance with the iconicþ principle (i.e. more form corresponds to more msaning), in the second derivation:

->

mr:r¡213¡¡q'confi¡sed'
muq2l3 fi 6¡¡q213 ¡¡¡¡213 'simpls minded'

-)lan42 .(food cooked tiU) ysry s6ft'

mie42

ku mien lan¿2
->
(NFYCD 1994:231,72)
mie42

.(food

cooked till) exuemely soft'

Like other sinitic speech forms, the lexica of Gan dialects, as represented by
Nanchang and Lichuan, ar€ not devoid of non-traceable repetitive lexemes, as the
following selection of (i) parenthesized disyllabics (see the definition above) and (ü)
Uisyllabics indicates

(Ð

:

miau22 miau2z

(ue)

(i)
¡suaa þeuaa (ue)
tc?3/5 rc?3/5

'(of womao) slender (figure)'
.(of)

meager (weighQ'

.nomal,

regular'

(L¡FYCD 1995: 87, 233, 99J

(ü)

lç¡¿a2 þ¿42

i¿ll

i¿

¡35

bieu35

'extremely good'
'notearnest, not serious'

(NFYCD 1994:58,56)

nicg3s nic¡35 k'iclJ22

'(of accent) womanish'

[om35 Ðom3s bq22

'loose, unstable'

(LiFYCD 1995:179,12)

curiously enough, the prcsent Gan data conain surprisingly few exponents of
the otherwise so rife risyllabic ABB pattem. Does this mean that it is not so common in this sinitic sub-group as in others? In any case, the o¡s single ABB item
representing the ouBut of aproductive repetitive prccess comes fr,om Nanchang:

fe2l3

'fi¡B'

->

fo2l3 lat

lat

'scorching hot'

(NFYCD ß9a:62)

Typical of the thrpe Pingxiang ABB adjectival items in the Gan data is that they
are always dercgatory in meaning (Wei 1995: lZ3).

162 Îþugh

sisær dialecE a disti¡ctivc fean¡e connccting Nanchang and Lichuan is that with the
-i -rhyme, a Nanchang initial ¡- coresponds ûo an initial r- in Lichu"n
NFrcD 19947;
LiFYCD 1995:9, l7).
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In addition to a traceable consecutively repetitive quadrisyllabic iæm in the
AABB: lail3 p'i35 'rascally'
combined Xiang and Gan sub-co¡pus (AB
->
-¡'
þiI3 þilj p'i3s p'i3s'cheeþ; sbameless and loathsome' ¡LiFYCD 1995: 691), the
prcsent Xiang-Gan data contain non-traceable items ef similar constn¡ction, as
shown by the subsequent selection, arranged hierarchically in subsets first according to dialect goup (Xiang [i], Gan tül) aod tben on the basis of the individual
dialects concerned:
(Ð

mãll mã(¡l/22) si35/55 si35/55
¡rl3 ¡r(13/33) çi35/55 Bi35/55
(LFYCD 1994: 190, l3l)

'slow(ly)'

tol3 to tianss tian
ull ull tsa33 tsa

'bumpy, rough'

'shalgr'

'blun€d, indistinct'

(ChaFYCD 1993-6i1,24)

(ü)

'prudent c€refi¡l'
'lively, vigorous'

çin42çin¡iet5!i€t5
fc¡213 ¡* fit5 ñt
(NFYCD l99a: ß7,2L3)

lbl3liql3laml3 larql3

'gamrlous (of elderþ peoplÐ'

ki?5 ki?5 1'¿¡13 ¡'¿ul3

'neatly dressed'

(LiFYCD t995:187,223)

4.1.5. The llakka dialects
The present llakka corpus is based on what is called the 'sixian speecb' (89ffi
(Sixia¡)
ÈÉ)163, spoken in Taiwan (Luo 1990: 78). Luo's presentation of the Hal¡ka
adjectival duplicative lexicon (1990: 262-266, distinguishes the following set of
repetitive pasems: AA, AAA, AAB, ABB, AABB and ABAB. The forms used to
exemplify each pattern have been intentionally chosen, whenever possible,
exclusively from among the items marted in the source with blank squar€s instead
of characten, in order to i[uminaf€ idiosyncbratic HalJca vocabularytø.
163 lbc tcrr¡ Elffi refcrs litcrally to four

counties

1g:þ,

E*'

lFË 4d HË) wlic¡ formcrty

a¿m¡nistrativc district i¡ Guangdong pmvinæ. Today thc name of this
bclongcd m rhc
adsrinistrativc distict is iËß (Meirian) and probably tbc rrost wcll-known Hakk¡ dialect" at
least to those verscd in Chincse dialeclology, is called by this ¡¿¡¡s. 1o all appearaaces, lhc
Taiwanqsc Sixian dialect is roughly the same as tbc Meixia¡ dialecf Tbc gæafa* concentration of Sixian speaken in Taiwan is i¡ Mi¿oli (Ë*)oounty, tbê nortbem Part of thc island.

FË

(L¡¡o l99O:7G78).

164 lbc convention of using blank

squares instcad of charactcrs as a sign of a morpheme./word
whose pan-Sinitic etymolory is not cleâr or is unknown, is a common praaioc in Chinese
dialectological publications.
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As in Standa¡d Chinese, duplication of a monosyllabic adjective in the Sixian
dialect is semantically an index of an increase in intensity of the quatity exprcssed
by the same, E.g.:

'fr¡ll'
nemä
-> nemll
hinll 'dizy'
þi¡ll þi¡ll
k'it5 'narro$¡ and small' -;> k'it5 k'its
->
(Luo 1990: 263)
nem24

'veryñrll'
'very

dizy,

'very narmw and small'

The Sixian Hakka is the possessor of a triplicative repetitive process io its
morphology and quite iconically, increase in form has a regular correspondence in
the increase in intensity during the derivational route from the monosyllabic
adjectival base via duplication to triplication, so tbat a Eiplicated form indicates the
stongest degree of intensity. The following set of adjectival lexemes embodies the
oulputs of a productive triplicative process. E.g.:
¡5'i24

¡5'i24ll ts'i24

fai55 fai55 faiss

ktaftllu kiak2 kiak2
¡s¿¡5 ts¿¡5 ts¿¡5

(Luo 199û

'exEemely fresh'
'extremely bad'165
'extemely quick, fast'
'extremely rapid and intense'

2*265)

The repetitive adjectival lexemes of the AAB pattern consist of a repeated
adjective and a suffix (AA + -¿ ) (Luo 1990: 263). semantically, the AAB patrern

fourdigit scale of intensity on which numerical
growth is directly proportional to increase in intensity (i.e. A = l, AAB = 2,
AA = 3, AúAA = 4)tø. 9.t.,
represents number two (2) on a

ti¿624/ll

¡i¿¡Z6s3l

'rather qrriet'167

i¡55 iu55 ys3l

.rafher thin,
fine'

f4¡2 f4¡! ¡¿tt

'rather wide'
'rather small'

s955 ss55 s3l

(Luo 1990:263)l6E

165 n¡¡5 iæm is etymologica[y related to Standard Ctrincsc huài
166

(ü),

while all the orher

lexemcs in this set arc exclusively Haklca (Luo l990z26L26S).
¡5 the lcxemes consfü¡cted of a repearcd adjoctivc rcgularly followed by the -¿-suf;fix have a

consistently distinct semantic fi¡nstion from those of the AA gpc, thcy are rcgarded as
belonging to thc unparenthesized AAB panern raücr than partaking of thc AA pancm with a
parenthesized srffiJ( afrcr ôÊm-

167 6¡5
a¡d
I

is the only purcly dialecøl

fr

as

I

ûoken

forrr anrong thc four. Tlc othcrs can be writtcn wiù ,J,
ofthcirpan-Sinitic nature (scc Luo 1990: 263).

68 the altcrnation in thc form of tbe sufñx
of the previous syllable.

H

is conditioned by thc articutatory feao¡cs of tbc coda

t22
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In another trisyllabic patt€ra in tbe Sixian context, namely ABB (A + BB), the
A slot is reserved for a monosyllabic adjective. The semantic inpact of the sufñxation of a duplicative element to the adjective seorDs to be similar to the effect
produced by the repetitive derivation of a disyllabic adjectival form (see above), if
the use of the same intensifier in the respective Sta¡dard Chinese translations is
considere.d an acceptable measure (l¡¡o 1990: 265).8.9.:

fi¡¡tt

¡sit2 tsi¡2

larJll tsimss tsimss

p'ill

tu55 tu55

'very r€d'
'very cold'
'very fat'

Unlike Standard Ctinese, in whicb the AABB pattern r€presents both productive repetition and composition (Gan 1993: 83-86), the Sixian AABB pattenr seems
to be strictly compositional (AA + BB). Tbe two repetitive adjectives are juxtaposed
with an inænsifying semantic effect comparable ¡s rhat of tbe pauerns AA and ABB.

E.g.:

ts'in3l tS'in3l ts'ai3l ts'ai3l
ysn%ll| vat24 val2vat2
var3ll v¿¡¡ll vak2 vak2

'very caæless, casual'
'very tofh¡ous'
'very difficult'

(Luo 1990:265rt69

According to l,t¡o (1990: 265), the ABAB pattÊrn ¡efers to tbe ouçut of dttplicated disyllabic adjectives in Sixian speech, thus distinguisbing it from Standard
Chinese, whicb in Ga¡'s opinion (1993: l0O) does not actually have adjectival
repetition of the ABAB type. As to the accomPlisbed meaning, the definition of the
semantics involved with this patt€ru, as presented by Luo, is contradictory to the
meaning implied by the sane author in tbe Standard Chinese tra¡slations of the
exponents of the patte.m. Curiously enough, the wording in Luo's definition very
much resembles the way tbe meaning of repeared action verbs is usually explaiued
within the Sinitic ss¡te¡11?0. And yet the translations either explicitly contain the

intensifier îE @ën)'very' or let it be otherwise understood that an intensiffing
semantic effect is aimed at. I¡ other words, leaving the mentioned conmdiction
aside, I¡¡o's definition alone would matce Sixia¡ Hakka simila¡'to Standa¡d Chinese
in thar ABAB duplications of certain disyllabic lexemes a¡p ve¡bs while tbeirAABB
forms a¡e semantically parallel to repetitive adjectives (see Gan 1993: 9-100),
except that' as noted above, the Sixian AABB Pattem is exclusively compositional,

in Luo's opinion.

i¡ y¿¡21tII vu2a val yat2 ar¡d vaqrr v¿4!t v*2 vakz is ma¡kcd as bcing
ctymologically u¡nelaÞd within thc Sinitic oontcxt (Luo 1990: 265)'
compa¡c Luo (199û 265) with Gan (1993: 41,45) and Li & Thompcon (1980: 29-30).

169 1¡s BB part

l?o

TueSwmccnoup
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The A slot in a parenthesized ABB pattern is often reserved for a noun. The
repetitive element in the middle can either be a duplicated adjective or a duplicaæd
vs¡þ171. The noun is often the nanre of a part of the body. In the following examples, the nou¡ts aÍe t'eulI ('head'), p'r55 ('nose'), fso¡¡s (.mouth,), g¿t/ (.hand'),
saÉ ('tongue') and¡çr ('ear'), respectively:

1'ssll ts'inr3l ¡s'i631 (mett¡

.depressed,

p'i5s¡iu55¡iu55(ye3l)

.disobedient'

(ft93t)
su3l i¿31 i¿31 (sll)
s¿¡5 lsill lsill (s3l)
¡i3l hioss hioss (ve3t)

.(lmk tike¡ yearning (for
something)'

¡ssis5 s6f,5 seþ5

downcast'

'hard up, in straitened circumstanc€s'

.Qooklike)

.inattentive'

sticking the tongue out'

(Luo 199ù 265-2ffi,

The same noun referring to a part of the body can function as A in various
repetitive lexemes of the parenthasized ABB t)?e, as shown by the subsequent set
with FR 'eye't?2 as the head:
k'okz !'eft2 ftsll)
ER ta¡tt ¡¿¡¡tt (¡e3t)

'with sunken eyes'
'helpless, unfeeling'
'(of expression) shameless'

HF

FE ts'anss ts'an55 (nelt¡
(L¡o 1990:265)

The A slot in the ABB pattern in question is not exclusively filled by nouns;
verbs are also possible. E.g.:

ä
*
*

ts'ass ß'¿ss (s3l)

'verywealthy'

sitt silt (s3l)
k'aÉ k'ap5 þe3t)

'grinning'
'startled and shivering'

(Luo 190:280)

l7l

t¡ would be intcrcsting to know to what
speaker, i.c. does hcy'sbe peroeive thc

172 fs¡

exûEnt thesc forms a¡c tr:¡¡rspa¡cnt to
as being a repctitive adjcctivJvcrb?

AA put

a native

s6¡n¿ t€iasoD, Luo prcfcrs Ctinæc characters to phonetic script in nniting thc constitucnt
in the A slot in this and thc following sct of exanplcs

t24
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4.L.6. The Yue dialects
The Yue data used for analysis in this shapter comprises material from tq¡o Yue
variants spoken in Guaagdong province, (Hongkong) Cantonese and the dialect of
Dongguan, and two speech forms from Guangxi province, the dialects of Pingnan
and Tengxian, from the wesûern parts of tbe Yue-speaking area
The Yue set of repetitive patærns is quiæ unique within the Sinitic corpus of
the study because it consists of ¡ro separal€ main categories, namcly the sub-set of
totally repetitive pattems and the sub-set of partially repetitive patterns. The former
can be subsumed under such formulae as AA, AAA, AAB, ABB, ABA, AABB,
ABAB, AABC as well as ABCC, while the læter is represented by A .4,/x, A x/4, A
B A/x, AAB /A and Ax/AB. The suÞset of partially repetitive patt€rns is an exclusive
cha¡acteristic of the Tengxian dialecq none of tbe otber tluee sbare this fean¡re.

in many other Sinitic speech forns, repetition of monosylAA) is associaæd with a regular intensi$ing effect, quite io
->
accordance with tbe iconicity principle. E.g.:

In Cantonese,

as

labic adjectives (A

dåÂih
mrihn

'big'

daaihdaaih
múhn-mtlbn

'full'

'very big'
'very frdl'

(Matùews & Yip 1994: 163)173

fVith disynabic adjectives, the semantic effect of repetition is similar to that of
AABB). E.g.:
monosyllabic adjectives (AB

->

yinngahn

'intimafe'

jingsàbn 'energetic'

>

-;'

jing-jing*àùn-sàùn 'all ñ¡ll

of energy'

(Manhews & Yip 1994: 163)

The Dongguan dialect does not differ ftom Cantoness in this respecl E-g.:

þ'gil3

ggil3

'clean'

k'eil3 þsil3 gcil3 ¡eil3 'vefy clean'
->
g¿u32
'in a Eess, slovenly'
¡¿u32
¡¿u32 ¡¿¡32 s¿t¡32 3¿u32 'very slovenly'
-¡,
@ryculz¿ 1997 : 6t, locloT)

l?3

1Xs firsr syllable in the repetiúvc form can optionally be bigh ¡i5ing, i.e. dóaiàaaihand
mún-múIn (Manhews & Yip 1994: 163).

l7a

ppyCÐ =Donggpanfangyancidian.

TnzSwmccaoup
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cantonese (i) and the dialect of Dongguan (ü) are no different from other
sinitic speech forms in that they have non-retievable quadrisyllabic (AABB) repetitive lexemes. E.g.:

(Ð

hing-hing-ngóh-ngóh
(Matthcws & Yip

(ü) ga¡ztr

194:

'intimâûe, in love'
163)

'domineering'

¡a¡213 tsafJ2l3 tsarJzl3

¡¡3i21 m¡i2l

'confused'

morJ3s mofJ35

(DFYCD 1997: 183,83)

In Cantonese, emphatic usage can be responsible for octosyllabic repetitive
items (ArArBrBrA¿AzBùz), which in practice a¡e combinations of two duplicaæd
disyllabic adjectives (ArBr + AzBz). E.g.:

+ gáandãan
relaxing simple
hîngsäng

simàtrn

gentle

+

->

wãnyàuh

te¡rder ->

hîng-hing-süng-sünggáan-gáandãan-dãan
nice and light and easy and relaxing

sî-sî-màhn-màrtr¡rwãn-wãn-yàuh-yàuh
niceandkindandgentle

(Mattlrews & Yip 1994: 163)

There are two sub-types of AAB adjectival pattems in Cantonese, One results
from a repetitive process in which the first syllable of a disyllabic adjective is repeated with an intensifying impacr E.g.:

sãpseui 'Eivial'
hóusàn 'kitrd' ->
cháuyéung 'ugly'
->
(Matthews & Yip 1994: 164)

sãp-sãp-seui 'rattrertrivial'
hóu-hóu-sàm 'ratherkind'
chár<háu-yéung'ratber ugly'

The other sub-'type differs from the first in thåt the duplicated adjective is followed by the suffix dái (A
AAB = AA,+ d¿í ). Contrary to the previous repetitive modes, this particular pattem moderates the degree of intensity inherent in the

->

quality expressed by the monosyllabic base, being inconsistent with the iconicity
principle. E.g.:

sãn
waaih

'ne\ñr'

'broken'

(Manhews & Yip 1994: 164)

sãn-sãndéi

>

waaiÞwáaidéi

'newish'
'a bit broken'

t26
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The Dongguan dialect has a corresponding stn¡ctur€ (A
tei3u35

).E.g.:

vcrlzl
sl¡213

->

AAR = AA +

'yellowish'
'a bit sour'

'yellow'
'sour'

(DFYCD 1997:61)

The repetitive p¡ooess wirh -dci is also applicable to disyllabic adjectives in
Cantonese, but note how only the first syllable uudergoes repetition with the -déi
suffix following immediately after the repeaæd syllable (i.e. AB
AA déí B
which ca¡ be rewritten as AABC oD amore general level). E.g.:

->

chïsin 'cl,azyt'
->
pachán 'shy'

chi-chidéi-sin
pa-padéi+hár

'a bit smzy'
'a bit shy'

(Matthcws & Yip 1994: 165)

In Dongguan, only the second syllable of a disyllabic adjective can be dupliABB). E.g.:
ca¡ed, and a trisyllabic, inænsi$ing repetitive formresults (AB

->

v¿l!2 ¡'6¡44- 'sleek'

_>

vek22 tø144-

t'Ítt't4 'very sleek'

(DFYCD 1997:259\

The first compositional repetitive paüem type within the Cantonese context is
here provided by the ABB pattern (A + BB), already familiar, with its general
cha¡acteristics in the Sinitic context, from previous chapters. Matthews & Yip
(1994: 165), in their rather brief description of Cantonese lexemes of this type,
as A's, but So & Ha¡rison's
(1996:
ABB
items
from Hong Kong and
current
4l-56), containing
extensive list
Macau, proves that there are quiæ a few lexemes with nouns in the first slot Most
of these nouns are names of parts of the body, which reminds one of the sub-set of
repetitive adjectival items in the Sixian (Hakka) speech fo¡m" dealt with in the
previous chapter. As presumably most examples of the ABB pattern in earlier
chapters on Sinitic adjectival repetitive forms have mainly conoentrated on the
va¡ious cha¡acæristics of lexemes with an adjectival head, the aforesaid list gives an
opportunity to draw attention to the not uncommon phenomenon of how nominals,
especially nâmes of parts of the body, help to creafe rcpetitive adjectival vocabulary

imply that only adjectives shouldbe eligible to function

in Cantonese.

The nominal morpheme ngaaní 'eye' in the role of A helps to build the
following lexemes with different meanings:

THESNMCGROUP

ng¡uns sapl 5¡pl

'teaffr¡l'

ngaans gwate gwat6

ngaans ding6 ding!

'Iooking daggers'
'glassy-eyed'

ng¿u¡ns mungl

'eyes half closed'

mungl

ngaan5 d?âAm2 llzaîlm.2
(So

& Harrison 1996:

tn

'blinking'

5.4)

The same noun (rJEl3 'eye') is found in this fi¡nction in Dongguan, too. E.g.

lerjl3 þ6213 þ¡p213

'with fixed gaze'

¡srJt3 pak22 pakæ

'helpless (look in tbe eyes)'

g6ql3 53ftaa sek4a
rJerJl3 ¡okaa jokca

'teafû¡l'

'withwideeyes'

(DFYCD 1997:196-tfl)

Another cantonese noun with many occumences in va¡ious ABB items on so

& Harrison's list is taul'head'.8.g.:

tau¿lin$lin$
tau4 ngok6 ngokÉ

'shaking head'
'bowed dowû'
'looking around'

tau4 gongl gongl

'bare headed'

tau4dai6 dai6

't¡oublesome'

¡¿¡a d¿pl dapl

(So

& Hanison lÐ6: 55-56)

Other parts of the body are not so numeÍìously represented as the heads
of these
trisyllabic adjectives; among them are two morphemes for .trrouth', tuuz (E)
anð

zæP (W\, as well as sau2'hand', mou2'haif ,Jarn, .heart' and mín6.face,.
E.g.:
þ¿¡2 f¿¿l f¿¿l

'facetious'

hau2za¡6zat6

'stammering'

¿6iz jukt

jukt

'soundless mouthing'

2çi2 þi¡3 þir¡3

'bare headed'

gilrL2?¿¡rp 2anþ

mou4 sangf sang!

'shaþ hands'
'haity'

s¡¡¡l fe¡gl fe¡gl

'apprehensive'

min6 cengl cengt

'pale-faced'

(So

& Hanison

1996: 52-53, 56)

Tbe A slot is not exclusively dominated by
'fi¡e' and sæ¡2'water' prcve:

names of parts of the body, as/o2

t28

4.

AotøctwttrEæMEs
'amospherically hot'

fo2 laâtE laatS

'watery'

sei2laua hua
(So

& Harrison

1996:. SZ)

An interesting detail on the list is that the negative moua (*), which is
characrcrized by Manùews & Yip (1994: 257) as overlapping with ma¡¡5 - the negative form of yønås with tbe meaning 'båve not' - and ænding to rc,place it in formal
and witten Cantonese, figures as the head of the following iæms with the same
qualitative meaning:

6sua dy¡l dJ¡nl
moua cingf cin#
¡¡eu4laal laal
(So

'unreasoning'

'uûeasoning'
'uûeasoning'

& Harrison 1996: 54)

The DFYCD featu¡es quite a few trisyllabic repetitive listemes of the AAB

type. E.g.:
¡'s35 ¡'s35

nin2l3

p'a¡J32
r¡ck22 r¡ck22 ¡a6¡32
fts122 þþ22 þ¿13
ssi3s s¿i35 þ¿i32
bk44 krk44 kø35
f¿¡¡21 f¿¡21

'very
e¡¡¡s

sticþ'
flsating on wafer'

'exteæly brigbt'
'limping'
'fofoed (to do), dejecæd'

'hasty'

(DFTCD 1997;21. t0/.,267, t3\ZS+, &,265)

Among the adjectival repetitive patterns with a monosyllabic base in the
Pingnan dialect, those of the form AA with an inænsifying semantic effect a¡e, not
surprisingly, the most common (Liu & Xiao 1988: 139). E.g-:

sen55
kau55
yn3l

'neu¡'

ss¡55

'high'
'tþutrd'

ft3r¡55 kâu55

S,¿¡55

yn3l yn3l

'very ne$r'

'very high'
'very round'

(Liu & Xiao 1988:140)

The dialect of Pingnan is similar to the Sixian speech form in contracting a
regular relationship of iconical correspondence between meaning and form in its set
of non-suffixed patterns, i.e. what is semantically 'more' on a continuum is paralAA 'very...' > AAr{ 'ex&melelled by formal 'more' in structure (A '...'
1y...'). consequently, the following trisyllabic outputs exemplify the strongest
degree of inænsity of the quality expressed by each monosyllabic base form; the

->

intermediaæ value on the respective intensity continuum is nanrrally pr,ovided by the
disyllabic output in theparenthasized derivation above:

THESNMCGROUP

hem3l 'salty'
Jeusilthin'
leu24 'old'

r29

bem3l hem3l bem3l 'ex¡emely salty'
Jeu53 Juus3 Jsus3 'exüemely thin'
l3l¡2a l3u2a

bu24

.extemely old'

(Liu & Xiao 1988: l,l0)

This principle of direct proportionality between meaning and form in pingnan
is damaged by the following suffixed AAB pattern (B = suffix) with its deintensifying semantic impact. Noæ how this Pingnan pattern resembles the suffixed
AAB patærns in Cantonese and Dongguan, both in form and meaning. E.g.:

ucg3l utg3l

¡i55

hgks hgks ri55

'a little yellow'
'a little black'

(Liu & Xiao l98E: l,l0)
The Pingnan speech form possesses repetitive adjectival lexemes of the ABA
type, which are not merely dispened lexical iæms but are ouÞuts of a productive
process. The B in this pattern is consisæntly l:.lr¿i3s, The AA pattem and the infixal
ABA pattern contract a close relationship which manifests itself as the capability of
all adjectives partaking of ABA" to undergo repetition so as to form AA, but not all
AA's can be expanded into ABA's. Infixat repetitive forms a¡e otherwise simila¡: in
meaning to infixless forms, but for their inherent derogatory implication. E.g.:

panll kuei35 panll
¿i35 lu¿135 ai3s
(Liu & Xiao l98E: l,{))

'very muddy'
'very shoÍ ofstature'

There is yet anoth¡ compositional AAB pattern (AA + B) in pingnan which is
simila¡ to another structurally compositional risyllabic repetitive pattern i¡ the same

dialect, namely ABB (A + BB), in being semantically iutensifying (Liu & Xiao
1988: 140). If this is true, the exponents of these two patterDs are not different in
meaning from tbe repetitive adjectival lexemes of the AA gpe (see above). E.g.:

paks syts syts
fass pafJ3l parJ3l
lut' leps

'very white'
'blurr€d, indistinct'

qau53 ¡au53 k'ok5

'crooked" meandering'

þ:s

'very beautiful'

Another typical feature of these t$,o compositional patt€rn types within the
Pingnan context is the boundness of the repetitive constituenq a not uncommon
characteristic shared by ttre lotal sub-set of adjectivat nþlabic compositional rcpetitive lexemes, most of which a¡e of the ABB type, within the sinitic corpus at
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hand- Further, it is usual in Pingoan for the majority of prefixed lexemes (AAB) to
bc inærchangeable with the corresponding sufñxed ones (ABB) with no change of

meaning, while the conmry phenomenon is not so rife. Compare the following
PairstTs;

sE55
guu55 r¡eu5s la$a
u¿¡55 uun55

=
=

fort 16, ka¡155 ka¡J55 *
ñ¡24 (Ë) tiu55 tiu55 +
(Liu &Xiao 1988:

serJss
larJz4

(E) r¡s¡55 ¡¿¡55
(Þ) r¡eu55 r¡eu55

ka¡ss kalss Js3l
¡iuss tiuss fu2a

lzl$l4l)

Repetitive lexemes of the ABB and AAB patterus may also be based on
disyllabic adjectives. Of those belonging to the former type (ABB) (i), Liu & Xiao
(1988: 144) explicitly state that they are inænsiffing in meaning, while of those
partaking of the latær (AAB) (ü) Liu & Xiao, rarber strangely, only take note of
thei¡ similar syntactic behaviou¡ with tbeir sufüxed counterparts. Fornrnaæly, tbe
tra¡slations into Standard Chinese of the pair of Ping¡an AAB iæms below contain
an element allowing their interpretation as intensifying:

(Ð
(ü)

¡þu55 tsau5S
!am55 ts'am3l ts'am3l

'very dilt¡/'

ku35 þu35 seft55

'very rBsociahle'
'very stingy'

u55

þ5s

ftuss

þ¡31

'uneven, not uniform'

According to Liu & Xiao (1988: 144), the AABB pattero r€prÊsents a common
structure amoDg repetitive adjectival lexemes based on disyllabic adjectives. The
semantic effect of duplication resulting in alexeme of the AABB t¡pe does not differ from that associaf€d with the affixed patærns in the previous paragraph- E.g.:
19¡31 ls¡31

tsp¡ll ßs¡ll

m&m&

kuei3skuei3s
¡a3l ¡a3l ts'at3 ts'at3

'ca¡eless (in handling things)'

'very sþ, cunning'
'vøry conceited'

Not surprisingly, the Pingnan dialect also has non-retrievable quadrisyllabic
repetitive adjectivats of the AABB type. E.g.:
h55 in55 p'arJ55 p'a155

'(of thick smoke) initating (the respiratory
Orgâris)'

175 To givc

a hint of thc meaning of ttrc respective lcxcmes, tbe char¡cærs uscd to writc thÊ
adjectival hcads in Liu & Xiao (1988) are given in parenthcses.

THESINMCGROUP

pakt pakt I's35 þ's35
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'very white'

(Liu & Xiao 1988: l,t4)

The adjectival lexemes subsumable under the ABCC pattern represent in the
Pingnan context infixal ouÞuts of a repetitive process applied to disyllabic bases.
The infix is the same as in infixal lexemes derived from monosyllabic bases (see
above), but the connotation can be either complimentary or derogatory. E.g.:
þ'i35 þr¡si35liz,/h24
mo!24 kuei35 pei53 peis3

'neal, tidy'

'very confused'

(Liu & Xiao l98E: l,H)

Finally,

a repetitive adjectival lexeme of the

nan is possible only

if

ABAB type in the dialect of Ping-

the disyllabic base can be analysed as consisting of a head

element and a modi$ing elemenl The general rneaning of the ABAB patærn has not

explicitly explained in the source and as therc is no Standard Chinese translation, only the basic meaning of the quality in question is given in these two exambeen

ples:
ma¡135 Jeus3 mar¡35 Jeu53

6¿s5 þsþ5 ma55 hek5

'thin'
'blåck'

(Liu & Xiao 1988: 144)

On the basis of the list provided by Liu & Xiao (1988: l+145) concerning
the capability ofPingnan disyllabic adjectives to undergo various repetitive processes, one can draw the rougb conclusion that unless the base consists of a modifier
and a head, in the majority of cases it can serve as an input to almost all processes.
As the fourth of the Yue dialects available for the study, Tengxian, is quite
unique among the Sinitic speech forms of the corpus in having partial repetitive
patterns, the focus will be exclusively on them in tbe presentation below, leaving
aside the analysis of its totally repetitive pattems (e.g. Ay't, AAB where B = suff.

tü, etc.[Deng 1995: 3aD.
The most common qpe of adjectival alliterative repetitive pattern in the Tengxian dialect has the rhyrne [-an ] in the partially rcpeated syllable which is placed
before the monosyllabic base (A
A/x A). The relationship between meaning and
->
form is iconically motivated. E.g.:

to23l

'humpbæked'

tEfJ2l to¿3t

niePs 'shrivelled'

nsfJ33

0u53 'crisp'

024ø eus:

foz¡ 'stupid'

le\u lszr

(Deng 1995:34)

ni€É

'veryhumpbacked'
'very shrivetled'
'very crisp'
'very snrpid'
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There a¡e also other,less @uent rùyrnes in tbe repeaæd syllable of partially
repetitive adjectival lexemes of tbe aüitÊrative.A,/¡ A t¡'pe. E g.:

{¡eu53

'crÐoked'

lukl
kB{ 4

.gt€Ên'

r¡eu53

'very crooked'
bom23l bem2l'very muddy'
lauz
'very greÊ,n'
kB53 ksg44 'very stubbgra'

r¡et5

bem2l 'muddy'

lukl

'sû¡bborn'

(Deng 1995:34)

The derivation of partially repetitive disyllabic adjectives in the dialect of
Tengxian can result in rhyning entities, too. The ràyming syllable is placed before
the monosyllabic base (A
/A A). The principle of iconicity is not invalidarcd

->

by the subsequent set of iæms eithen

kcm53 'sq¡eet'
?ur¡æt 'fed'

hek5

'black'

(Deng 195:3,1-35)

->

1q44ft¡Ðæl

'very red'

meks

'veryblack'

hsks

It is possible for the bases in the partially repetitive lexemes of the Art A t]'pe
to be preceded by nore rhan one kind of alliærative syllable. All va¡iants achieve a
similar: intensifying semantic effect E.g.:

'broken'
lun2l 'in disorder' ->
0oia2:¡

t'oi,l23 'brittle'

->

ful44l@lfl¿af

Qsia23

lsqæl/l¿æl lun2l
t'urÍult'v¡S t'oi423

(Deng 1995:3Ð

The pattern which can be formulated as AAB in accordance with the methodological principle for tbe notational system to be exclusively sensitive to tbe ouær
forrr of repetitive iæms as such in disregard of language-specific features, is, wben
the Tengxian datais more closeþ examined, actually derivable fromtbe disyllabic
alliterative partem by repctition of the alliterarive syllable (language-specifically: A/x
A
A/x A/x A). Qr¡ite contrary to the iconicity principle, the Aór AfÃ A lexemes
are semantically de-inænsiÛing (Deng 1995: 3Qtzo. In principle, each alliærative

->

lexeme of the A/x A t¡rpc has its corresponding Aâr Alx

A item- Consequently, the

following kind of regular derivational series can be establisÌpd:
176 Dcng (1995: 36) also points

out, ratù,cr aontradictqily howcvcr, rhat A/x A.tx A itcms, dcspiæ
bcing do-intcnsirying, ue perùaps mors vivid thå¡ A/x A lcx,cûrcs- How can a dcgræ of inæ¡rsity graded Es 'vcry' (fr) on r qualitative continuum bc lcss than a degrec gndcd as 'a liüle'
Cëí$) on thc vcry same co¡tinuum?

.ITTESNMCGROUP

van53 'cutved'
benaa 'flat'

¡gnæl 'þlun¡'
(IÞng 195:35)

->
->
->
->
->
->
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vur¡423

Y¿¡53

ver¡23

ver¡t123

buga23

þ¡+l

y¿¡53

'very crooked'
'a little cuwed'
'very flat'

flat'
'very blunt'
'a little blunt'

bvqa23,tazberla23b¡¿n44 'a little

tu42l

¡sn23l
ten23l

ter¡2l ¡s021

If the monosyllabic base can be preceded by more than one type of alliærative
syllable, all A/x A combinations can follow the A¡x Alx A panern. E.g.:
t'oi4z3 .brittle'
t'oi423 'briüle'
(Deng 1995:36)

->
-)

t'vqu
t'ep5

¡'si423
t'oi423

>

->

t' eq!4 lt s\44t42 t' oiaa3

t'up5 t'sp5¡3 t'oi423

Like Pingnan, the Tengxian dialect has an infixal repetitive pattern, but unlike
the former, it is possible for it to be partiauy duplicative in the latter. Another
similarity between the two Yue dialects related to infixal repetitive struch¡r€s resides
in the close derivational relationship between a simpler repetitive pattern and a more
complex one. In the Tengxian dialect, the process of derivation is more regular in
that every lexeme of the alliterative A/x A type can be expanded into an item of the
,4/x B A t¡pe (A/x A
lr/rB A) (Deng 1995: 36), whereæ in the dialect of pingnan
not every lexeme of the AA type is ma¡ked for aprocess tuming it into a lexeme of
the ABA type. The semantic fi¡nction of the At B A pattern is parallel to that of the
A/x A pattertr, but lexemes of the former type arc very often characterized by a
derogatory connotation (Deng 1995: 36). Tbc following set of examples highligbts

->

the base and tbe infttal ouÞut (A

gau42l'wrinkled'
loi423 'ti¡€d'

vú23 'dirty'

->.4/x

->
->
->

B

A):

$srJ33

lug53
vsq53

þi+a¡¿uaæ

þila l6icz3
þi+4 yo4æ

.very

wrinkled'
'very tired'
'very dirty'

In analosr to A/x A and A/x B A, the more complex infrxal pattem of the Tengxian dialect is derived from the more complex alliærative pattern and this derivational relationship is simil¿¡'¡9 tbe one betrn¡een the simpler pattefDs, i.e. every Alx
A/x A has is corresponding complex inñxal form, which canbe eitheralliærative or
rhyming (A/x A/x A
Á/rA/¡B A or x/A/AB A) (Deng 1995: 36). The complex

->

infixat forms, defogatory in connotation, are rarely use4 as there a¡e only a few
colour terms which commonly assunle this pattern. E.g.:

r34
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\xywn

hfJ44 ?ufJ23l 'a little

red'

->
mek5/3 meks h¿ks 'alitle black' >
lEÐ21 l€q2l la¡n231 'alitle blue'
->
(Deng 195:34-36)

lu¡ø¡a, hq44 k3i44 ?urJ23l
mBkS/3 ¡¿þs þirß þsfts
lsrJ2l lEÐ21 kei44 lam23l

Finally, the Tengxian dialect has a complex rhyming paftern, A¡/AB, where A
stands for a monosyllabic adjectival base, x/A represents the repetitive syllable
rhyming with A" and B refers to a morpheme which, acco¡ding to Deng (1995: 3637), is comparable to the adjectival suffix âß in Old Ctinese. The initial consonant
in the repetitive syllable is always [fr], which has as its consequence the exclusion
frs6 this pattern of adjectives with an initial [å], and the B constiû¡ent does not vary
either, but is consisæatly lt¡a1æt1(Deng 1995: 36). Besides the regular intensifying impact on tbe semantics of the base, it is typical of the A vA B lexemes that
they have a derogarory connotation (Deng 195: 37). E.g.:

rpkl

'stunned'

k'iau53 'warped'
rn,íaún% 'resPectñil'

Juks 'sbn¡nken'
4.L.7. The

Min

rpkac hck3 tjÊqæl 'very sûmned'
k'iau53 hiau53 tJer¡æt 'very warped'
{lagu hia¡33 tJer¡æt 'very reqrectñrl'
Jl¡ks huk33 tJer¡æt 'very sbnrnken'

diatects

The Min corpus consists primarily of material fromTaiwanese, the dialects of Xia-

men, Chaozhou, Fuzhou, Putian and Haikou. In addition to the dialect of Haikou
from Hainan island, only the Chaozhou dialect is spoken within the limits of
Guangdong, while the localities refening to the other speech forms are all sin¡ated
in Fujian province. According to the internal sub-grouping of Min dialects in Yuan
(1989: 234,236),of the six enumerated speech forms five belong in tbree different
groups, two of which a¡e determined by cardinal points. The first tt¡¡ee, Taiwanese
and the dialects of Xiamen and Cbaozhou, belong in Yuan's classification to the

southern Min group, while the speech forms of Fuzhou and Putian beloog to
separa¡e grcups. The Fuzhou dialect is a member of the easte¡n Min group and the
dialect of Putian forms part of a group in which, in addition to the dialect of Putian,
the¡e is only one more member, namely Xianyou ({tlJæ), whence the name Puxian
for the group. Taiwanese and the Xianen dialect resemble each other so much that
Yuan (1989: 236), for example, includes them in tbe sanp e,zlegorytn. The Haikou
177

ÀccÆûding to Xu Jidun (199û 95), TEiwa¡ress and tha Xiamen dialcct havc a common sor¡¡ce,
as both speech forurs a¡c mix¡¡res of two soutber¡ Min va¡ieties on tt¡e mainland, namely
¡n0 Zrangzhou (Ëi{l). A summa¡y of the diffcrcnccs bstwecn these trro
Quanz.bou
for
dialccs can be found in XIYCD (1993:2u.21 ttnto¿ll a¡d in Xu Jidu¡ (1990:

tåifll

exanple.

Flü)),

THESNMCGROUP

r35

dialect is not included in any of Yuan's Min suÞgroups, but is reckoned by him to
be a Min speech form (Yuan et al. 1989: 234; see also Liang 1984:2@-27L).
Unforn¡nately, the two remaining Min categories in Yuan's classification, northern

Min and central Min, have norcprcsentatives in the cofpus.
The selection of Min repetitive patterns treated in this chapter comprise the
following set AA AAA, ABB, ABA, AABB and ABAB. The starting-poinr of the
analysis of southern Min (Iaiwanese) repetitive adjectivals is AA, the simplest pattern, which is interesting in that it conhadicts the principle of iconicity by being
weaker in intensity when compared with the non-repetitive base form (Xu Jidun
l99O:2W291; see also Gan 1993: 101-102). E.g.:

hng 'distant'
Oeh 'naffpq¡' ->
siok 'cheap' -> siok-siok
thiám 'severe'
->
(Embree 1973: 87, 236, 2E3, IYZ)

'somewhat distant'

'somewhat nafrow'
'somewhat cheap'
'sornewhat sevef€'

But the triplicaæ AAA patærn is compatible with the aforementioned principle
since it expresses a clear increase in inænsity in respect to the level of intensity of
the quality implied by the base (Xu Jidun 1990: 291; Gan 1993: 101-lO2). As tun-

danentally all monosyllabic adjectives can undergo niplicare repetition in Taiwanese
(Xu Jidun 1990:29I), the above set is no exception:
hng-hng-hng

'very distant'

oeh-oeh-oeh

'very nanow'

siok-siok-siok

'very cheap'

ttriám-ttriám-thiám

'very sevete'

Interestingly enough, this featu¡e of non-iconic adjectival repetition does not
seem to hold true in the Xiamen dialect, for which Yuan (1989: 272) estabtishes a

totally iconic repetitive paradigmtzs. g.g.'
a\24

't€d'

aqt4l33

vqt}a

aqP4 a\P4ß3

sui5l

'pretty'

su[5]/55

'very red'

arit4

sui5l

'exhemely red'
'very prett¡r'

sui5l/55 s¡i5l/55 sui5l'extremely pretty'
Not all southern Min dialec,ts are capable of triplicaûe repetition. The Chaozt¡ou
dialect possesses only duplication of adjectival bases with the regular inænsifying
effect, e.g.:
178 Yuan (1989:272)
and

says that duplication "goes a step

tiplication "exprcsses'extrmely','v€ry"'

turthef

("H-yçÉnäñ'Ë-¿þ'.-)

C'ä:NËIãñfi,,

.æ'.').
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ou33 'blåck'
k'açl 'empt¡l'->>
(Yuan

su33/23

6u33

'very black'

k'ar¡33f21 k'ar¡33 'very

e6pty'

a al. 1989:.Tl2)

The Haikou dialect resembles that of Cbaozhot¡ in its lack of triplicative.s and

in

its compliance with the common norm of enhanced mcani¡g, instead of semantic
moderation, brought about by repetition. E.g.:

lcÉ

'i\ret'

'very uret'
'very fidl'

?di33 'fr¡ll' ->
sin35 'cold' ->

->
->
1996: 257, 5, ?ß5-2ú,

'verycold'
'very slow'

XA¿2/ 'SIOW'
(HFYCDrTe

69)

The HFYCD features many non-rcuievable disyllabic repetitive adjectives,
being comparable to the Stardard Cbinese lexicon in this respect. Such iæms as
set'5 set'5 'fragmentary', ?dcisí 26¡55 '(of speech) dissonant', 1u35 Iu35 'downcast', tsu35 tsuS5'nearsighted', morJ2l motfl '(of raindrops) tiny, fine' and iamt3
iams3 'sparkling, (of time) quick' seem to exist only in the AA form in the Haikou
vocabulary (HFYCD L996: ?.40, t36, 23, 246, 198).
The repetitive lexemes of the compositional ABB type indicaæ a str,ong degree
of intensity of the quality exprcssed by the head adjectival constituent in Taiwanese
(Xu Jidun 199O: 293). E.g.:
tam-lok-lok
mo.h-ki-ki

'very/exuemely wet'
'very/exæmely thin'

eng-phong-phong

'very/extnemely dusty'

The dialect of Xiamen is in this respect identical with Taiwanese. E.g.:

þ¿¡5/l ¡si¡ll/5l ¡siull

'very/extemely dense, intimate'

i¡ll/51 ûi2Aß3

'very/extremely thin, frne'

rm?r'

(Yuan ct al. 1989: 271)

As in other Sinitic speech forms, Taiwanese has adjectives functioning as
in repetitive lexemes of the ABB type, which can be suffixed by various
duplicative elements. The adjectives 'r€d' (azg) and 'cold' (Iéng), for example, can
be modifred by four different BB constin¡ents that do not seem to stand in drastic
heads

179 IüryCD = H¡ikou fanryan cidian.
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semantic opposition to each other since the following trisyllabic items are not
marked for sepante, mutually different meanings in the sou¡ce usedtEQ

ang-chu+hu'very/extnemelyred' léng-ki-ki'very/extemelycold'

ang-kì-kl
ang-kòng-kòng
ang-phà-phà

léng-peng-peng
léng-piang-piang

lénçsih-sih

(Embrce 1973:3,167)

Therc are, however, cases where the addition of a different repetitive element
after the head results in a lexeme with a different meaning, not only a s€mantiçally
simila¡ modification of the modiñed constituenl E.g.:

kng'bright'

kng-khut-kÍrut

'smooth'
'clean, orderþ'

'naked, nude'
(Embrec 1973: 139)

Like Cantonese, as well as the dialects of Dongguan and Sixian, the Haikou
dialect has repetitive adjectival lexenes of tt¡e ABB type with the n¡'ne of a part of
the body (m*s 'eye' below) ac¡ng as the head. E.g.:
mak3 kut3 kut3

'(of eyes) tired'

mak: lcÉ lcÉ

'with sunken eyes'
'(of expression) helpless'
'(of eyes) wide open'
'(of eyes) bh¡rred, dimmed'
'(of eyes) iûitated (due to sun)'

mak3 kim2a kim?A

¡¡¿þ3 l¡i2a þui2a
mak3 me35 mp35
mak3 tsiau55 ¡sl¿u55
GTFYCD 196:268-269)

The southern Min dialects spoken in southern Zhejiang :¡re r€ported by Yuan
(1989: 272) to lÞssess an infixal repetitive pattern (ABA) with an intensifying
semantic fi¡nction comparable in degree to the Aú{A pattem in Xiamen urd the ABB
pattern in Taiwanese. The B slot is consistently filledby xiads3.E.g.:
l¡s55/31 ¡j¿¡a53 þs55

sgll/55 ¡i¿¡453 ssll

and

'very/exüemely much" many'
'very/extemely thin, fine'

Taiwanese has two kinds of quadrisyllabic adjectival repetitive patterns: AABB
ABAB. In Xu 's opinion (Xu Jidun l99O:292-293), the difference berween
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them concerns both word formation type and rpaning, the former being compositional and the latær derivational. Thus the Taiwancsc AABB pafiern resembles a

stn¡cturally simila¡'adjectival repetitive pattern in Ståoda¡d Chinese representing
non-retrievable quadrisyllabic AABB repetitive lexemes which are morc like a
combination of ¡n¡o repearcd adjectival morphemes than derivations from a disyllabic adjectival base (see Gan 1993: 85). However, at least tr*,o of ttp iæms tbat Xu
uses to exemplify the Taiwanese compositional patærn (xu Jidun 1990: 292) are
retrievable (see Embree 1973:241,199), which means that there seem to be rwo

types of derivational quadrisyllabic repetitive pattems in Taiwanese, (AB

AABB and (AB->) ABAB.
Semantically, Taiwanese de¡ivational AABB repetitive forms express
degree of inænsity than the non-repetitive form (Xu

a

->)

higber

lidun I99O:292; Gan 1993:

83-86). E.g:

sóng-khoài'comfortable'

sóng-sóng-khoài-khoài'very cornfortable'
'untn¡e' -> peh-peh+hhat-cbhat 'very untnrc'
->
(E¡nbrcc 19?3:246,199)

peh+hbat

Contrary to the consccutive pattern, the disjunctive ABAB pattern of Tairvanese signifies movement towards a weaker value on the inænsity continuum

of

the quality in question (Xu Jidun 1990: 294). E.g.:

hò.-táu
pin+oan

'prctnrding'

'lazy'

->
->

hò.-táu-hò.-táu
pin-toan-pin-toan

lok-chhih'dgfsdorãt€d'
lok+bhiþlok-chhih
->>
peh-chhat 'untn¡€'
peb-cbhat-peh+bhat
(Embrcc 1973: 89,205, 175)

->

'slightly
'slightly
'slightly
'slightly

prctnrding'
l¿2y'
detcriorated'

untn¡e'

The dialect of Xi¿men,like Standa¡d Chinese, has in its lexicon both a[iterative (A A/x) and rhyning (A /A) adjectives. E.g.:
ts'in33 ts'ai5l
u¡5 t$$32

'casual, ca¡eless'
'annoyed, upset'

þifs ¡s'i?32

'fnrstrated, disappoinæd'

(Yuan ct al. 1989: 265)

As there is no active partially repetitive word formation process in Xiamen,
these forms are presumably inseparable disyllabic morphemes. They are very colloquial, so to spealc, since their con$in¡ent syllables are madced by blank squarcs in
Yuan as an indication of non-relatedness to the comno¡ Sinitic lexical stock. It
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tilould be interesting to kno\4, how rife this kind of partially repetitive forrns in the
spoken language actually are.
The Haikou data also contain fixed rhyming and aniterative lexemes. one wonders whether the partiat simil¿¡i¡y of this type of items is coincidental or whether

they could be vestiges of an earlier productive process. E.g.:

sai33
Jds2l ¡q33
¡al5 ¡¿¡24
xek3 xcÉ
lai33

.(of

clothes) dirty'

.(of man's
leg) long'
'(of life) prosperous'
'(of road) bumpy, rough'

(IIFYCD 1996: 130, l0l,282,281)

Rhyming is a possible fean¡re in the suffixal constituent of Xiamen repetitive
adjectival lexemes (AB vB). E.g:

þe5l ll5l/55 si5l
þu¡5 ft¡¡5/l su¡S
(Yuanetal. 1989:271)

'very good'
'very slippery'

The chaozhou dialect has a semantically de-inænsi$ing ABAB pattern which
is formed with a repeated monosyllabic adjective and an afüxal element, either
huai?t or fs'iË (Yuan et al. 1989: 272).T\is chaoztrou pafiem resembles the Huojia dialect of the northern Manda¡in suÞgroup and the Suzhou dialect in the lvu
sub-group, which can also be analysed as haviog an affixal constituent as a functional unit in lexemes subsumable under the ABAB formula The following pair
represents the Chaozhou speech form:

q55

.yellow'

tiem55 'sweet'

Yuan (1989: 300) claims that in Min dialects, repetition is most extensively
used in the dialect of Putian in the h¡xian group. Regrettably, this is hardly evident
from the scanty Putian sub-corpus available for this study, even though it does
introduce two repetitive adjectival pattems that are not so com¡non within the Sinitic
corpus as a whole. On tbe general notational level these patterns can be written as
AAB and AA, but they are not quite what one is probably accustomed to expect
from formulae with this constitution in the Sinitic framework" In the putian context
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here, the first pattera can either symbolize the ouçut of a repetitive process with a

disyllabic adjective

as a base, e.g.:lEl

Fä

FFä

&&F

'sly, cunning'

w!â

FË'æ

'backnrard'

&E

'savage'

or it can be an index of a compositional pattern with a nominal prefixal repetitive
constituent modifying what on the basis of the cbaracters looks like a nominal
constituent (AA + B). In any case, this varia¡t of the AAB patterD is used to describe unpleasant odours or flavours. E.g.:

'smelling like people'
'snelling like alcohol'
'smelling like spoiled fmd'

^^*
EEDË
ffitrf;,
(Yuanetal. l9E9:300)

Not all disyllabic adjectives in the Putian dialectc¿n undergo the AAB pattern
AABB), as in
but they rattrcr duplicaf€ both syllables of tbe disyllabic base (AB

->

Standard Chinese and many other Sinitic speech forms. Unfortumtely, the semantic

effect of this type of repetition in Pr¡tian is not given in the source. E.g.:

fif;,

>

xæ

->>

ìËë

(Yuan

a al. 1989:

rufi ftf;,'gentle,

*Xæ*

friendly'

'comfortable'

lËìËËË'clear'

300)

The Putian AA duplicates include a sub-set comprising repetitive adjectival
forms derived from monosyllabic nouns. E.g.:

fr'monkey'

-;,
*'firewood'->
3Ë'egg' ->
(Yuaaal.

ffiffi
**
ã3F

'lean like amonkey'

'like abag of bones'
'round and plump like an egg'

1989:3(X))

Repetitive adjectival lexemes are distribuæd between the following set
pattems in the data concerning the Fuzhou dialect of tbe eastern Min subgroup:

of

AA,

AAA, ABB, AAB and AABB.

t8l

16s cxanples in Yuan (19E9:300) are givcn only in Chincse char¡ctcrs with no scpa¡atÊ
translations into Standård Ctrinese, thus tbe only option for findiug out thc meaning of the
iæm is to rely on the characters, as is done he¡e. Sincc Yuan does not specify thc degrce of
intensity implied by the AAB pattcdr in the h¡tian dialeca only tbe basic mcaning, on tbe
basis of thc cbaræærs, is rendeccd

ino Englisb.
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ãrcng (1988: 308) claims that in the case of lexemes of the AA type tbe inænsifying fr¡nction of repetition depends on their syntactic function. It seems essentially to be the attributive position in which the occurrence of intensification is
inegular. Reference to syntax, however, is nothing extraordina¡y, as definitions of
the meaning of repetitive adjectives in Standârd CÌdææ seem babinrally to contain a
mention of their syntactic function (see Li & Thompson l98l: 32; Gan 1993: 78).
kr any case, when perceivable, the meaning of the Fuzhou AA items does not on the
whole differ, with the exception of Taiwanese, from the corresponding repetitive
adjectival forms in otber Sinitic speech forms ¡eated in the study. E.g.:

tsia3l

'eady'
lei24z 'shatp'
tØY3t 'short'

tsi¿3U35 ¡si¿31

leiuzllis3IEi242
tgy3tßs ¡6ytr

'very eady'
'very sharp'
'very short'

@teng 1988:308)

There are only ñve monosyllabic adjectives in the Fuzhou dialect capable of
following the fuô\A pattern, which regularly indicues the strongest degree of intensity. E.g.:

t'O?23 'Clea¡t'
oq2l3 'lale'

.ex¡emely

->

¡' 6ff23 l¡' 6fltt ¡'6f23¡t'¿f53 t'op3
clean'
qrJzl3/a¡Jtl og2t3/a¡53 qrJzl3'exü,ernelylate'

(Zreng l9E8:307)

One type of ABB pattern in Fuzhou is compositional (A + BB) and as such
familiar from other Sinitic speech forms. For Zheng ( 1988: 3 10), the repetitive elenent in this type of ABB pattem is strictly suffixal without an independent meaning, as its semantic fr¡nction indirectly manifests itself through the intensifying
impact it has on the meaning of the monosyllabic adjective to which it is attached.

E.g.:
pa?S/l æ'ia2l3/53 ts'io2l3

'(of face, wall, etc.) white'

øWs3ß t

'exûemely red'

kÊi2 I 3/ki53 k€iz I 3

I m¡213/6953 rrrr2l3
xøy?sßt p'i53/31 p'i/p'is3

ts'ia0,t Yl

'(of fruit) raw'
'puffing and blowing'

(Zteng 1988:3ll)
The order of the constituents can be the opposite in Fuzhou, i.e.
the high level of intensity of all tbe forms in the set below:

p'e53/t

t p'e53/l I tllayqpaz

¡'Uf5/l ¡'Uf5/l

U¡t4

'exüemely beavy'
'extremely black'

AA + B. Note
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pi¡ølt t p/ni¡l+rsl

@e

Uncyr¡2l

'exüemely cool'

3

1988:311)

In the second type of ABB pattern in Fuzhou, A symbolizes a prcfix and its
stn¡cûüe is totally conditioned by the struct¡¡e of B in that it contracts an alliterative
relationship with it and if B ends in a nasal, the rbyme of A is -i4, while in non-

-i (Zheng

1988: 306). Consequently, in the context of the dialect of
Fuztrou, this variant of the ABB patt€m is derivational" not compositional, and as it
nasal cases it is

is partially repetitive, a mor€ dialect-speciñc formulation for it is A/x AA. The A/x

AA type of repetition of monosyllabic adjectives usually brinæ with it an intensiSing semantic effect with a derogatory connotation (fung 1988: 307-308). E.g.:

0c213 'h¿ugbty'
tsio?23 'unsteady'

nuo¡31 '99¡r
(tung 1988:306)

->
-¡'
->

qi3l/lt ¡c213fro,53 tp2t3 'ratherhaughty'
tsi3l/ll tsiop3/a tsinlæ 'ratherunsteady'

According to ãeng (1988: 305), all the adjectival patterns related to the outputs of repeated disyllabic bases, tbree altogethea namely (i) ABB, (ü) AAB and
(üi) AABB, are inænsi$ing in meaning in the Fuzhou dialecL The subsequent ttuee
sets of re,petitive lexemes illustrate iæms pertaining to eachl82:

(i) ABB:

ka\u ¡l^du

'dull and dry'
'very honest'
'very simple'

¡s3l t/lsrq2l3
ka¡31

¡qa

(tung

1988:310)

->

kar¡31 tql¿¿

a¡lll

(ü) AAB:

1'llioq2l3
->
P/mÊb3l >
¡'6fl1¡'6fl23 sÍ123
->
(Zheng 1988:309-310)

¡q3t

¡s3l ¡o3l t'llio{213

'obedient'

k'uagaa

k' uar¡aa k'lr¡ua¡cn p/meigr t

've¡y slow'

¡'s?h' aT23 ¡' 6fl l¡' ¿ff23 sfr23

'very clean'

(üi)AABB:
nor.Jw

¡lnuc?5

xuoq3r

ØylfuY\s3

->>

tio{uz tlntüf42 t/nuc?s t/luc?s 'very guiet'
xuorJ3r xuorJ3l øyqlrJøyrjsz

qffiQy¡fi

'veryPink'
miefJ3t kydJ3t

@ns
I

mier¡3l mie¡rt kyotl3l

þo¡rt

'veryreluctant'

l98E:309)

E2 ¡s

the tone sandhi pancms are not absolutcly clear in th¡s contrxt and not a oenüal issue in
markcd in tbesc tb¡ec scts. The lax-tcnsc vowcl
va¡iation and tbe alærnation ofinitial consonants will be retaincd, sincc thcy a¡s here the
explicit part of 'tbe tanscription applied in tbc sor¡¡ccs' (sec p. 3).

thc study, only thc lexical tones will

þ
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The potentiality of a disyllabic adjective for participation in more than one repetitive pattern could be regarded as a reflection of thi-s semantic homogeneity.

4.2. TIIE TIBETO.BURMAN GROT'P
The corpus of repetitive adjectival lexemes relating to the Tibeto-Burman group
comprises material from Burmese, Jingpo, Hani, Pumi, Jinuo, Tangut, yi, Muya"
Qiang, zbaba, Jiarong, Tujia as well as Tibetan and is larger than the nominal
Tibeto-Burman corpus.
The simplest adjectivalls3 pattern in Burmese (A

->

AA) is exemplified by

the following derivations, the first two being undefined by o'Kell (1969: 473) in
terms of translation as to any regular semantic chanç, but in the third (o'Kell 1969:

79) a hint of an alteration in meaning is evidenr, pointing to a possible de-intens!
fying effect of the repetitive process, contrary to the principle of iconicity:
koùñ
myoñ

koùñ koùñ
myoñ myoñ

pyo'blue'

pyoPyo

'good, well'184
'quickQy)'
'blue, bluish'

Disyllabic bases a¡e repeated consecutively (AS

->

AABB), as the sub-

s€quent derivations indicate, again without an apparent (de-/)intensifying change:

183

¡ç¡uâ!ly, the term 'adjective' does not appear at all in O'Kell's tcrminology, since hc divides

morphemes into two classcs: words (= lsxiçal morphemes) and particles (= gramnatical morpbcmes), the former being subdivided into verbs, nouns and interjections (O'Kell 1969: l).
An important tcrm directly related to tbe subject of thc study is O'Kcll's .derivcd words'
which means 'word' + 'fonnative'
'derived word', and on€ possible formative for O'Kell
is "the formative proccss of repetítíott" (o'Kcll 1969 2). o'Kell (1969: 45) divides the
càtegqry ofvcrbs into two types: those whicb denote actions and thosc wbich denotc qualities
or states. Thc tcn¡rs hc uscs for thcsc types a¡e 'ñ¡nctive' and 'stative' rcspectively. What is
rathcr confusing in bis analysis is to call all dcrivatives 'derivcd nouns', though thcy would
obviously, in the ærminology of this surdy be called 'adjectivcs', for cxamplclo'K;[ 1969:
473476,479). This ærminological choicc compels O'Kcll to usc, instead of thê terms
'adve¡b' and 'adjective' with their fixed syntactic implications, such longish expressions as
"the derived word is a noun, usually occurring as an adverö complement... or a derived noun
attribute", respectively (o'Kell 1969:-473). As has becn stared in ch. l, the catcgory of
adjectives is one of thc word classcs proposed to be applicd in thc classification of tbe data so
that a form with a qualitative rcfcrcnce is consistcntly labellcd an adjcctive in thc study. tn
other words, supposing that perception and catcgorization as qualities in language of certain
entities is universal, the aanslation into English with an adjcctive of a Burmese repetitive
form implies the existcncc of this category in Burmese, as imFlicitly admiûed by {i'Kcü,s
division of ve¡bs above.
184 45 g¡ç notation system of the study is
based on ttre syttable as the basic unit, rhc constituent
syllables of repetitive forms arc, for clariþr's sake, usually writþn separately, contrar¡r to
O'Kell's practice, for instance. This is not, bowever, an absolutc rule.

->

l4

4.

theibca
le?
->
h¡? lo?

Aorcqry¡tLExEMEs
tbei ûei

bcaEa

'defi¡it€(ly)'

thwe?

(O'lGll

h¡? lu? to?

lq?

'ftre{y)'

1969:473, 135)

Semantic gradation is, however, evident from the following two pairs of
examples moulded in the compositional ABB pattern Tbetwo see differù,om each
other in that one (i) contains lexemes composed of the prefix hkaflEs (= A)
followed by a repeated adjective, a¡d the other (ü) includes iæms where the monosyllabic adjective is retained in an unrepeated form (= A) suffrxed by a duplicative
rhyming constiû¡ent:
(Ð

pyo'blue'
.þ¿¡d'

->
_>

hko? pyo pyo

pyo'blue'
69 'þ¿¡¡l'

->

pyo to ür
Ino to to

6
(ü)

-;>

bho? mo

m

'fairly blue'

'fairly hard'
'bluish'186
'rather hard'

(O'KeU l%9:79)

Another prefix used in lexemes of this repetitive type is rö. No clea¡-cut
semantic differcnce in inænsity between the base and the derived form has been
recorded for the following derivarion:

hpyeì ->
(O'Kell 1969:4r2)

'slow(ly)'

The rö prefix also occurs with disyllabic bases, adjectival or verbal, achieving

a disjunctive pattem, as the prefix itself is repeal€d before each consecutively
duplicaæd syllable of the base (AB
CAACBB = tö AA tö BB). E.g.:

->

áñò

->
(O'Kcll 1969:412)

'astonished'

There is a thi¡d kind of ABB pattem in Burmese composed of lexemes derived

from two juxtaposed semantically simila¡'(i) verbs or (ü) adjectives of which the
ABB). E.g.:
latær is duplicated (A + B

->

185 O'KeU

(1969: 274) parapbrascs thc mcaning of tbis prrefix as 'rathr¡, to some extcnt,

186 ¡¡ççs¡6¡¡g

fairly'.

to O'IGll (1969: 47E) tbe sêmåûtics of thc rcpcatod disyllabic constiuent implics
that "the quality expresscd by thc base is imperfecdy or only partially achieved' and that it
somctimes has a derogatory connotatio¡¡, suggeeting disapproval and

contcngt
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pyouñ 'tojoke' + hco 'to play thebuffoon'
pyouñ hco bso Joking(y), insincere(ly)'

->

'dry' + tbweí 'dqr'
ni 'red' + yè 'bold'

hmu? thweíSweí'dry (drily)'

hcou?

(O'Ketl 1969:475)

->

I-exemes complying with the AAB pattern, i.e. with a reversed position of the
repetitive constituent in respect to ABB, a¡e also possible within this compositional
type (A + B
AAB). E.g.:

->

ci? 'to frizzf,e' + tau? 'to blaze'
ci? tot¡? 'þtnzing (hot)'
->ci?
po? 'to go/set round' + le 'to go round'->po? po? le 'encircling'
pyoù 'to shimmer' + pye?

'bright'

pye?

¡yoù
->pyoù
'glittering'

(O'Kelt 1969:475)

In connection with Burrnese nominal repetition (2.2), it was noted how sentential context where a repetitive element occurs can play a decisive role in tbe inærpretation of the mea¡ing of the element in question. As with nourrs, repetition of
adjectival lexemes can also be used to sipal alærnative ¡¡s¡ning within a sentence:

moù ywo-ywo

nei pu-gu

sþ rain

sun

se?belñ

hot

sì -Èwo-ta

-bpè

bicyclc rltc -go -V.S.187 -i¡¡dÊcd
'Rain or shine, (he) goes off on (his) bicycle.'

(O'Kell 1969:476)

In a varia¡rt of Hani spoken in Yunnan, chinq the outputs of productive
adjectival repetition with a monosyllabic base a¡e either disyllabic (AA), trisyllabic
with an infix (ABA = \pftnJ3 A), quadrisyllabic with an infx (ABCB = AB pt¡a33 þ)
or quadrisyllabic with a suffx (ABBC = þsN ¡¡¡¿)3/7e3t ) (Li Yongsui 1986: 1617).
The relationship between the patterns AA and A pha33 A is a regular instance
of the iconicity principle $,ith AA as the formally simplerpatæm implementing the
weaker and A pha33 A as the forurally more complex pattern representing the
stronger degree of inænsþ. Hani lexemes of the (Ð AA and (ü) A,ptatt A type are
represenæd by the following items:
(Ð

I

E7

na3l

'eady'

sg3l ¡¿31/35 'rattrer ea¿y'

bjc33

'full'

bjc3l

de33

'level'

ds33

V.S.=verb sentence marker

(o'I(cll

1969: xv).

bjdilmürcr full'

ds33

'ra¡[rer level'

t46
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(ü) ¡l5s 'red'
bjc3l 'full'
0he55 'sour'
(Li Yongsui

¡is5 pha33¡i5s
>

'very t€d'
'very

full'

'very sour'

->

1986: 16)

On the basis of Sundard Chinese translations of tbe Hani lexem of tbc infixal
quadrisyllabic type (AB plnttB) below, the common semantic factor imptied by
these repetitive forms is a change in the intensity of the quality expressed by the
base. I¡ the first two examples the alteration obeys the iconicity principle, while the
tbird reñ¡rcs it:

yc55 'hafd'

'very hard'

si3t 'tight' ->>
æ/3 'cold' >

'tightly drawn, taut'
'chilly'

(Li Yongsui 1986: 16lÐ

According to Li Yongsui (1986: l7), the original meaning of the suffix -m¿33
in the suffixal quadrisyllabic pattern (lßB ¡¡ni3/u|t ) is 'mother' with a transferred
meaning 'big, large'. As a sufEx it fruther inænsifies the semantic effect achieved
through repetition with the result that the degree of inænsity of repetitive lexemes of
the .{Bå ¡¡a33/7s31type is comparable,

if

Standa¡d Chinesc üanslations are used as a

meaÍiure, to that of the lexemes belonging to the two pha33 Pattems, ç'ith the
exception of the de-inænsi$ing one (gg,33 gps pfun 5p3 'chilly'). E.g.:

dc3l
gur33

mo55

'blunt'

'dry' ->>
'dis1¿¡¡'
-;'

dt3l

le55 ler55

mor55 tsha33

ma33

'very, exfrmely blunt'

6ha33 6¿33'very distant'

The suffix -za3l is the opposiûe of -ma33. Originally, it meant 'son' with
'small' æ a transferred meaning, and as a suffix it moderates the degree of intensity
of a repetitive lexeme (i), unless the base happens to be an adjective expressing
smallness and other related meanings, in which caæ -za3l sig3als a sense of grown
intensity (iÐ (Lr Yongsui 1986: 17). E.g.:

(Ð jass

'cheap'

-¡
dc55 'blunt'
->

(ü)

'light' >
¡ri55 'small' ->
nc3l 'soft'

ja55 le33le33 za3t

'a little cheap'

dc55 B!¡31þg3l 2¿3t

'a little blunt'

'very light'
'very small'

phjass

¡¡31 9s33 ço33 za3l

'very soft'
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In Jingpo, the semantic effect of duplication seens to depend on the syntactic
function of the resulting repetitive form, even though this is not quite regular, as
shown by the following two examples with duplicated monosyllabic adjectives
(AA) serving as adverbials with opposite, (i) de-intensified and (ii) intensified
meanings of which the former should be the norm (Xu Xijian 1990: 56-57):
tai33 nam3lsi3l khjs33 fthje33 3ai3l wa3l sai

(Ð

tbat

fruit

rcd

veeù aur(.

pa¡t.188

'That fn¡it has tumed reddish"'

(ü)

¡ai33 kh3u55 kh3u55 Jass ni?ssai33

t

full

eat

pa¡t.189

'I have ealen my fill.'
Prcdicatively used repetitive lexemes a¡e clai¡ned by Xu to be semantically
inænsiSing (Xu Xijian 1990: 56):
¡¡¿¡¡3lpA$3l ¡33¡¿i33¡ssm3l tsom3l ¿i33 ç¿33

flower

this pr€üy

part. interj.l9O

'This flower is very pretty!'

An adjective can be duplicated in the function of a subject for the sake of
emphasis. Disyllabic adjectives duplicaæ only the second syllable (AB

->

ABB):

ka3ltfa33tja33 þs3l ¡¿i3t ¡1i933 ¡¿55 6¿¡¡33 þ¿3lfJ¿33 ¿i33
good
part. this yer pa¡t millct Sood pa¡Llgl
'As fa¡ as good goes, this y€ar's millet is good.'
The meaning of a repeated disyllabic adjective ca¡ be dependent on the repetitive pattern in Jingpo: (Ð ABB can signal ftrequency of the starc of affairs referred
to by the base, while (ü) ABAB, uniconically, carries with it a consistent modera-

tion of the degree of inænsity in the quality imFlied by the base (Xu Xijian 1990:
56-57). E.g.:

rEü

.verbs
3ãÍ31 belongs to a closod set of a special kir¡d of verbs,
of gencral rcfercncC

(EËSñ

in Chinesc), the usagc of whicb is presumably mo¡c conditioncd by syntactic co¡sidcrations
than by their lcxical mcaning. lllatl is an auxiliary referring to incipient or on-going action
and s¿¡3J a s€ntence-final particle (sêe Si et al. 1983: 93E-939, 8:i8, Z()6).
189 ¿rrs¡ur is a senænce-ûnal particlc (Si ct al. l9B3: 594).
l9O ai¡r is asentencc-final particlc (Si etal. 1983: 18).
l9l ko3' is a subject particle anô nass corresponds to ÊT in Standård Chincsc (Si ct al. 1983:
196,

í4).
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(Ð

kg?ss

la3l

(ü)

kq?s5

la3l

si33 'hungry'

kjiss 'cool' -¡>
si33 'hungy'

kji5s

'cool' -¡'>

kg?ss si33 si33

l¿3t þjiss kjiss

'ofren hungfy'
'often cool'

kg?ss si33 kg?55 si33'a

litle hungry'

la3t kji55 l¿31 ljiss'alittle cool'

Jingpo is very fond of repetitive quadrisyllabic lexemes (Si et al. 1983: 933),
also featured in the class of adjectives. Structurally, the items pr€sented heÉ a¡e (Ð
units fonned with a disyllabic single-morpheme lexeme and two syllables, of which

with
ABABIx), (ii) lexemes consisting of
->
two juxtaposed aüit€rating, semantically similardisyllabic single-morpheme iæms
(AB + AB/x
ABAB/x), or (iü) entities formed with juxtaposed, semantically
->
simila¡'repeated monosyllabic morpbemes (A + B
AA + BB
AABB). E.g.:
one copies the fi¡st syllable of the disyllahic norpheme and the other alliærates

the second syllable of the same (AB

->

(Ð

->

'scrappy, fragmentary'

a3l tjgn33 a3l tfan33
half

(ü)

¿55
dry

(üi)

f,þun5l

(onide)

¿55 kh3qf55
dry Gns¡dc)

kji?3r kji?3r

lef3r þef3r

winding

q¡n¡cd

tg!31 tgÐ31 pa¡ì3t pafJ3t

spot

'dry, arid'

'winding, meandedng'

'full of stains or spots'

*@d

(Si ct al. 1983:93,f-935)

Jinuo (i) and Tangut (ü) do not deviate from the general, iconical tendency in
the duplication of alexeme (A-> AA) to give aformwith an er¡hancedmeaning as

aresult (Gai 1981: 72;Ma 1988: 36):

(Ð

mur3 'good'
pju3 'slgqr'

-;'
-;>

(ü) tshie 'fine'
->
dziou 'long'
->

mr¡3mru3 very good

pþrpjel

'very slow'

tshietshie

'very fine, delicate'
dziou dziou 'very long'

Most adjectivas in Jinuo carry the prefx a3 or Fr3. In the exarrples just cited,
the prefix has been dropped altogether, but it can either be retained in non-repetitive
ABB) (i), or it can also underforrr while the adjectival root is duplicated (AB
->
go repetition (AB
ABAB) (ü). Possible semantic differentiation concomitant

->
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with these patterns is not specifred by Gai (1981: 72), so it is supposed that Gai's
generalization of the semantic enhancement accompanying repetition in Jinuo
applies to these patterns, too. E.g.:

(Ð

thu3 '¡foiçft'
-¡'
¿3 pro3 'qrþi¡s'

a3

¿3 ¡þu3 thu3

a3 pro3 pro3

-;,
(ü) a3 thu3 tþiç!'
-;'
¿3 pro3 'q¡þi¡s'
-;'
Like Sinitic speech forms,

a3 thu3 a3 thu3
a3 pro3 ¿3 pro3

hmi

possesses

trisyllabic compositional adjectival

lexemes formed by suffrxing a modiffing repetitive element to an adjective (A + BB

ABB). E.g.:

->

Jral3

'black'

b3el3 'light'->>

¡al3

au55

¡u55 .black" rather da¡k'

(L¡¡ l9E3:57-58)

Derived repetitive adjectives in Pumi, be they disyllabic (A

syllabic (AB

->

or quadri-> AA)
ABAB), consistently bring about an increase
in qualitative

intensity and thus conform to the dominant tendency shown by the Sinitic mar€rials.

E.g.:

Þã55 'long' -> gãsspãss .verylong'
.veryclean'
põ55 ne55 'clean' >
¡õ55 ne55 põ55 ne55
(Lu l9E3:58)

5

snhanced semantic effect is a rcgular characæristic of repetitive adjectival
patterns in many other Tibeto-Burman langu4ges not mentioned so far. Achang, for
example, reflec'ts this in its disyllabic duplicarcstrz:

liam3l liarr3l
lum3l lum3t
(Fu l9E7:

'shar¡l'

'rcund'

¿t8)

Dulong (Tn¡ng) has disyllabic (AA) and Eisyllabic (ABB) patrerns to the sar¡e
effect:

192 5¡¡se all sets of exanples pøtaining to

a number of ribet+,Br¡rrnan langugges ûo be introduced in this context comply with thc explicitly stated scmantic principle of bcightened
qualitative inunsity, only thc basic mcaning of the rclcvant duplicued basc given]not
is
the
changcd intensified sense, which is the usual procedure in üris Jtu_dy.
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AA

gðms¡ göm5:'good'
@crj55 mcq55 'whit€'

ABB:

pru3l gi¡ss 9i955 'grcen'

(Li Yongsui 1986:.22)

Besides having a disyllabic pattefn (AA), Bai Possesses both a trisyllabic
panern (ABB) and a quadrisyllabic consecr¡tively re,petitive pattefn (AABB). E.g:

AA

¡$¡¡42

¡su42

tui55 túï55

'hafd'

ABB:

'straight'

AABB:

no2l 'soft'
khYrl khY:: khuo33 khuo33

phes5 no2l

'spacious'

(Li Yongsui 1986: 22-23\

Næd appears to have both the consecutive and the disjunctive quadrisyllabic
versions (AABB, ABAB) in its list of intensificatofy patterns alongside the

disyllabic patærn. E.g.:

AA

çiss 'small'
pher3l/tr phar3t'white'

çi55

AABB: s¡,3tBt ¿u3l leSs le55/33 '[qbt'
ABAB: mbu33 ker33 mbu33 ka33'bright'
ndzy33 ¡693 ¡d¿¡r33 to33

'stiff,
hard'

(Li Yongsui 1986:21221

of adjectival repetitive Patt€ms, but tbe
parern is disjunctive. E.g.:
quaftisyllabic
the
in
ordering of constih¡ent syllables

tir93 is similar to Bai

AA

as regards the set

6633 mo333þigþ'
¡þe33 ¡þ633'thicþ'
(Li Yongsui 1986: 21,23)

According to Fu (199?:

ll3),

pl33

ABB:

ni33 pi33

ABAB:

n955 d¡33 n955flY33

'gl€en'

'de*'

any adjective in Yile4 can be rePeated for

emphasis, by which term he seems to refer to inænsification. If an adjective carries
a prcfixle5, it will be duplicate4 too, yielding a disjunctive quadrisyllabic pattern

(AB

->

ABAB). E.g.:
lnd4a
3mbo

193

Tt¡Êsê

'beautifi¡l'
'good'

Yi turms represent tbc Ard dialcct (Li Yongsui 1986:21).
of Yi is based primarily on dialects spokcn in Sichuan (ths Liangshan Yi

t94 ¡Ì¡'s description

Autonomous Rcgron) and Yu¡nan (Fu 1997: ttt, A).
Ttre two prefixes applicd to adþtivcs are dcscribcd by Fr¡ (197: ll0) as standing in opposi'
tion: a expresses thc grearer and e ü¡c læser dcgrec of mapitrdc.
196 1p pos¡¡¡oning of the digit for tonc catcgory in thc upper lcft hand corner of a syllable only
follows Fu's præticc (1997).

195
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2¿

le

2po 'long'
3tsi 'small'

(Fu 1997:

ll4)

->
->

2¿2po z¿2go

151

'very long'
'very srnall'

te 3tsi le 3tsi

A2& A for prefixless and ABCAB = AB 2d AB for
prefixed lexemes) is semantically more intense than the infixless one in Yi. E.g.:
The infrxal pattern (ABA

-

lnd4a ¡þe¿¡fiful'-;>

tt23 'big'
(Fu 1997:

>

tndzra 2dgi lnd4a'extemely beautifi¡l'
.exhemely
l¿ 2g 2d3i l¿

23

big,

ll4)

Fu (1997: I 14) claims that in a sentential context, the simultaneous usage of
non-repeated" repeated and infixal repetitive forms of the same adjective can be
translated into English as if constn¡cting a comparative paradigrn E.g.:

2ts'c 2ts'i 2stî 3mbo,2a lÃ42m¿ 3mbo 3mbo,Za ldi 2ma 3¡¿þg 2f,gi 3aþs
person rh¡s Cl good that Cl good
tlutlgT Q¡ good
'This penon is goo4 that one is better and that one (yonder) is the best'
of the ABB rcpetitive type, i.e. the adjective is
repeated while the prefix remains in non-repetitive form, represents a question in
Interestingly enough,

a pattern

Yi. E.g.:

2ne 'fed'
2po 'long'
(Fu 1997: ll4, 168)

2a
2¿

_>

2¿ 2çe 2ne
2¿ 2po 2po

'Is it red?'
'Is it long?'

One of tlre criteria ado,pted in this study for regarding a lexical iæm as repetitive

is simply its form (see p. 5) so that a (consecutively) repetitive listed entity is by
default considered eligible for the corpus mainly for historical reasons, i.e. such a
form is seên as a lexicalised output of a lost repetitive derivation. Besides, it is not
irrational to assume that such a lexical form can, by abduction, be regarded as a
result of duplication by native speakers at some phase in the development of a
language. Accordingly, the following Muyales (Ð and Qiang (ü) lexemes are instances of repetitive lexical items (AA) within the fr¿mework of the study, though
they are not ¡esults of an active synchronic proc€ss:

197 1¡¡s

demonstrativc pronoun dcnotcs a grearer degree of distaræe from ùe spcakcr ùa¡?a tdzi
(Fu 1997: l0l).
198 Muya is a Chinesc name for a suMialect of Khams-Tibetan spoken in Sichuan (Matisoff
1995:67).
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(Ð

yuis3

'tl¡ick'
mb¿33 mbe53 'lotv'
(Li Yongsui ße6:22)

yui33

(ü) ¡¿55 ¡¿33

4e33 q¡e33

'yellow'
'rar€, sparîê'

(Li Yongsui 1986:22)
This kind of adjectivas can undergo fepetition. In ãabal9, a logical fesult of
repeating such a duplicative base is a lexeme consisting of four identical syllables
(AAAA). Note the intensification ¡¡¡sening. B.g.:

'big'
->
¡is5 gis5 'ted'
ftsss

fts55

->

k"55 kB55 ke55 kB55 'rather big'

¡i55 ¡iss giss

gi5s

'rafh€r rÊd'

(Li Yongsui 1986:23)

ãaba

is also characterized by a trisyllabic repetitive pattem (ABB). E.g.:

si55 tsãss

tsã55

tshõ55 tiss

'shining'

tiss

'white'200

(Li Yongsui 1986:23)

In Muy4

a

fepetitive base can be repeared according to an infixal Patterû (AA

á'a¡¡AA). E.g.:

¡s33 as53 'eårly'

-¡

¡s33 ¡s55 fi¡¡ls a233 ne53 'rather ea¡ly'

(Li Yongsui 1986: 23)

þql¿201 is regarded as a peculiar case by Li Yongsui (1986: 23) since it possesses a pfefixal compositional repetitive pattern (AA + B), wbicb as far as the total
corpus is concerned is not so rafe. E.g.:

li3l
p¿lss paþss tfcss

tJam35 tJam35/31

'hea\ry'

'sour, pungent'

Jiarong suffîxes duplicative elements to disyllabic and trisyllabic adjectival
ABCDD), which is rather excepABCC, ABC + DD
heads (AB + CC

->

->

tional witbin the context of examples introduced so far from other Tibeto-Bunnan
languages. E.g.:

199 Zraba

is considÊr€d a Qia¡¡gic langpâgc (lyfatisofr

201

195: 8l).

translation ofthis Zhaba lexcme is render€d into English as 'a vast
expaosc of whiteness' in Srei * aL (f95: Ð).
A variant of Jingpo (see fr. 6 in Li Yongsui 198ó: 23).

200 16s Standa¡d Ct¡inesc
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ABCDD:

ke nd3em mol mol
ke nak sæk sgek

'soft'

ke me Jtak ¡k'ak r¡k'ak .desolate'
.bright
'piæhdark' ke wer ne hq
red'

hq

(Li Yongsui 1986: ?3-24)

As in Jingpo, quadrisyllabic formulae ar€ a corn¡non feature in Tujia where
both monosyllabic and disyllabic adjectives can follow four repetitive pattems:
ABAC, AABB, ABAB, ABCC and AAAB (Tian 1986: 30-34). The ABAC parûern
distinguishes

iself from

the rest in having two different afüxal syllables in repetitive

forrrs derived from monosyllabic

khua55 'wide'

bases. E.g.:

->

khua55 pa5sþai5s khua55 l¿s5/l¿i5s
khua55 pas5þais5 khua55 s¿s5/s¿i5s
khua55 pas5þai5s khua55 72s5 17¿¡55

Clian l9E6: 32)æ2

The reason why repetitive forms derived from disyllabic bases in Tujia are
stnrcturally similar to those from monosyllabic bases is that only the first syllable of
the forrner is repeated. E.g.:
mia55tse55

'red'

->

¡¡i¿5s ç6ss ¡¡i¿ss pþ¿s5þh¿iss
¡¡¡i¿55 çs55 6ia55 s¿55/sai55

¡¡i¿55 çs55 6las5 psslT¿¡íS

(Iian 1986:32)
Regrettably, Tian does not speci$ the semantic fr¡nction sf rhis patt€rn (see
Tian 1986: 3l-32), which is why only the meaning of the base is given in the tno
sets of examples above.

Tian likewise fails to provide a detailed explanation concerning the semantics

of lexemes of the consecutive compositional type with monosyllabic bases (A
->
AA + BB
AABB); Tian (1986: 32) merely nores thar the adjectival repetitive
->
lexemes of this type are formally more diverse than the corresponding verbal iæms.
E.s.:

khua55

'wide'

khua55 khua55 kha55/þþ¿i55 khasj/khaiss
khuas5 khuasi zi55lÞhisj zi55lÞhi55
khua55 khua55 ka55/kai55 ft¿ss/ft¿iss

Cllan 1986: 33)

202 Acually, khuast is a loan
from Cbinesc (Tian 19g6: 3l).
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This negligence is remedied in connection with a lexeme derived ûom a disyllabic base (miass Fe55 'red', also marked for ABAC) within the same pattem tlrye
(AABB), the repetitive form of whicb adjective is explained by Tian (1986: 33) as
either complinentary or derogatory in meaning. E.g.:
6i¿55 çs55

'¡p¡l'

-;'

6i¿55 6i¿55 þç55 be55 'flushed,

disagræably r€ddish'

Clian 1986:33)

V/ith the ABAB patûern Tian (1986: 33) takes s€paraÍe note of the meaning for
the repetitive ouþut of the monosyllabic a¡d disyllabic lexemes serving as bases for
this pattem, say¡ng tbat (Ð repetitive forms derived fuom khtnSS denote the width of
úee leaves, bamboo shoots, shells etc., while (ü) the form derived fus6 ¡¡iass çs1s
has a Standard Chinese translation which can be interpreted as signifying intensifi-

catiou of the quality expressed by the Tujia base. E.g.:

(Ð kbua55 '¡¡rids'-¡, khua55 ßha55ltshai55

f,þu¿55 6þ¿ss/¡sffi55

khuas5 ka55ncai5s khua55 kasslkaiss
khua55 khas5/khai55 khua55 kha55/khai55

(ü) 6i¿ss çsss '1pd'

-¡'

6i¿55 þs55 ¡ni¿55

çs55

'brightly red glowing'

The process resulting in lexernes of the compositional ABCC t)¡pe in Tujia uses
disyllabic adjectivas as bases and the accompanþg semantic impact is said by Tian

(1986: 34) to imply a süonger degree of inænsity than is the case with the ABAB
pattern. The affrxal syllable filling the C slot is not restricted to one t]?e but va¡ies

in form without presumably causing
¡¡i¿55 çç55

'¡pd'

-;

a change

in meaning. E.g.:

6i¿55 Ss55 ¡¿s5/¡¿i55 ¡¿55/xai55 'extremely red'
6i¿ss çs5s yas5/yaiss yass/yaiss
6i¿ss çs55 qass/l¡ai55 ¡a55/0ai55
6i¿ss ç65s ta55/tai55 ta55/tai55

The last patærn (AAAB) is likewise restricæd to disyllahic adjectives as bases,

but its formation deviates radically from tbat of the rest in tbat it involves the
reduction to one syllable of the disyllabic base followed by the triplication of this
very syllable and finally the formative process is brought to a close by the addition
A-> tu{A > AAA+B
of an affixat syllable to the tiplicatedform (AB

tuL{p).

E.g.:

->

->
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mia55 ee55

->
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¡red'

mia55

(Tian 1986:34)

->

mia55 6i¿55

6i¿55

mia55 ¡¡i¡55 ¡¡i¿55 ¡s¿55

->

Again, Tian refuses to explicate in mo¡e detail the semantic function of this
pattem in respect to other pattffns.
The Eisyllabic compositional patærn of the ABB type is not exclusively a
frequent feature of Sinitic speech forms, it is argued by Hu (1990: 24) as being a
general phenomenon in Tibeto-Burman languages as a whole. Tibetan ABB lexemes, as analysed by Hu (1990: 2+29), seem to bear a resemblance to corresponding Sinitic ones in that A, which is usually an adjective capable of functioning as an independent lexeme by itself, is modified by a repetitive elemenl E.g.:
dka¡ 'white' + Þhem bhem
+ cig

->
çig
bzi 'drunk'+ jom jom ->
rlon
(ilu

'wet'

1990:2¿l-25)

dkar bhem

rlon cig

->bzi

Bhem 'sparkling white'

çig

'd¡enched'

jom jom 'sottistr'

In Tibetan, most duplicates senring as sufñxes in lexemes of the ABB pattern
can be used alone as independent lexical items (Hu l99r0:25\, whe¡eas in Standard
Chinese for instance, the BB parts arc in the majority of cases bound morphemes
(see Gan 1993: 90-91).
Another feature in common with Sinitic is the existence of duplicates combinable with several adjectival heads; -thrrJ thig illustrates this characteristic in
Tibeøn:

dro thrr¡ ttri¡

'rather darþ dusþ'
'nice and u¡afm'

¡rqar tn¡l tn¡l

'pleasantly sweet'

grafJ thrrJ th¡fj

'(of wind) chilling'

nag thirJ ttrirJ

¡ob

thiÐ thirl

'languid, listless'

(Hu 1990:25)

This is counterbalanced by infrequent suffixal duplicates, capable of combining

with only a few lexemes and very often constituting bound morphemes (Hu 1990:
25). B.g.:
dgafi jas jas

'contented, pleased'

dal lhod lhod
ñdar sig sig

'unhurried'
'quivering, shaking (with cold)'
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Just as in Sinitic, a different sufüxal duplicate brings out a diffe¡ent shade of
meaning Aom the same head" The ooncept of 'red' can be dividcd into the following
nuances in Tibetan by changing the BB part in a lexeme moulded after thc

ABB

tYpe203:

dmarbhil bhil
dmarÞhemEhem

'bright red, glowing'

dma¡
dmar
dmar
dma¡
dmar

'ruddy, tosy'

khog khog
phig phig
phjur phjur
lam lam
lhab lhab

'scarlet'

Æ&&
'very t€d'

'spartling red'

f;rffiñ

(Hu 1990:29)

Some ABB adjectival lexemes have corresponding quadrisyllabic forms
(ABB
AABB), which Hu (1990: 26) considers slightly mo¡e intense in mean-

->

ing. E.g.:

tsha ñur

ñur 'warm'

tsha tsha fiur

fiur

hot'

-> ziÐ z¡rl lor¡ lor¡ 'with'steaming
everyone lending ahand'
zr¡ lq lor: 'chåotic'
->
ldem
khjug
khjug 'staggering'
ldem
ldem khjug *ùjug 'wobbly'
->
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Chincsc lcxcmcs givcn as tra¡slations of thc Tibaan tcrms whicb could not be found
Wei a at. (1995) ae cited in tl¡e forrr in which thcy appcar in Hu (1990:29). Î¡c
Standård Chi¡csc oountcrparts used by Hu for dmar êhil çhil and dma¡ phjw phjw re
synonymous, according to Wçi €t al. (1995: ,!01), but it is assumed in this conæxt that thc
diffcre¡rce in forr¡ of tbese T'rbeun iæms oonesponds o a diffc¡e¡¡t sbade of mcaning, reflec'ted
in the Englistr tra¡slations.

as such in
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As in other language groups treated so far, the semantic function of productive
repetition applicable to monosyllabic adjectival lexemes (A-> AA) in the Tai data
is consistently thatof inænsification in (i) Mulao, (ü) Dong, (üi) Dai, (iv) Gelao and
(v) Li. E.g.:
(Ð

khwar¡:6ç¡¡

L'hwar13

peq2 pet2 (kc)

'very loose'
'very smooth'

(Wang et al. 1980: 42)

(ü)

jals3 jaas3 (¡ji33)

'veryred'
'very slow'

¿¡55 ¿¡¡ss (¡¿33)
(Liang l98h:51)

(üi)

sur¡l suÐl

'very high'
'very frank'

stu6 su¡6
(Yu & Luo 1980: 54)

(iv)

'very quick'

ç'p55 ç'p55
(He 1982:29)

(v)

phelkss
(Ouyang

pheùss

&tuag

'very tall'

1980:21)

Monosyllabic adjectives can be repeæed also in Lajia, but the source used
emphasizes the syntactic role of repetitive qualitative forms as verbal complements

in VP's. E.g.:

mill khja:r¡st ftþjar¡st paist
gozo4
8o high
la42t+

sor¡51

let

slâck

so¡sl p¿i5l
go

(Mao et al. 1982: 146)

Shui does not seem to have an active repetitive prccess corresponding to those

of the five Tai languages prcsenûed above (see fuau.gJunnr l9g0), whirs in Liang
(1980b: 53) it is expressly stated that Maonan monosyllabic adjectives
cannot

undergo (total) repetition.
204 According to Mao et al. (1982: 147),
thc
N.ist.go' has the particular ñmction of fo¡¡ring a complement to a verb, togcther with a icpcareã adjcctive. Thc result
is semantically
cmphatic.

vú
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Like Sinitic and Tibeto'Bunnan languages, members of the Tai group also
have compositional repetitive lexemcs whereby aduplicative element is sufExed to
an adjectival head (A + BB) in order to Eodify is meaning, ge.sumabþ towa¡ds the
intense pole of the inænsity continuum- This featr¡re cha¡acterizes (i) Mulao, (ü)
Dong, (iü) Dai, (iv) Li, (v) I-ajia (vi) Shui and (viÐ Zhuang within the Tai corpus
of the study. E.g.:
(Ð

ma3 6pp7 ¡¡sp7

khyar lÉløs

'very soft'
'very sharp'

(Wang et al. l9E0:42)

(ü)

torJs3 ta¡t55 ta:t5s

ja:i¡z¡ ye3l ye3l

'very crooked'
'very long'

(Liang 198{h:29)

(üi) de¡l

Y¿1E Y¿¡¡8

bar¡t jc?ejc?a

'r€d'205

'white'

(Yu & Luo 1980: 54)

(Ð

kha:u53 u:n53 u¡¡53

foull

ok53 ok53

(Ouya¡g

(v)

fs¡ss

'very fair (skin)'
'very hot'

&,fung 1980:21)

¡arJ2A

¡afJu

'stinking'

khwa.:nSl lo¡624 lo:m24 'very Sweet'
(Mao ct al. 1982: l49f-06

205
206

1þg sourc€ does not spccify tbc mcaning of thc repaitivc forur, it only gives thc meaning of
thÊ adjcctival head.
Udikc othcr authors wirhin thc Tri corpus, who ænd to rcgard thc suffixal duplicate as
having no clcar indcpendcnt ncaning (sec Liang l9E0a: 28: Zbang Junru 1980: 27)' Mao ct
¡1. (1982: 149) t¡,eat ihcm as repetitions of meaningfrrl advcrbials (jfrFD (¡aft '4Ê!1(çÊ';
fo¡¡r¿¡ ffÊ!EËË') modifying üc mcaning of thc bcâd adjøive, with a sccra¡tic inænsification whcn rcecatÊd. This certainly natcs ttre stn¡ch¡¡rs tbcy arc aüachcd to look morc like
pt¡ases than fixcd lcxemcs (see Mao ct al. 1982: 158-159), but as thc stn¡chr¡cs which thesc
áuplicucs lclp to build tog€tbÊr wiù adþtivcs (or vcrùs) arc otbcrwisc quiæ like thc
labic ompositional lexcmcs in otbr Tai languages, tbase Lajia ABB forms are analyscd as

tþl-

being comparable t9 tbcm. Pøbaps l-ajia with iS transparcnt BB constiOents, rcprEscnts aD
earlier stage in thc history of zuch compositional repetitivc lcxcmes, whilc thc other T¡i
tanguagcs in Oe corpus have gone ñ¡rth,cri¡ trc gramrnaticalizarion proccss towards sufl¡xation. ¡, disturbing incongnrcnce in Mao et al.'s word class sysæm is tlrat they båve two
clæses, frtÈE¡ Er¡d gJÈ[, whicb on a gcncral disrributional þvcl arc completely ovcrlapping in
that they botb modit verbs and adjectivcs (Mao ct al. 1982: 149-150). Upon a closer
inspecúon on€ DotÊs that the differcnc¡, if it is reasonable to posit any, ses¡ns to stcm ûrom
tbsfact that the latcr a¡e usually ptaccd before thc bcad, as cxplicitly statcd by tlr authors'
while tl¡e former app€ar to follow it, tbough tbc adhon do not scparâþly mcntion this. Eve¡
though tbc positional critcrion rathcr successñ¡lly distiaguishes thc two classes, ooc would
still like to kno* the spccific agumentþ) for baving two almost idcntical word classcs.
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theq33 the¡3r
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'brilliant'
'fresh green'

9u2a la"p3s l¿¡p3s
(ãrang Junru 1980: 27)

(vü)

piz patE pats

'very fat'
'very slippe¡y'

¡9u2 ¡¿tE ra¡8
(Lu 1988:49)

Another characteristic sha¡ed by the Tai languages in the corpus witb languages
of the Sinitic and Tibeto-Burrrun goups is that the sane adjective can act as a host
for several different suffixal duplicates for the purpose of expressing various shades

otnt"aning,

as the

following Dong iærns indicate:

jaast

sarJ53

'fed'

->

'straight'->

ljur¡53 ljt¡{53

'bright red'

9s53 çs53

'reddish'

jaasr ljit2A Uitzr

'brilliant red'

sar¡s3 ljau53 ljaus3

'very straight'
'perfectly straight'

(Liang 1980a:29)

In Dong, it is possible to coostruct trisyllabic compositional ABB type adjectives by attaching a duplicative sr¡ffix to ¿ ¡eminal head. Disyllabic nouns may also
serve as heads, in which case the result is a four syllable form of the ABcc type.
E.g.:
pon53 çep2l pp2t
->
nam3l ta3l.tea¡S' >
nun55'maggot'-> ¡¡¡¡55¡sp2l¡âpzl
(Liang l980a:29)

Pân53

's1rye¿t'

.dripping

with s\¡reat'

.wrigglinglikea
m4ggot,

In several languages it has been suggested that an associuion exists between
close vowels and srnallness, and between open vowels and largeness. Lu (l9gg:
49) cites examples of zhuang trisyllabic compositional adjectivas of
the ABB type
which can be arranged in paradigms according to this associative principle.
E.g.:
tems titT titT
¡sm5 ¡s¡7 ¡s¡7

'(ofa tiny object) short'

tems tat? tatT
tBms tctT tctT

'(of a large object) very short'
'(of abuþ object) exüemely short'

'(of

a small object) a

little short'

160
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The unity as lexemes of this type of items is stengthenedby the contraction of
an alliærative relationship between the ¡ro constituents (A + â/x A/x), also evident
in the following two sets of further examples of the mentioned associatioa:
¡9u2 ¡g¡E f€tE

'a bit slippery; (of a small surface) slippery'

¡9¡2

'very slippery; (of a large surface) slip¡rry'
'(of big and mund objeca) slippery'

¡¿18 ¡¿¡8

¡su2 Þ¡E fÐ¡E

'abit fu; (of small a¡rimals) fat'
'very fag (of a large surface) fat'

piz pets pets
pi2 patE patE
pi2 ¡nt8 potE

'exüemely fa$ chubby'

(Lu 1988:49)

Semantically relued (antonymous or synonymous) monosyllabic adjectives
can be joined together to compose a quadrisyllabic consecutively repetitive form
(AABB) in (i) Gelao, (ü) Mulao, (üi) Shui, (iv) Dai, (v) Li and (vi) Daiya These
Tai quadrisyllabics resemble non-traceable Standard Chinese quadrisyllabic AABB
lexemes as describedby Gan (1993:85). E.g.:

(Ð

a55 'crooked'

+ au%'tottt¡ous'

(Hc 1982:49)

(ü) fo¡t 'high' + hYan:

'tsqr'

(Wang &, Zhcag 1980:42)

(äi) ba¡ns¡ 'red' + çu24 'green'
(äangJunnr 198ù 45)

->

(Yu & Luo 1980: 30)

phe*ss 'tall' + log53 '6¡t'
(Ouyang & ãcng 1980: 50)

(vi) pauz 'fi¡ll' + peml

->

'full'-)

a55 ¿55

40'24

au24

'winding'

for¡l fsrqt hyams hyams 'bunpy'

-;

(iv) namt 'beautift¡l' + Ðaim2 'prett¡t'

(v)

->

ha¡n33 ha¡n33 qt2/. çrt?/.'in gay colors'

->

naml naml ¡am2 9am2 'very pretty'

pheùss Pheù55

Pau2 pau2 peml

lof3l6¡s3 'very tall'

poml 'very ftilI, plump'

(Xing 1987:45)

In Dong (i) and Li (ü), two semantically op,posite adjectives can be disjuncABAB) to indicaæ diversity of properties. And even
tively repeated (A + B
->
though monosyllabic adjectives do not duplicate in Maonan (iü), the disyllabic
adjective formed by attaching a modifying syllable to a monosyllabic base can be
repeated to create a quadrisyllabic disjunctive repetitive form (ABAB) with an enhanced degree of inænsity. The additional syllable does not necessarily resemble the

head in

fo¡nl but in the example cited below

the latær. E.g.:

the formerhaPpens to allitera¡e with
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(Ð

ma*24 'big' + ni53 'little'
(Liang 1980a:51)

(ü)

phe¡kss 'high' +
(Or¡yang

&tung

(iÐ bazts 'wide'

-;

->

fnaù24 ni53 ma:k2a nis¡ 'big and

thaull 'leqr'

1980:21) -¡'
þ¿213 + bat23

(Liang 1980b:31-32)

161

pheùs5

little'

thautl phe*55 thaull
'bumpy'

þ¿2t3 bet23 ba2l3 bet23 'very wide'

-¡

Partial repetition with an alliterative relationship be¡¡reen the base and the dup
licative syllable (A
A A/x) as well as the intensiling semantic effect can be
attested in (i) Mulao, (ü) Maonan, (üi) Gelao and (iv) Shui in the Tai corpus. Note
also the use of varying rhymes in the repetitive syllable to mark different degrees of
intensity in Maonan Li (v) deviates both structurally from the rest in prefxing the
repetitive syllable (A
A/x A) while in others it is suff¡xal, as well as sermntically, since in the instances below repetition has a disributive implication in Li.
E.s.:

->

->

(Ð

(ü)

(üi)

ya!i6 'sharp'

->
(V/ang & Zhcng 1980: 42)
la:nSl
la:nSl
üqf4
tt¡044

'fed'
'fed'

->
'muddy' ->
->
'muddY'
->
(Liang 1980b: 4A,3D

sei33 'blue'
ntei33 'cold' ->
pio2¿ 'soft' ->
lan33 'black' ->>

yali6

yatS

'veqy shar¡r'

t¿¡¡51 luqsl

'scaflet'

la:n5l li¡ß

'gay-colorod red'

tur¡'14 tut55
&u¡aa

&¡a2

'ralhermuddy'
'very muddy'

sei33

seZ

'very blue'

¡tgi33 ¡tu2|

'ice cold'

pio24 pin33

'very soft'

lan33leu2a

'pirch-dark'

(Hc 1982:20)

(Ð vaxJ24

'high'

(v) koùss 'dented'
kha:u53

va:u24 'very high'
meg33 'very neur'
d6¡55 'veryhard'

vaq¡24

qai35 'new'
da33 'hard' ->
->
(ZrangJunru 198ù,27)

'u¡hite' ->

->

(Ouyang &Ztung 1980:21)

qtai35
d¿33

lu53 te¡1c53 'dented all over'
khu53 kha:u53 'white all over'

t62
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Compared to alliæration, rhyming (A
A rlA) is a much rarer partially
repetitive principle in the Tai corpus of tbe study, only anested in Shui. E.g.:

->

ti33

's¡nall'

(?rangJunru 198ù,27)

Stnrcorally,

a more complex case of rhyming rcpetition is represented by those

lexemes of the ABB type in (i) Mulao and (ü) Dai in which a partially repetitive
relationship exists between the sufñxal syllables (A
A B x/B). E.g.:

->

(Ð ar¡s

a4l5 khes

'huPPY'

la5 'exceptionally happy'

(\Vang & Zheng l98O 43)

(ü) d€rJt 'red'

de0t ts¿q2

=>
barJt 'white' ->

6¡¡z

baqt thc?z lo?z

(Yu & Luo l9E0: 53-l)æ7

The Tai corpus contains quadrisyllabic partially repetitive lexemes tbat can be
described in ærms of an alliterative or rhymiag relationship contractred between the

constituent syllables. Such complex re,petitive items can be the result ofjuxtaposing
two partially repetitive lexemes, as is the case with the following Maonan entity

(A A/x A A/x):
tuÐ44

tut55 'rather muddy'

+

n¡fJ44

tql42 'very muddy'

tu{44 tut55 t|rl44 tu¡42 'very muddy'

->
(Liang 1980b:32)

In I^ajia, a pattern of the forrr ABABTx is a generalisation for lexemes in which
the first and the third syllables are completely repetitive in respect to each other
while the second and tbe fouth are alliterative. A ñrtherregularity is that the rhyme
of the second syllable always ends in -¿ and that its tone is consistently high falling
(51). In the formulq as it stands above, only B marks a semantically empty syllable, i.e. it does not have an independent meaning, while B/x, analysed by the
source used as contracting a modifying relationship with A, does have a meaning of
its own. After this cla¡ification of the internal structure of this type of lexemes in
Lajia it is obvious that it is the füst alliterative syllable (from left to righQ that
copies the initial consonant of the second and not the other way round, as implied

by the formula in its present fomt. The only thing that has to be done to make the
207 yu & Luo

(1980: 53-5a) do not spcci8 thc meaning of each repetitive form; tbey only make
ttre gcneral rema¡k that thc suffixation of duplicative syllablcs caries with it an inænsiffing
semantic impacr
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notation corectly reflect the linguistic reality in Lajia" is to switch B over to B/x's
position and vice versa: ABAB/x
AB/x AB. Semantically, the four syllable
-)
iæms indicate a stronger degree of intensþ than the disyllabic form. Note tbe coincidental alliæration of initial consonants in all four syllables in one of the following
examples:
kor¡55

turJtt 'I€d'

->
l¿651 lu¡1231 'black'
pie*ll phomst ¿qrþi¡s' ->
-¡'
(Mao et al. l9E2: l3Gl37)

kor¡s: ta5l koq55 turJll

'bright red'

l¿¡¡51 l¿51 l¿¡n5l lu¡i231 .pitchdark'
pieùll pha5l pie:kll phomsl'very white'

Shui is the only language in the Tai corpus with rhyming quadrisyllabic repetiA x/A- x/A- x/A- or A B /B- /B- r/Bl. Their semantic
tive adjectival lexemes (A
->
function is to intensify the quality expressed by what can be regarded as a base
form- A further regularity is that the initial consonants of the second and fourth syllables almost coincide in their articulatory features, the only differcnce concerning
aspiration, and that the third syllable has an initial nasal which assimilates to rhe
place of articulation of the preceding final consonaût. Once more, the semantics of

the derivations below accord with the iconicity principle. E.g.:

vatf4 'high'

vaql24 qa"T33 !ar¡33 Qha"r¡3ilvery high'

qam35 'black'

qam35 ¡¿¡¡35 ¡¿¡ta3

->
->
(Zrang Junnr 1980: 2Ð

tha:t43

'very black'

The mæt complex inst¿nces of repetition in the Tai corpus as far as features

of

alliteration and rhyming a¡e concerned, can be found in Li, in which a quadrisyllabic pattern involves both categories of partial repetition distributed in the
following way in the linear framework the fust syllable, which is always the prefix
ktn(tl), often alliterates with the third syllable2O8, which in turn rhymes with the
second syllable (= the base) that can contract an alliterative relationship with the
fourth syllable, but this does not seem to be a regular occut€nce. The subsequent
examples, both based on a verb, also realize the last mentioned alliterative reliationship:

l
'stnrggle' >
¡oÐ55 'swaY'
thaul

(Ouyang &,

k6(ll) thaull ft¿¡ll
lç¡¡(l

I)

¡þ¿f,ss

¡e¡ss leqss ¡eu¡53

'stnrggling'
'swaying'

ãteng 1980: 7Ð

208 The third syllable may aspirate its velar stop (O¡yang & ãreng
tt¡ere is nanrrally no perfect alliteration.

1980: 77) in which case

4.4. TTTR YIET.MUONG GROT'P
As the vast majo¡ig of duplications involving a monosyllabic base (A

->

AA)

treated so far have been consistently accompanied by intensification of the quality
expresscd by the same, it is interesting to note how in Vietnamese tbe rcpetitive

form either (i) weakens or (ü) suengthens the meaning of the base form (Nguyen
1999:

l&15).E.g.:

(Ð xanh
thuôn

'gr€en'

xanh xanh

'greenish'

'tapered'

thuônthuùr

'a little tapered'

râmrâm

'clamorous'

(ü) râm
'loud'
ngbng 'towering'

->
>

-;,

"gòog

ngitng

'gigantic'

(Truong 1970:25; Dang & Lc l99O: ói15-C16, 586,37G3n)

An inæresting suÞtype among disyllabic adjectival repetitive outputs comprises lexemes derived from nouns denoting marcrials2D. E.g.:

dâu 'oil'
>
nuirc 'waler' >
mã 'fat,lard' ->

då¡dâu
nuæ nuæ

'oily'

mõmó

'faffy'

'watery'

(Ngsyen Tai Can 1975: 185)

Besides nouns denoting materials, a few other kinds

of monosyllabic2l0

substantives have this property, too. E.g.:

cô

'grass' ->
mrioi 'mosquito'->

cô oô

'grassy'

muéimuõi

'mosquito-Y'2tr

(Nguycn Tai Can 1f/5: 186)

2o9

The cxprcssion'nouns denoting matcrials' is a tanslation of a corrcsponding Vieo¡mesc
expression coincd by Nguyen Tai Cån in his 1ù loqí danh tù trong ti€ng VíÇt hiçn ilqi
(Noun in Modcrn Virxna¡¡es€) (1975: lM).

210 ¡fguyç¡ Tai Can (1975:

186,

fr.

1) dcñncs this type of duplication as non-applicable to

plurisYllabic no'ns.

2l

I tls

putposc of this unidiomatic English cquivalcnt is to cmpbasizc that thc Vietnamese
repetitive output docs not imply plural reference, but is an adjcctive" as cxplicitly starod by
Nguyen Tai Can (t9?5: 185-186). It is also evident from the sentcnce used by Nguyen
(1975: l8ó) as an example, i¡ which tbe forar io qucstion is preceded by åø¡ 'a littlc' a whit'
a bit' (Dang & Iæ 1990: 334), a membcr of a paradigo of syntagmatic dctcrniners as an
adjective (or a vcrö) of tbc unit standing aftcr it in t¡e li¡ear scqrrncc of a sring (sce Nguyen
Tai Can 1975:2+25).
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Lexemes which according to the Viet¡amese linguistic uadition are completely
repetitive, but which are treated as partially repetitive due to strict adhercnce to the

principle of formal (dis)similarity between the base and the duplicaæd item adopted
in the study (see ftr. 64), can also be either intensi$ing or moderating. E.g.:

chårn 'slow'
ch&h 'oblique'

'very slow'
'a little oblique'

(Truong 1970:25)

In Thompson's analysis (1965: 15+173)^ the outputs above belong in a voluminous major caægory of disyllabic repetitive lexemes called 'emphatics' which all
sha¡e the coûlmon feature of being pa¡tially repetitive in fo¡ar. Another distinctive
characteristic is that they are mostly non-productive, as there are only ¡ro subcategories of productive emphatics, one of which is reprcsented by the derivation
with chëch above as the base and called 'attenuatives' by Thompson (1965: 172173) while the other, termed 'ironic emphatics' in Thompson's treatment (1965:
173), has been dealt with in 2.4. semantically, the vaguer emphatics, in Thompson's words (1965: 154), "range over a large semantic area ¡o6 simply stylistic
variants... to derivatives with highly specietizgd, figurative, or extended connotations" perceptible perhaps only to a native speaker. A more detailed exposition of

forms and meanings in Thompson's analysis would be superfluous, as the intention
of the study is to serve as a general survey of the topic and thus it c¡nnot concentrate too much on a single language in the corpus. A characteristic of these

partially derived lexemes shared with repetitive adjectival sub,corpora from other
language groups is that they build leúcal sets founded on one base, with semanticatly differentiaæd members. The distinctions in meaning be¡*'een the members of
one and the same set can be (i) slight or practically non-existent, or then (ii) more
All the lexemes to be cited are alliterative (A

conspicuous, as shown below.
A A/x; A
A/x A). E.g.:

->

->

(Ð tùìt
'gullible, nai've, dull'

-> ktrìrttrà
rnòtþo
nrònrçctr
ttràkhinh

(ü) nhô

'small'

(Thompson 1965: ló7-168)

'slow-witted'
'gullible, nalVe, dull'

'dull, stupid'
'gullible, narVe, dull'
'slender'

nhô nhé

'soft ofvoice'

r¡hô nhen

'prett¡r'

4.
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Lexemes derived from the sa¡ne base and referring to different points on the
inænsificatory continuum nanrally belong in the larer caægory. E.g.:

tròn

t¡ùri üintt

'round'

tròn tr.an

'roundish, plump'
'perfectly round'

(Tlrompson 1965: 168)

Though mostly non-productive, the disyllabic repetitive items in Thompson's
category of emphatics a¡e often tra¡rspafent to the extent that one of the constituent
syllables can be considered the base from whicb the duplicative syllable is derived,
but there are opaque disyllabics satisfying the general formal criæria for repetitive
items, where both constituent syllables are asemantic. This kind of lexeme would
have perhaps otherwise gone unnoticed by Vietnamese linguists, simply branded as

disyllabic single-morpheme words in taxonomies of the modern Vietnamese lexicon, had not native speakers been so highly discerning as to their semantic cha¡acteristics, associaring them with repetitive forms in general' though unable to ideftiry
a meaning for either of the constituent syllables (Phi 1998: 9). These circumstances
have led analysts to search more thoroughly for a signífiant for this type of
signifié, and it has been suggested that the prcsence of the same sub-sylla'bic
element, e.g. rþme, in a set of lexemes is responsibls f6¡ fhis 'feeling' of semantic
identity experienced by natives, inexplicable on the syllabic level. To find out the
essential symbolic value of a rhyme, Phi (199E: 9-20) has napped out its distribution in terms of its pr€sence in opaque duplicaûes, in the repetitive syllable of transparent duplicares and finally in monosyllabic lexemes, and if the total set of lexemes
in which the rþm in question appears can be regarded as being semantically consistent in some way, then the hypothesis of native comPetence relying on subsyltabic components in the recopition of a semantic featurc has been pfoved.
Some Vietnames,e adjectives can undergo triplication with either only tonal
A A/x A/x) modification of the base. In
(A
A A- Al or also segmental (A
->
->
Nguyen's opinion (1969: 190), the resulting triplicates are 'superlative'in meaning
in comparison to the monosyllabic base, which is quite in agreement with what is
predicted by the principle of iconicity. E.g.:

Xd

'g¡¡¿ygllgd'

->

sát 'close' ->
SaCh 'Clean'
->

xo xo xo
sát

sàrn

sat

'badly unravelled'
'very close'

sgch sành sanh 'quite clean'

As the above usage of the ærm 'superlative' implies, Nguyen Kim Tban ( 1969)
conceives the formation of triplicates can be conceived in terms of a paradigm, and
this is also in essence what Nguyen Tai Can (1975: 130) basically does, though
from a different angle, wben he depicts it as a prefixation, suffixation or infixation
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disyllabic duplicate. To emphasize the notion

of

paradigm, the monosyllabic base is added in parentheses in the set below. E.g.:

(mo 'to d¡€¡m'

lo

mo

'half-asleep, dreamy'

->) to lo mo 'foolishly dreamy'
td + lo mo
->
(no ->
'solitary; brazen-faced'
trd Eb
->)
notrà+ nù-> ûoEàEþ12
->
(xôp 'spongy'->) xôp xpp 'very spongy'
->

xôp + xòm + xgp

->

xop xìm x,pp 'extremely spongy'

The description of the formation of trisyllabic repetitive lexemes in terms of a
paradigm is at its most explicit in Hoang (1985: 62), where the derivations exempli-

fying four different formative pattems2l3 have a monosyllabic form

as the

first

element in the chain.

disyllabic adjective can also ft¡nction as the base for trisyllabic repe(AB
titive lexemes
ABB). Interestingly enougb, the Vietnamese repetitive forms
->
of this type are comparable to the ones in Lajia (see fn. 206) and also to a certain
extent to Standard Qþi¡ssç214, in that the bases are compositional: the second
syllable has a meaning of its own and its fi¡nction is to modi$ the meaning of the
Finally,

a

adjective in the first syllable. The repetition of the final syllable in this kind of compound brings with it an intensification to the 'superlative'215 degree of the quality

expressed by the base compound. In order to make more explicit the notion of
'superlative' favoured by Nguyen (1969), the derivations presented below contain
forms with the function of 'positive' and 'comparative', respectively, in the present
context. E.g.:

thom 'sweet-smelling'

->

tráng 'white'

->
212

thom phrfo2l6 'ysÍy sweet-smelling'

->
thorn phúc phrfc 'strongly

fragrant'

tráng phau2lz 'spotlessþ white'
tráng phau phau 'strikingly white'

->

gt¡¡e¡¡unaæly, the meanings of thcsc particular rcpctitive forms could not be found in tbe
sources available.

213 On the

basis of suprascgmental, scgmental and positional criteria, the four pattcms are
mutually distinguishablc by (Ð tonal alæmation, (ü) tonal and segmental alærnation, (iii)
anæposition of the repetitivc syllable(s) and by (iv) a räyming rclationship betwccn the basc
and the anteposed repetitive sflables.

214 5"" Gan 1993: 88-89.
215 |fg¡yçn 1969: l9l-192.
216 TLis iæm is listed in Dang & Le

(1990: 56?) as an adjunct and its role as a bound intcnsificr
is reflccted in thc way in which its mcaning is explicated: 'vcry (fragrant), very (flavoured),
very (swcêt-smelling)'.

217

Påaz 'spotless, immaculatc' @ang & Le 1990: 553).
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dô 'r€d'
red'
-> dô a¡2lE 'þdght
-> dô au ar¡ 'exæmely red'
xanh 'blue, green'
xanh þte 'garingly green'

->

xafitr lè

lè->'exûemely

(Nguyen 1969: 191; Hoang

green'

a al. 1988:

348; Truong l99E;,72; Dang

& t-c 190: 7l8)

Truong (1998: 72) ciæs vàng ngàu ngàu and vàng cltgch ch4ch as fr¡rther
examples of the ABB repetitive t1rye. The elements in the second syllable of these
lexemes a¡e, as one would expect, meaningful units (zgâzlngôu'very muddy;
bloodshot'22o; ch4ch'loach'221), and the disyllabic base of tbe former triplicaæ
(vàng ngàu) consequently rncans something like 'turbidly yellow', but as tbe colour
of the fish called chqchin Vietnamese is unclear, it is funpossible to suggest even an
approximative Fnglisþ oquivalent for the disyllabic base of the laner triplicate.

Quadrisyllabic repetitive lexemes are usually based on disyllabic repetitive
forms. The derivations can be complete and consecutive (AB
AABB) with an
enhanced semantic effect (Nguyen 1969: 192). E.g.:

hìlng

hð

Cfra¡ 192:5Ð

->

'violent' ->

Or they are disjunctive with tonal changes on repetitive syllables with the
AB A- B-/ Arepetitive disyllabic constitr¡ent either before or after the base (AB
B- A n¡zæ. 5.t.'

->

còmròm
ph¡rc phich

còmròmcömro¡y'com¡ômcòmr,òmZ3
'emaciated'
->
'fat and clumsy'-> ph!rc phiph phúc ptrlch/
phúc ptrfchph.uc phiph

(Thompson 1965: 174)

One possible pattem is distinguished by the alliteration of the second syllable
of the anteposed repetitive constituent in the quadrisyllabic ouÞut form with the
ABIAB). The úyme of the alliterative
second syllable of the base form (AB

->

218 ¡u'bright and cbecrfrrl'

(Dang

2tg I) 'ghring' (Da¡g & tæ 190:

&

t¡ 1990: l4).

¡103).

22o DaÃg&Lc 1990:488.
221 D¡¿¡g&Lc 1990: ll3.
222 fuc spoech forur spokcn in

Soutl¡ Vietn¡m allows thc pa¡t with lowcr registcr toncs in
quadrisyllabic re,petitive lexemcs to be plaaed before thÊ otbcrpart, wt¡c¡cas i¡ tbc ¡orth it is
a rule tt¡at thc s€quence with low toncs is placcd at ürc reu of üc qua&iplicatc (Tran 1992:

565Ð.

223

5¡¡6¿ ¡¡s semantic effcct congurrent with rhis paücm cannOt be asce¡taincd fiom tbC Sources
available, no translat¡on is provided. In such cases, Thompson's genccal asscssmcnt ofthc
ssn¡åntic ooneût of thcsc fsms (1965: l7a) as addng soong ùamatic ov€rtoncs ûo thp mcaning of their bases can scrvc as a con¡¡non evaluation.
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(-a ) and the resulting form

scale. E.g.:

l&htÉbh'frumpish'

nhínhånh'lively' ->

->

l&hûul&hrhéch

'rather frumpish'

nhírùanhínhanh

'rather lively'

(Tran 192: 55; Thompson 1965: 175)

semantically, forms liable to follow this type of repetitive pattern sha¡e the
general characteristic of referring to inherently fluctuating, unstable ci¡cumstances
and very often they are opaque, i.e. it is very diffrcutt to determine ¡¡e ¡¡¡sâning of
the constituents (Vo 1998: 25). Furthermore, fortrls with a derogæory con¡otation
are a much more probable target for the kind of repetitive process in question than

connotatively commendatory disyllabics (vo 1998: 26). Finally, southern viemamese differs from northern and central Viebamese in that the set of lexemes capable
of undergoing the process under consideration (AB
A B/¡ A B) in the latter
va¡iants (i), does not necessarily coincide with that of the former 6¡r¡ss¡22a (ü).
E.g.:

->

(Ð

láu táu

'hasty (in speech)'

(ü)
(Vo 1998: 21, fr.

->
_\

tiu

1á¡

taláu

lau

au láu táu

l)

Some disyllabic repetitive adjectives can serve as bases for a rþming repetitive
process whereby the rtrymes of both constituent syllables of the base are repeated in
a derived syllable placed imnediately after their models (A
A vA B vB). E.g.:

->

xoxác 'denuded'

>

(Tran 192:55)

Muong ¡5 similar to Vietn¿rmese in that increase in form is not necessarily
always reciprocated by a corresponding increase in reaning (= intensification), but
sometimes the contrary occurs, as the instances of compleæ reduplication below
indicate

(A->AA):

hom2

sgl2
dips

'fragrant'
'pungent'

hom2 hom2
sgl2 sgl2

'low'

diÉ diÉ

'alittle fragrant'
'a liüle pungeû'
'a liüle low'

(Hoang 198:32)

224 ¡¡ thc

of non-coincidencc, it is not always tn¡e that thc northern and cennal paner¡¡
A B/¡ A B) shows a regular co'eEondcnce with thc sourhern AB
¡l--s- AB
pattcrn. ottrer possible panerns includc AB
ABA- B- ad AB
AB A¡ Br, fq cxample.
(Vo 1998: 21, fir. t).
(AB

case

->

->

->

->
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On tbÊ other ban{ just as i¡ Viehamese, drtplicaæs in Muong can also indicaæ

inænsification of tbe meaning of a base (A

->

A

A).

E.g.:

ro2 ro3

'very noisy'

von4 vonl
(llou¡g l99E:33)

'verY high and solitarY'

Muong resembles other Mon-Khmcr languages in tbe corpus in possassing
repetitive forms with alternating vowels in the rhyme of the constituent syllables

(A Arx). E.g.:
rTong3

p¡g3

ngênhl ngangl

'longisb'
'swaggering'

(Hoa¡¡g 1998:33)

Productive paftial repetition partakes of tbe sct of repetitive Proccsses in
A A(-)/x) (i), and iltyming
Muong. Botb t¡rpes are represente4 allitcrative (A
(ü).
(A
E.g.:
x/A A / A /A)

->

->

(Ð tr¡r¡oml

Fols
suoj2

'dense'
'bent'

hnrml hnfts

'bushy, dense'

'twist€d'

'ftesh'

'choef,fr¡l'

(Hoang 1998:33)

(ü) zong3 'slim'

sônl
sak5

tlong3 20û93

'quiEslim'

'thickly hairÊd'

sôml ñôml

'hairy, shagry'

'ba¡Ë'

saks rak5

'dÊnr¡ded'

(Ho¡ng 1998:34)

4.5. OTITER MON-KEMER LANGUAGES
Wa is similar to many otherlanguages in the corpus in its conformity to the iconicity
principle in constructing repetitive lexemes. The resulting forms can either be (i)
complete

(A->

AA) or(ü) alliteræive

(Ð raub 'red' ->
mþm 'good' >
(ü) siah 'exquisite'->

(A->

A¡x A). E.g.:

mhqm mbAm

'very red'
'very good'

sus!-ah

'very small, fine'

reuhrtsuh

(Zrou & Yan 1984:61,28)

Repetition of an atfibutive adjective in Wa is a dialectal, not a general phenomenon. No specific change in the lexical meaning is attached to this repetitive process

in the source used, only its syntactic envi¡onmont is mentioned, as if the duplicæion
were completely conditioned by syntactic considerations. E.g.:

tlau? ü0trt

t€Ê

big

Jq

laqlar¡

wall

'abig ü,ee'

'ahigh wall'

high

(ãou&Yan

1984:149)

it is also possible to construct adjectives through a
suffixal alliteræive process in lVa If tbe expression 'ha¡monious and rhetoric
colouring' used in the sou¡ce (Zrou & Yan 1984: 28) is considered a statement
Beside creating nouns,

containing a semantic judgemeil, then repetition does not only conce¡n form in the

following derivations
dad?

'strange'

lbåk

'Clevef'

-;'

@?dgg

->

These lexe,mes witb suffuced asemantic syllables can be expanded into disjuncCACB). The expansion process strengthens the
tive quadrisyllabic ones (AB
degree of intensity of the quality expressed by the base. Note how the element

->

filling the C slot is not asemantic. E.g.:
dg¡? dgJ

'strange'

-¡'

(Zhou & Yan l98r';:.291

re?
somc

dåg? mÊ?

den

'very strange'
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Another way to create lexemes of four syllables in li¡a is to juxtapose two
semantically close disyllabic adjectives witb tbe prefixal syllable sj and possibly
alliterative second syllables (AB + AB(/x)
ABAB(&). If the term 'rhetoric' is
accepæd as somehow co-refe¡ential with the term'intense' or 'inænsifying', then
the juxtapositive prooess complies with the principle of iconicity. E.g.:

->

_>

slnd + siæh

clean
s!?agþ

hot

si na? s!

æh

'clean and tidy'

s!?egh

s!þm

'hot and sultry'

tidy

+siþn

->

sulty

(Zhou & Yan 1984: 29)

The element inseræd before A and B in a disyllabic lexeæ can itself be dþllabic, in which case a six-syllable repetitive form is achieved (CD + A CD + B
CDACDB). Note tbe nominal base:

->

rþmrhi_

'heart'

>

N

(Zhou & Ya¡ 1984:29)

Contrary to Sfa but in consonance with Vietnaoese and Muoug, the Katuic
AA AB
ABB)
complete duplicaæs on monosyllabic or disyllabic basas (A
ca¡¡ be weaker in intensity th¡n their formally simpler roots. E.g.:

->

bhook 'white'
->
ta viêog 'blue'
(Katu; Hoang 193:

o

bhookbhook 'whitish'
ta viêng viêng 'bluish'

lÐ

'pr€tty'

(Bru; Hoang 1993: 15)

-¡'

ngoot 'black'
Cfaoih Hoang 193: 15)

s@
ket

->

'pleased'
'sûrall'

oo

'somewha¡ ¡rretty'

soo s@

'aliulepleased'

ketket

'smallish'

->

->

(Paæh: Hoang 1993: l5)

Intensification of a quality is indicated by repetitive means in the Katuic languages as well, but noæ how the expoDents of this semantic category below are
expressed througb alliterative (A-> A A/x), not comPlete rcpetition, with a complimentary or derogatory connotation:

OTHER MaN-KHMER I,/.NGUAGEI

bratt 'clean'
sãk 'dense' ->
->
(Bru; Hoa¡rg 1993: 16)
hnuq 'slou¡'

lcet

>

'small'
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brah briêl

'clean, cleanly'

silk siãk

'bushy, dense'

lmuqlmui

'very slow'

k*kooj

'very small'

(Pacoh; Hoang 1993: 15, 16)

tiq

'old'

(Taoih; Hoang

lÐ3:

tæt

>

tiq

>

brông

'outdated, ancient'

16)

brông 'red'

brang '(of

complexion) ruddy, pink'

(Katu; Hoang 1993: 15)

The Katuic languages are furtùerctra¡acterized by an alliærative process whereby a prcfixal syllable ending in -¿ is added to the base establishinga plural
rcfer_
ence, i.e. many objects have the quality in question (A _> At
A). E.g.:

tn¡ 'deep'
ûoiq 'long'

>
>

(Pacoh and Taoib; Hoang 1993: 16)

The relationship between meaning and form is not, however,
as neat and systematic in the Katuic repetitive lexicon as the data so fa¡ examiried
suggest, as for
exarple in Bru the expression of emphasis on the continuity of a property
and thu
of reciprocity coincide on the level of formal patt€rn (A _> eBa).
E.g.:

dull'-> kaipakai,¿o¡ ¿¡dl¿sting,
cheq ra cheq .uext to each other'
->
(Hoang 1993: 1617)
kai'(ofpain)

cbe4

'near'

Like vietnamese and other Mon-Khmer ranguages, the

lktuic

languages are

also characterized by regularcombinatory tendencies
between syllable-initial

conso

nane in disyllabic rhyming reperitive lexemes (A .lA)
lsee z.a). Regulariry in this
context implies ret€ntion of (i) r- or (ii) l- in tbe frnt
syllable, wme tÀe initial in the
second syllabre varies (Hoang 1993: l0). All the
items in (i) stem from pacoh
and/or Taoih' while those in (ü) a¡e fr.m Bnr, Taoih
and l(atu, respectively:

(Ð

ngoói
tua¡ nhua¡
tin lin
h¡ap yuap
toói

.gloomy,
.stagnant'
.even

and flat,

,n¡ffied'
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(ü)

Aou,qnel

leq deq
leau nheau

loithoi

LEI(EMÆ

'muddy'
'half+losed'
'silent'

þ

sumnrd
up by distinguishing (i) compleæ duplicatives (AA) and two types of alliterative
repetitive lexemes (A A/x): (ü) those differing only in tbc vowel of the rhyme, aod
(üi) those with another kiud of formal variæion between the rhymes of the conThe resricted data on tbe repetitive adjectival vocabulary of Jeh can

stituent syllables. E.g.:
(Ð

(ü)

(üi)

di? d¡?

'differ€nt'

dn¡kdn¡k
yamyam

'sey'
'violet'

gung ging

'(ofroad) curved'

luklek

'd€ceiffi¡l'

jajayatr

'frisky'

le leh

'shorter'

lu luk

'noisy'

(Cohcn 1966:394O)

Repetitive adjectival lexemes with alternating final consonaats (ngíat ngíah

'light green') and different vowels in the sêcond syllable of tbe disyllabic constin¡ents of a repetitive lexeme (sana? sama?'untidy') ar€ also possible (Cohen 1966:
40).

4.6. THE MIAO-YAO GROTJP
The set of Miao-Yao speech forms in 2.5 is complemenæd by items from a Yao
variant calted Biaomin (fiptr) in Standard Chinese, which is actually a dialect of
Mian and spoken primarily in Guangxi but also in Hunan (Mao 1989: 38), and by
items from a dialect of Hmong Njua (- Grcen Miao) as spoken in the province
Xieng l(houng, northern Laos (Haniehar¡sen 1990: 2).
AA) tr'ithiD tbe Miao-Yao
The duplicates of monosyllabic adjectives (A
corpus available for the s$dy arc semantically quiæ predictable on the basis of the
iconicity principle. The mode of presentation of examples is similar to tbat used in

->

2.5. E.g.:

Sjesz
her¡33

nje52

'heary'

nje52

'light' ->

heq33/52 heq33

(Mian; Mao ct al. 1982: 36)

'very hearry'

!* U*'
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vi43

yi43/54 yia3

'very small'

nte43 'lqng'

->
(Bunu; lvlao et al. 1982: 9l)

¡¡s43/54 ¡¡e43

'very long'

kU33 'femgte'
->
nanl3 'CÆOl'
->

ku33 ku33

'rather r€mote'
'rather cool'

'small'

(Biaomin; Mao ct al. 1982:

¡¡¿¡¡13

¡¿¡13

9l)

.'üide'
gc05 'good' ->
->
(Yao, Haina¡; Lu 198?: 58)

hrrq3 kwq3

krva{3

gc$5 gcrJ5

'very wide'
'very good'

geiv geiv
geiv 'nanrow'
C.U, 'WiSe'
->
(Miao
Victnam; Nguyen Van I¡i 1975:?JL)

'very narrorv'
'very wise'

blub 'hard' ->
>
ntsuab 'gtten'

'very hard'

[Yao{,

(H¡nong

lûua

'dark gr€en'

Laos; Ha¡riehauscn 1990: 48)

In Mian, verbs can sene as bases for repetitive adjectival lexemes. E.g.:

+614 '¡6 sgp¡çþ' -;>
dzeilz'tobite' >

le%ls2lezA 'like the ûongue hanging out'
ðze1t2 dzeil2 'wreatb€d in smiles'

(Mao et al. 198212,5l

Biaomin avails ißelf of tonal chatrge in addition to repetition in order to exprcss
A- A).The changed tone is always 35, a
a still higher degree of intensity (A
high rising tone. E.g.:

->

ku33

'r€mots'

þ¡33->35 þu33

nanl3

'cool'

a¿¡13->35 ¡¿¡13

'mostr€mote'
'most cool'

(Mao 1989:3&39)

With regard to disyllabic adjectives, only the first syllable is duplicated in
Biaomin (AB
AAB). E.g.:

->

ggl3

lsi2l

dzaqsa

'6ls¿¡¡'-;>
kual3 'uglY'

(Mao 1989:39)

-)

sql3 sql3

þi2l

'rather clea¡l'

dza¡J$ dzar¡54 h¡¿13 'rather ugly'

In analogy to repetitive forms derived from monosyllabic bases, the expression
of a still stronger degree of intensity in a trisyllabic output of a disyllabic base is
achieved througb changing the fi¡st tone in a string to a high rising one (35). E.g.:
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s9l3

lei2l

'CleAn'

dzal.'4-kual3 'ugly'

gol3->35 gql3

dza[54>35

lgi2l

'very clean'

dza¡g kual3 'very ugly'

(Mao 1989:39)

Mian is similar to Biaomin in having repetitive lexemes of the AAB type,
except that in Mao et al.'s analysis of the former spe€ch form (1982: 37), the disyllabic base is interpreted as consisting of an adverbial modifier followedby its head"
a monosyllabic adjective, and it is the adverbial constituent that is duplicated. The
meanings of the adverbial element and the head adjective are acn¡ally synon)¡mor¡s,
if the renderings given by Mao et al. (1982) a¡e reliable. For example, in such a
disyllabic construction, ß dzan6 s¡7 the fi¡st constin¡ent is the adverbial, renderÊd
into Standard Chinese by Mao et al. as mÉ!trìF (literally'appearaoce of red'),
while the second is the modified adjective ('r€d'). This mode of analysis is identical
to tle one applied by the same authors to riplicate repetitive lexemes in lajia except
thu there the repetitive element is suffixal, not prefixal (see fn. 206). As Biaomin is
considered a dialect of Mian, it would be interesting to know whether a simila¡
analysis were applicable to disyllabic bases of AAB lexemcs in that speech formPrresumably tùe answer is negative, since the author of the article on Biaomin also
acts as co-ar¡thor of the monograph on Mian (Bunu and Lajia), and if Biaomin bad
such leúcal stn¡snrres, the author would probably have teated tbem ai analogical to
the ones in Mia¡. In a¡y case, the three Mian AAB items below are regarded as
parallel to the stnrcturally corresponding Biaomin entities in being derived from a
disyllabic base and accompanied by an enhanced semantic effect as a concomitant
result of the process. E.g.:

(Ð

dom2l 'property of soft¡ess' + mar¡33 'sgft'-;' de62t 6¿¡l
'sofr, lithe'
dom2l/52 d6621 mau33 'soft, weak'

(ü)

4gjetss 'fragrant odour' + darJ33 'fragrant'-> !$jetss darl33
'fragrant, delicious'-> ¡gjetss 4jets¡ dar¡33 'sweet smelling'

(üi)

djom2t 'sweet tasting' + ka:m33

->

'sweet'
(lv1ao

->

'sweet'-> djom2l lca!833
djom2t djom2t ka:m33 'pleasantly sweet'

etal. l9E2:40)

The trisyllabic repetitive lexemes of the ABB type in Bunu a¡e subjected by
Mao et al. (1982: 95-96) to exactly the same kind of analysis as tbe corresponding
Lajia and Vietnamese items and the Mian AAB triplicaæs, i.e. they a¡e based on a
disyllabic stn¡ch¡re consisting of an adverbial modifier and its head, with the former
constituent undergoing duplication. The resulting forms show a stronger level of
intensity compared to tbe base. E.g.:
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(Ð
(ü)
(üi)

€tr{1231

->
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'cool' + hirJ33 'feeling of coolness'
trifr 'L"*ot{'
$rqæt hi{33 hiÐ33 .icy, frosty'

0rg23t

-)

co3l 'hard'+ci33 'propertyof hardness'

->

co3l ci33 .very hard'

->

goSl 6i33/aa sp3t44 .very hard, stififl

+San3l 'scarletappearance'

lrr¡31

""6'
lw¡33 0an3l

->
(Mao et al. 1982: 96)

'scarlet'

->

|yçr

g¿¡31 S¿¡31 .brilliant rcd'

The Hainan Yao va¡iant shares the tisyllabic pattern with Bunu (ABB), but
therc is no analysis to the sa¡ne effect as with Bunu, in the source used. E.g.:

tiz

pla¡zpþz

'bright red'
'(of a mountain slope) bare'

þqus þlan2 þlan2
(Lu 1987:55)

It is possible to construct infixal repetitive lexemes in Mian, which has tu¡o
variants of this pattem: (i) one infixes ¡a¡tz (A
A ha¡tz L) and (iÐ the other

->

re¡rtitive syllables (A-> A ¿2t t¡¿rJ A). Tbe
wording of Mao €t al. (1982: 36-37) implies that semantically, the intensifying
effect of the inñxal process with hailz is comparable to that of the repetition of
monosyllabic adjectival bases (A-> AA), while the other withn2a r¿5i amounts in
meaning to 'fairly' if its Standard Chinese semantic equivalent is translaæd into
English. E.g.:
inserts a disyllabic n2a

(Ð

tonl2

þ6lt¡¡çen the

'slow'
'light'

tonl2 hait2/24 tonl2

'very slow'

he¡33 h¿il2/2a þsq33

'very light'

per2

'white'

p¿t2 ¡2a tu5s p€12

$jesz

'heavy'

gje.sz

'fairly white'
'fairly heavy'

heq3r

(ü)

¡¡a55

nu

¡us5 ¡js52

Juxtaposition of consecutiveþ repeated antonymous monosyllabic adjectives
AABB) is a practice cited in Mao et al. (19g2: 26)by which means
quadrisyllabic repetitive adjectivat lexemes are constn¡cted in Mian. E.g.:

(A + B

->

þtfl4l2t þu2a lu¡2a/21 l¡¡2a
old
ddic-|r¡33¡21

big

|u33

faiuü

small

faí24

'old and young'

'big and small'

4.
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Bunu seems to possess quite a few repetitive quadrisyllabic adjectival patterns.
The totally repetitive patt€nrs a¡e of two kiads, the consecutive (Ð AABB and the
disjunctive (ü) ABAB, in both of which tbe A slot is filled by a meaningless syllable
while the syllable in the B slot has an independent meaning and provides the point
of deparnre for the semantic modification desi¡ed. Note the verbal base and the
alliterative relationship between all syllables in the ouþut form in (i). E.g.:

(Ð ru;ffi

'tolooksidewaYs'

->

nzja33 nzja33tu Ãzir;fl4'z

(ü) æi¿z'(of eyes)

nzffi2

'half-hearted'

closed'

k&

q¿¡a2

pazz

khaff2 pazz fua¡tz'brislq lighthearted'

->
kharf2'nimble'

þp2 qs¡az'muddleheaded'

->
(Mao et al. 1982: 81-82)

In the set of Bunu partially repetitive patterns of four syllables, both alliærative
and rbyming variants are f€pfesented. Tbc former a¡e of r¡ro kinds: the second and
the fourth syllables allitera¡e with each other except for tone, and the rhyme of the

(i) -t or (ü)-a [A B/x A B(-)/*]. All four syllables in the repetitive
form can be alliærative, but this is not aregular feature. In the rhyming patt€rn (üi),
the rhyming syllables, apparently with differing tones, occupy the second and
fourth slots in the formula [A x/B A x/BG)]. As fa¡ as the semantics of the constituent syllables in the formulae cited is conccrne{ the syllable marked with A is
second syllable is

6seningfr¡1, while the second and fourth syllables are meaningless in themselves.
Again, the repetitive forms a¡e semantically more intense or vivid when compared to
their bases. Noæ the verbal base in the second derivation in (ü). E.g.:

(Ð

kwenr2

'yellow'-;'

ûu433 'black'
ntwul2 .gr€en,

(ü) üuss 'white'
ntli22 'to fall'
(äi)

kwenr2 4¡u þs¡¿atzt24 4ç23t,golden yellow'
$u¡J33 ûi33 tlu¡33/,ß {¿ysa
Jetblack'
jyu43/54
jiaa
'green and lush'
> ¡ßyul2
¡¡syul2/20

->
->

rlkwai¡z'dizry'

ûu33 ppþ¿aa Éu33/¿ß mphiÐ43/s4'snow white'

¡Siæ s$¿12 ¡Si22

¡¡ls¿2

> fJkwail2 la4z pkwaitÜ?A

tarin

'very conñrsed'
'stunned, dazed'

(Mao ct al. 1982: 82)

Disyllabic alliterative lexemes are not an uDcotrlmon phenomenon in Miao
[Yao?l (Vietnam). According to Nguyen Van Loi (1975: 24), they are mostly
opaque single-morpheme items, but some are transpar€.nt to the extent that a meaningful element is discernible, and thus a derivation with an intensifying semantic

effect can be set up (A

->

A A/x). E.g.:

THEMIAo.YAo GRoUP

dôngs

blas

'violet'
'shiny'

t79

dôngs dangs
blas

'piæh-black'

bltn

'very shiny'225

Nguyen Van Loi (1975: 25) argues further that in this kind of Miao [yao?]
lexemes the semantic constituent was originally an independent lexical entity expressing a staûe or a property and that the now asemantic alliterative syllable should
have initially been added to restrict the meaning of tbe said state/property; the

similarity of the initial consonants could be haphazard. For Nguyen the subsequent
disyllabic lexemes in modern Vietnamese reflect the semantic configuration that
earlier presumably prevailed in Miao [Yao?]:

dó 'red' + lòm 'gaudy'
dðc 'dense' + kit 'dark'
trãng 'white' + héu 'naked'

->
->
->

dô

lòm 'gaudily red'

dðc

St

'thoroughly dark, dense'

tánghéu'nakedlywhite'

Nguyen's hypothesis that the disyllabic alliterative lexemes in Miao [yao?]
originated in a modifying relationship between the constituents greatly resembles
Mao et al.'s analysis of the natu¡e of the disyllabic base for Eisyllabic repetitive
items (AAB, ABB) in modern Mian, Bunu and Lajia (see above).
Though especially the single-rnorpheme alliterative units in Miao [yao?] should
be monolithic to the extent of not allowing insertion of other elements between the
constituent syllables, it is still possible to derive four syllable forms fr,om disyllabic
ones by adding rhe same syllable before both constituents (AA/x
BABA/x).

->

This operation has an emphatic semantic impact as a result. The inseræd iterns can
be either meaningful or meaningless. E.g.:

nir naov
njãngr

'crcoked'

njrn 'desolate'

->

->
(Nguyen Van Int ß75l.?5)

225

chonc nir

chon naov 'twisted, tortuous'

to curl

uô njängr uô

njrrr .derelict, desolate,

Alliærative forms in Miao [Yaofl arç not sh¡¡ractcrized by sræh rulcs of alternation
involving
tones and final consonants as in tbc casc ofViet¡a¡¡ese, iorcxanplc,
but therc is a ændcnc!
owards tonal similarity bctwcen the syllables (Nguycn Van Loi tStS Zl¡-

